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Eurostat hat die Aufgabe, den Informa-
tionsbedarf der Kommission und aller am 
Aufbau des Binnenmarktes Beteiligten 
mit Hilfe des europaischen statistischen 
Systems zu decken. 
Um der Öffentlichkeit die große Menge an 
verfügbaren Daten zugänglich zu machen 
und Benutzem die Orientierung zu 
erleichtern, werden zwei Arten von Publi-
kationen angeboten: Statistische Doku-
mente und Veröffentlichungen. 
Statistische Dokumente sind für den 
Fachmann konzipiert und enthalten das 
ausführliche Datenmaterial: Bezugs-
daten, bei denen die Konzepte allgemein 
bekannt, standardisiert und wissenschaft-
lich fundiert sind. Diese Daten werden ¡n 
einer sehr tiefen Gliederung dargeboten. 
Die Statistischen Dokumente wenden 
sich an Fachleute, die In der Lage sind, 
selbständig die benötigten Daten aus der 
Fülle des dargebotenen Materials auszu-
wählen. Diese Daten sind In gedruckter 
Form und/oder auf Diskette, Magnet-
band, CD-ROM verfügbar. Statistische 
Dokumente unterscheiden sich auch 
optisch von anderen Veröffentlichungen 
durch den mit einer stilisierten Graphik 
versehenen weißen Einband. 
Veröffentlichungen wenden sich an eine 
ganz bestimmte Zielgruppe, wie zum 
Beispiel an den Bildungsbereich oder an 
Entscheidungsträger in Politik und Ver-
waltung. Sie enthalten ausgewählte und 
auf die Bedürfnisse einer Zielgruppe 
abgestellte und kommentierte Informa-
tionen. Eurostat übernimmt hier also eine 
Art Beraterrolle. 
Für einen breiteren Benutzerkreis gibt 
Eurostat Jahrbücher und periodische 
Veröffentlichungen heraus. Diese enthal-
ten statistische Ergebnisse für eine erste 
Analyse sowie Hinweise auf weiteres 
Datenmaterial für vertiefende Unter-
suchungen. Diese Veröffentlichungen 
werden in gedruckter Fornì und in Daten-
banken angeboten, die in Menütechnik 
zugänglich sind. 
Um Benutzem die Datensuche zu erleich-
tern, hat Eurostat Themenkreise, d. h. 
eine Untergliederung nach Sachgebieten, 
eingeführt. Daneben sind sowohl die 
Statistischen Dokumente als auch die 
Veröffentlichungen in bestimmte Reihen, 
wie zum Beispiel „Jahrbücher", „Kon-
junktur", „Methoden", untergliedert, um 
den Zugriff auf die statistischen Informa-
tionen zu erleichtem. 
Y. Franchet 
Generaldirektor 
It is Eurostat's responsibility to use the 
European statistical system to meet the 
requirements of the Commission and all 
parties involved in the development of the 
single market. 
To ensure that the vast quantity of ac-
cessible data is made widely available, 
and to help each user make proper use of 
this information, Eurostat has set up two 
main categories of document: statistical 
documents and publications. 
The statistical document is aimed at spe-
cialists and provides the most complete 
sets of data: reference data where the 
methodology Is well-established, stand-
ardized, uniform and scientific. These 
data are presented in great detail. The 
statistical document Is Intended for ex-
perts who are capable of using their own 
means to seek out what they require. The 
Information is provided on paper and/or 
on diskette, magnetic tape, CD-ROM. The 
white cover sheet bears a stylized motif 
which distinguishes the statistical docu-
ment from other publications. 
The publications proper tend to be com-
piled for a well-defined and targeted 
public, such as educational circles or 
political and administrative decision-
makers. The information In these docu-
ments is selected, sorted and annotated 
to suit the target public. In this instance, 
therefore, Eurostat works in an advisory 
capacity. 
Where the readership is wider and less 
well-defined, Eurostat provides the infor-
mation required for an initial analysis, 
such as yearbooks and periodicals which 
contain data permitting more in-depth 
studies. These publications are available 
on paper or in videotext databases. 
To help the user focus his research, 
Eurostat has created themes', i.e. subject 
classifications. The statistical documents 
and publications are listed by series: e.g. 
yearbooks, short-temi trends or method-
ology in order to facilitate access to the 
statistical data. 
Y. Franchet 
Director-General 
Pour établir, évaluer ou apprécier les dif-
férentes politiques communautaires, la 
Commission européenne a besoin d'infor-
mations. 
Eurostat a pour mission, à travers le sys-
tème statistique européen, de répondre 
aux besoins de la Commission et de l'en-
semble des personnes Impliquées dans 
le développement du marché unique. 
Pour mettre à la disposition de tous l'im-
portante quantité de données accessibles 
et faire en sorte que chacun puisse 
s'orienter correctement dans cet ensem-
ble, deux grandes catégories de docu-
ments ont été créées: les documents 
statistiques et les publications. 
Le document statistique s'adresse aux 
spécialistes. Il fournit les données les plus 
complètes: données de référence où la 
méthodologie est bien connue, standar-
disée, normalisée et scientifique. Ces 
données sont présentées à un niveau très 
détaillé. Le document statistique est des-
tiné aux experts capables de rechercher, 
par leurs propres moyens, les données 
requises. Les informations sont alors 
disponibles sur papier et/ou sur disquette, 
bande magnétique, CD-ROM. La couver-
ture blanche ornée d'un graphisme stylisé 
démarque le document statistique des 
autres publications. 
Les publications proprement dites peu-
vent, elles, être réalisées pour un public 
bien déterminé, ciblé, par exemple 
l'enseignement ou les décideurs politi-
ques ou administratifs. Des Informations 
sélectionnées, triées et commentées en 
fonction de ce public lui sont apportées. 
Eurostat joue, dès lors, le rôle de conseil-
ler. 
Dans le cas d'un public plus large, moins 
défini, Eurostat procure des éléments 
nécessaires à une première analyse, les 
annuaires et les périodiques, dans les-
quels figurent les renseignements adé-
quats pour approfondir l'étude. Ces 
publications sont présentées sur papier 
ou dans des banques de données de type 
vidéotex. 
Pour aider l'utilisateur à s'orienter dans 
ses recherches, Eurostat a créé les 
thèmes, c'est-à-dire une classification 
par sujet Les documents statistiques et 
les publications sont répertoriés par 
série — par exemple, annuaire, conjonc-
ture, méthodologie — afin de faciliter 
l'accès aux Informations statistiques. 
Y. Franchet 
Directeur général 
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FOREWORD 
The Single European Market and the approach of the Monetary Union have greatly 
increased the demand for Eurostats short-term economic indicators on manufac­
turing industries and construction. In order to cope with new requirements for 
short term statistics, a new Council Regulation on short term indicators is about to 
be adopted. 
These changes to the general environment in which statistics operate have led to 
repeated enquiries to Eurostat concerning the methodological basis of these short-
term indicators, prompting Eurostat to produce a coherent methodological text. 
This publication makes available the results of this work. 
The methodological manual has many authors, of which I will only mention some: 
Mr. Herbei (Production), Mr. Balk (Output Prices), Mr. Klusemann and Ms. Maquet 
(Turnover and Orders), Mr. Coyne and Ms. Martinez (Construction), Mr. Fischer 
(Seasonal Adjustment), Mr. Otmani (Prices in Construction), Mr. De Marcillac 
(Statistical Units), Ms. Zahino (Typing). In addition, extremely valuable comments 
of participants of Task Force meetings we held in the past three years on various 
methodological issues have also helped in writing this manual. 
Finally, I accept sole responsibility for all remaining errors in the text. For any fur­
ther information or critique please contact me, tel. (352) 430 13 44 Ol, fax 430 13 
43 59, e-mail: berthold.feldmann@eurostat.cec.be 
FOREWORD το THE SECOND EDITION 
Since the last edition, many discussions in seminars, bilateral debates with col­
leagues and serious negotiations in European Council working parties have taken 
place. Much of this has given valuable input for this second edition of the meth­
odological manual. The book has been restructured and hopefully should be 
clearer now than before. Apart from the persons mentioned in the original fore­
word I am grateful for the contribution of Ms. Gabi Hano (Labour input variables 
and Investment), Ms. Merja Hult (Construction) and Mr. Simon Allen (verification). 
Comments for the third edition are always welcome. 
Berthold Feldmann 
III 
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I. The Framework 
for a European System Q 
of Short Term Indicators 
1. introduction 
The follow-up of the business cycle is indis-
pensable for many actors in a market econ-
omy. For politicians, government agencies, 
bankers, business owners, consumers and 
trade unionists it is crucial for their deci-
sions to know whether the economy grows, 
stagnates or declines and what will be the 
most likely development in the near future. 
All these economic actors want to follow the 
business cycle movements as accurately 
and as rapidly as possible in order to draw 
well-founded conclusions. A key issue in 
this context is turning points, i.e. the mo-
ment when a boom turns into a recession 
and vice versa. Here the users want to be 
alerted in time of any signs of change in the 
progress of the economy. 
For 25 years, European short term statistics 
have been based on a Council Directive1) 
which after so many years no longer meets 
today's needs and possibilities concerning 
business cycle analysis. The legal base of 
the European system of quantitative Short 
Term Statistics is therefore at present being 
revised by a combined effort of Eurostat and 
the 15 National Statistical Offices of the 
Union. 
The discussion on a new legal base started 
at the end of 1992. Five years later, in 
Spring 1997, the Commission approved a 
proposal which was submitted to the Euro-
pean Council.2) We hope that the new legis-
lation will be adopted in the beginning of 
1998. 
Parallel to the, often rather difficult, discus-
sions about a new legal base for short term 
statistics, the methods of data collection, 
calculation of indicators, estimation meth-
ods, publication policy etc. are intensively 
checked and verified amongst European 
statisticians in order to decide on rules and 
recommendations which will improve the 
quality and the comparability of European 
see Official Journal L 128 of 3/06/1972, p. 
28. A Council Directive concerning the sec-
tor of construction followed in 1978 (Official 
Journal L 52 of 23/02/1978, p. 17). 
2) See Annex V page 183 ff. Since the draft 
Regulation has not yet been adopted by the 
Council, the text might still change in the 
forthcoming months. 
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Short Term Statistics. The results of these 
discussions are laid down in this methodo-
logical manual. 
In the past five years, many task force 
meetings and seminars were held in order to 
have an in-depth dialogue between the Na-
tional Statistical Offices and Eurostat on 
methodological questions. First, task force 
meetings were organised during two years in 
order to write a first draft of this methodo-
logical manual. In general, two meetings 
were necessary for each topic: 
Task Force meetings 
on methodological issues 
Topic 
production 
index 
labour input 
variables 
output prices 
turnover and 
orders 
seasonal 
adjustment 
construction 
1st meeting 
March 1993 
May 1993 
Sept. 1993 
April 1994 
July 1993 
July 1994 
2nd meeting 
May 1993 
Nov. 1993 
Feb. 1994 
Dec. 1994 
May 1995 
Jan.1995 
At all of these task force meetings there were 
participants from Germany, France, Italy, 
the United Kingdom and two or three 
smaller EU Member States (often Spain, the 
Netherlands and Portugal). 
During 1995 all Member States who did not 
participate at task force meetings were vis-
ited in order to take account of their views 
and methodological contributions. The first 
half of 1996, the first edition of the meth-
odological manual was written. 
After that, several "seminars" were held in 
order to discuss the best practice of Na-
tional Statistical Offices for certain rather 
difficult topics. Here experts from the Mem-
ber States explained their methods and 
outlined their experience in a comprehen-
sive presentation, followed by a debate with 
the statisticians from other countries. The 
results of each seminar (including the pres-
entations) have been published by Eurostat. 
Seminars 
on methodological issues 
Topic 
construction prices 
orders statistics 
export prices 
investment 
labour input variables 
Date 
Feb. 1996 
May 1996 
Oct. 1996 
Jan. 1997 
Oct. 1997 
This second edition of the methodological 
manual reflects the results of this intensive 
European debate among specialists of short 
term statistics. 
This first section of the manual describes 
the needs for a harmonized and consistent 
system of short term indicators for the 
European Single Market, even though it is 
clear that the ideal of a "perfect" set of short 
term statistics will always be constrained by 
national traditions and habits and by fi-
nancial constraints. 
However, before we turn to the necessary 
compromises, it may be useful to picture the 
long term aims concerning European short 
term statistics. 
Major changes in 
Europe 
What will Europe look like in the near fu-
ture? Of course nobody can foresee the 
exact political and economic structure of the 
European Union; such fundamental 
changes as the recent breakdown of com-
munist regimes in Eastern Europe can be 
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predicted even less. However, three events 
are nearly certain to take place and should 
be taken into account when we reflect upon 
the needs for statistics: 
♦ The European Union will soon have a 
common currency, the EURO, so that 
economic decisions which determine 
the business cycle, for example invest­
ment, pricing, employment, wages etc. 
will be taken in a monetary area similar 
to one single European nation today. 
This implies the existence of a Euro­
pean Central Bank. 
♦ The European Union will probably have 
more than 15 members; some Central 
and East European countries are ex­
pected to join the European Union 
within the next ten to twenty years. 
This will probably not ease the task of 
harmonization of different statistical 
concepts. 
♦ In addition, a major political tendency 
of the last years will get stronger: in the 
domain of public statistics ­ like in 
other domains of public administration 
­ cost/benefit analysis of what we do 
will be increasingly important. 
In the past decade financial support for the 
system of public statistics has already been 
cut and protests against the burden on 
reporting units have increased. Thus in the 
area of short term indicators there is now ­
and will be even more in the future ­ a need 
for justification and explanation of the work 
program. There can be little doubt that the 
discussions about privatisation of public 
tasks will not decrease in the coming years. 
Indeed the question has to be answered 
convincingly as to why the provision of sta­
tistics is a public good. 
This challenge should be taken as a chance 
to improve the quality and adequacy of 
European short term statistics. The value 
for money of our information service needs 
to be constantly improved. 
The main change in the coming years will be 
the creation of a European Central Bank 
and of a European currency in accordance 
with the Maastricht Treaty. The appearance 
of this new institution, responsible for the 
exchange rate and price stability, increases 
already today the demand for adequate 
harmonized short­term statistics. 
Statisticians have to react to these changes 
and challenges. A milestone in this adapta­
tion process was the Statistical Law which 
was approved by the European Council in 
February 1997.3 ' The basic philosophy of 
this Statistical Law is that more and more 
the European statistical system will be de­
voted to the principles of 
♦ impartiality, 
♦ objectivity, 
♦ reliability, 
♦ relevance and 
♦ transparency 
A system of statistical offices similar to the 
intended system of independent central 
banks according to the Treaty of Maastricht 
can be conceived. This is an indispensable 
condition for supplying the public with con­
sistent, comparable and trustworthy infor­
mation. 
3. The service sector 
□ 
Undoubtedly, the importance of the market 
oriented service sector grows continuously, 
and it is expected to grow further in the 
future. The graph on the next page shows 
the evolution in time of the weight of differ­
ent sectors of the economy for the European 
Union. For individual Member States a 
similar picture can be drawn. 
3) Official Journal L 52 of 22/02/1997, ρ. 1 
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can be observed, 
so that short 
term statistics 
are redundant. 
The few statistics 
we dispose of 
show however 
that for example 
in retail trade 
and in the sales 
of cars fluctua-
tions can clearly 
be identified. It 
would be worth-
while to check for 
other parts of the 
service sector, whether a business cycle 
exists or not. Experience in several Member 
States shows that there are many sec-
tors where this does exist. 
At the Community level, as a minimum, 
quarterly statistics on turnover and 
employment should be provided to the 
public for all parts of the service sector 
as soon as possible. This information is 
also a necessary base for quarterly Na-
tional Accounts statistics. 
Retail Trade - Sales in Clothing & Footwear 
JW-Bt JHVn JWB3 JHVM 
cycle in this sector seem necessary for the 
future. On the other hand it is sometimes 
argued that in services no business cycle 
4. The necessity of 
harmonization 
Harmonization of concepts, norms, and 
standards is a prerequisite to the compa-
rability of statistics. Historically the 
European statistical system has been 
developed by turning to existing national 
ones and thus methodological concepts 
were essentially concerned with the effort to 
translate national statistics into European 
ones. This is the so called "post harmoniza-
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tion" approach which, especially in the a rea 
of b u s i n e s s stat ist ics, h a s given very poor 
resu l t s . In spite of the good will of nat ional 
s ta t i s t ic ians in the field of bus iness s tat is­
tics, long held habi t s , cul tural and linguistic 
variety, differences in bus ines s s t ruc tu res 
a n d organisat ion, a n d finally differences in 
the perception of priorities u n d e r limited 
resource availability, have been conducive to 
a low level of comparabil i ty and a lack of 
harmonizat ion. 4 ) 
The intensified const ruct ion of Europe we 
wi tness today needs an intensi f icat ion of 
s ta t i s t i ca l harmonizat ion, for a t least two 
r easons : 
♦ European mone ta ry policy m u s t be 
based on reliable European statist ics 
which are fully comparable a t all levels. 
♦ With globalisation the logic of the bus i ­
n e s s cycle will be more sector oriented 
t h a n nat ional . Therefore, short term 
analys is by journa l i s t s , bus inessmen , 
politicians, t rade un ion is t s and o thers 
will need t rus twor thy EU statist ics. 
It is ment ioned in the Treaty of Maastr icht 
tha t the Central B a n k h a s the right and the 
obligation to organize the necessary tools to 
fulfil i ts t a sks : "In order to u n d e r t a k e the 
t a s k s of the ESCB, the European Central 
Bank , assis ted by the nat ional central 
b a n k s , shall collect the necessary statistical 
information either from the competent na­
tional author i t ies or directly from economic 
agents."5) 
4) For a thorough discussion of the alternative 
concepts of international harmonisation 
• the uniform approach, 
• the meta­data approach, 
• the subsidiarity approach and 
• the modelling approach 
see Raoul Depoutot, Eurostat, 1997. This 
paper can be obtained on request. 
5) See Treaty on European Union, Chapter II 
(Objectives and Tasks of the European Sys­
tem of Central Banks (ESCB)), Article 5 
("Collection of statistical information") 
This chal lenge m u s t p rompt Euros ta t and 
the National Stat is t ical Offices to develop a 
program of shor t t e rm statist ics which is 
adequa te to u se r s ' needs and a t the same 
time cost­efficient. 
In addition, a t t he na t ional level the condi­
t ions for m a k i n g economic policy will 
change . The ba lance of p a y m e n t s will no 
longer be a cons t ra in t for each count ry and 
new i n s t r u m e n t s of action will take the 
place of those which are being transferred to 
the Communi ty level. In this perspective, 
the importance of s tat is t ics for individual 
industr ia l activities on employment a n d 
salaries will probably increase, even if ha r ­
monization in th is a rea is part icularly diffi­
cult. 
□ 
5. Multidimensional 
needs 
What are the consequences of th is political 
a n d economic scenar io for indust r ia l shor t 
t e rm indicators? There is a need to follow 
bus ines s cycles a s closely a s possible in 
several d imens ions : 
♦ A very rapid a s s e s s m e n t of the eco­
nomic s i tuat ion a t a macroeconomic 
(i.e. very aggregated) level, where t ime­
l iness c o u n t s for all. 
♦ A detailed a c t i v i t y analys is m u s t allow 
political a n d economic decision m a k e r s 
to base their decisions on a precise 
knowledge of special economic shor t 
term events in each of the indust r ia l 
activities. 
♦ Taking into a c c o u n t the existence of a 
large single m a r k e t with only one cur­
rency, political a n d economic decision 
t akers will still be very m u c h interested 
in regional information, i.e. facts con­
December 1997 Page 7 
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cerning a certain area like Catalonia, 
Lombardy or Wales as well as the terri­
tory of a present Member State like 
Denmark. For the large Member States 
Germany, France, Spain, Italy and the 
United Kingdom a break down of some 
business cycle indicators at the most 
aggregated level (total industry) into the 
largest regions inside the country would 
be desirable with a monthly or at least 
quarterly frequency. 
♦ Since the European Union is character­
ized by many small and medium Mem­
ber States with a substantial weight of 
small and medium sized enterprises, 
the importance of following closely the 
business cycle in different size classes 
of enterprises should not be neglected. 
Apart from these needs for detailed infor­
mation, there are other demands concern­
ing short term indicators inside the Euro­
pean Union: 
♦ Decision makers want to be able to 
analyse several aspects of the busi­
ness cycle, i.e. not only the evolution of 
the volume of production (certainly the 
most important short term indicator), 
but also the evolution of output prices, 
of employment, of sales (turnover), of 
the climate of managers' opinion in a 
given region or activity, of unemploy­
ment, enterprise failures etc. Also the 
index of new orders is a vital piece of 
information for judging as early as 
possible the evolution of an industrial 
activity (leading indicator). 
♦ Business cycle information must be 
absolutely comparable between Mem­
ber States. Assuming the existence of a 
single currency in a large part of the 
European Union, it will be vital that the 
indicators which provide information on 
short term movements of the economy 
are collected and calculated with the 
same methods in all Member States. 
The strong wish for increased compa­
rability has been repeatedly expressed 
by the European Monetary Institute. 
♦ Industrial short term indicators should 
be integrated in the general framework 
of industrial statistics. For example the 
year to year growth rate of the monthly 
indicators must be coherent with the 
growth rate of the annual structural 
data insofar as the concepts are the 
same. This rule implies a goal of consis­
tency between the different areas of in­
dustrial statistics and regular cross­
checking of samples, methods and con­
cepts between annual structural data 
and short term information. Likewise 
consistency should be aimed for be­
tween the indicators and the 
PRODCOM production statistics. 
♦ Since political and economic decision 
makers need information on both the 
most recent past and on the anticipa­
tion of future developments, there must 
be a close link and co­operation be­
tween quantitative and qualitative 
information, in other words between the 
numeric indices treated in this manual 
and the business opinion surveys. 
To summarise, the set of available indica­
tors must give economic and political deci­
sion makers the elements they need to ana­
lyse quickly and accurately the economic 
situation. 
The indicators must also enable people to 
test different forecast models as well as new 
theories concerning the business cycle. 
6. Conflicting aims 
One problem will always remain difficult to 
solve: where to draw the line concerning the 
trade­off between costs and statistical 
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needs, in other words between what is de­
sirable and what is possible. 
There is a natural antagonism between the 
burden on reporting units and the costs for 
the statistical agency on one hand and user 
needs on the other. 
However, the major user needs often conflict 
with each other. Satisfying one aim may be 
at the cost of one of the other goals, even if 
in the future all six major aims of 
♦ accuracy (representativeness), 
♦ timeliness (short delays), 
♦ a high level of detail, 
♦ a large range of different indicators, 
♦ comparability of statistics between 
countries (harmonization) and 
♦ clarity 
will be satisfied more than today.6) 
What should be the priorities among these 
goals? Intensive discussions with users have 
revealed that timeliness is regarded by far 
as the most important aim of short term 
indicators. But users also want interna­
tionally comparable data for their analysis. 
So these two goals should be attained first 
of all. The extent to which these two objec­
tives are met at present is still far from sat­
isfactory. 
The set of 
indicators 
E 
Burden for 
reporting units 
& 
Cost for 
statistical office 
) 
Accuracy 
/ 
Clarity 
If it is the aim of a system of industrial short 
term indicators to measure, analyse and 
forecast as detailed as possible 
all patterns of industrial activ­
ity, we therefore have to design 
the following set of short term 
statistics: 
User 
needs r Timeliness Level of detail 
\ Number of indicators 
Comparability 
6) Contrary to common belief, the relation 
between costs and user needs might not al­
ways be antagonistic: 
While certain variables change litüe from 
month to month so that a monthly data 
collection might be unnecessary, costs of a 
monthly data collection might be lower than 
a quarterly frequency if other variables are 
already collected from the same units on a 
monthly base anyway. This applies both to 
the reporting units as well as to the statisti­
cal office which processes the data. 
♦ a measure of (quantitative) 
activity: industrial pro­
duction, 
♦ an anticipation of activity: 
orders, 
♦ the main factor of short 
term fluctuations: in­
vestment, 
♦ the anticipation of invest­
ment trends: in a short 
term perspective, the con­
cept of profitability approximated by the 
gross operating surplus. It means that 
we must have an indicator of turnover 
as well as one of compensation of 
employees, 
indicators of adjustments in different 
markets: output price index, stocks, 
utilisation of industrial capacity, em­
ployment and unemployment, produc­
tivity, 
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♦ links to the rest of the world: foreign 
demand (exports) and competition from 
abroad (imports). 
8. Conclusion 
The basic improvements to the European 
system of Short Term Statistics have to 
encompass four aspects: 
♦ Timeliness: in the future, EU wide 
short term indicators have to be avail­
able considerably faster than today in 
order to be useful to political and eco­
nomic decision makers. 
♦ Harmonization: data collection and 
calculation of indicators in the (more 
than fifteen) Member States of the fu­
ture EU must be agreed upon in order 
to be suitable for reliable analysis. 
♦ Integration: The results of short term 
indices must fit with other parts of the 
statistical system, for example National 
Accounts, but also structural business 
statistics. Only non­contradictory sta­
tistics deserve the trust the public 
shows in our statistics. 
♦ Larger coverage: relevant parts of the 
growing service sector have to be in­
cluded in the provision of short term 
information. 
This long term program for short term sta­
tistics may seem difficult to materialize, but 
it is certainly worth the effort, since the 
demand for such statistics is unquestiona­
bly present and growing. 
9. The legal 
framework 
How can a Council Regulation be structured 
which takes account at the same time of 
present constraints and shortcomings, but 
which also enables us to foresee in fifteen to 
twenty years a more ambitious system of 
short term indicators? 
The solution is a Regulation where the core 
legal text gives the basic rules which are 
applicable for the next twenty years. Specific 
modules for each economic sector give de­
tailed rules which can be adapted over time 
to changing needs and possibilities by the 
Commission in accordance with the Comi­
tology rules laid down in the draft Council 
Regulation. This structure gives the neces­
sary flexibility which meets the demands 
both of National Statistical Offices and of 
the users of European short term statistics. 
The structure of the legislative base is given 
on the next page. The latest draft of the legal 
text is printed at the end of this manual. 
The present methodological manual is an 
exhaustive compilation of rules and recom­
mendations concerning short term indica­
tors. The role of the manual is defined in 
article 11 of the draft Regulation: 
"In co­operation with the Committee 
referred to in Article 17 (1), a methodo­
logical manual which 
a) explains the rules set up in the an­
nexes and also 
b) contains guidelines concerning short 
term statistics, 
will be published by the Commission. 
This manual will be revised at regular 
intervals." 
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Overview 
the role of body text, modules, committee and methodological 
manual in the Draft Regulation on short term statistics Q 
Council Regulation 
Defines the standards of all short 
term business statistics 
i 
Modules 
(annexed to the Regulation) 
The modules give the rules for short term indicators 
for different sectors of the economy like industry, 
construction, retail trade etc. 
Respecting subsidiarity, neither the modules nor the 
Regulation state how the data is to be collected. 
Instead they define which indicators should be 
provided and with what frequency, delay etc. 
Committee 
The Regulation delegates certain tasks concerning 
the implementation (detailed index specification, 
allowed collection methods, quality standards, 
frequencies of surveys etc.) to the Commission, in 
accordance with the Comitology procedures. 
The decisions of the Commission (updating of the 
methodological manual) wi l l be laid down in a 
Commission legal text. 
I 1 
Methodological Manual 
The manual of short term indicators puts together in understandable language the rules (as laid 
down in the Council Regulation, the modules and in the implementing decision of the Com-
mission) and the recommendations for all short term indicators. 
It contains the basic principles concerning the institution responsible for short-term statistics, 
the classifications to be used, the treatment of confidentiality, data collection techniques, levels 
of data precision, publication policies, quality control, methods of weighting and so on. 
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I I . General Rules and 
Recommendations □ 
1. Introduction 
This manual for short term statistics gives 
the methodological framework for data col­
lection and index calculation within the 
European Union; it thus contains the tech­
nical description of methods for data collec­
tion, index computation, data dissemination 
etc. The manual covers 
♦ industry 7) (Part B) and 
♦ construction (Part C). 
For the service sectors no methodological 
handbook with rules and recommendations 
has been set up yet at a European level. 
The text was written in the spirit of maximiz­
ing comparability of the business cycle 
indicators all over Europe. This objective 
becomes increasingly important in a world 
of large markets without frontiers, where 
politicians, industrialists, trade unionists, 
consumers and others need comparable 
statistics on the latest evolution of the econ­
omy. 
7) The term "industry" includes in the context 
of this manual also mining and energy 
supply, in other words NACE Rev. 1 sections 
C, D and E. 
At the same time the manual follows the 
basic principle of subsidiarity by leaving all 
possible freedom to the National Statistical 
Offices of the Member States to collect and 
calculate the necessary information in a way 
which is most appropriate to the situation in 
their country. Most countries possess well 
developed methods for collecting and calcu­
lating short term statistics. These methods 
should be retained as much as possible, as 
long as the principle of international compa­
rability is not violated. 
Eurostat already has established a rich 
electronic reference database on national 
methodologies, called MONA LISA (Methods 
of National Statistical Offices concerning 
Industrial Short Term Indicators) which is 
constantly updated.8) The contents of 
MONA LISA are also published at regular 
intervals. 
This data base allows the users to check at 
any time how the rules and recommenda­
tions of this methodological manual are 
followed. It also allows them to understand 
to what extent the differences in the data 
are due to diverging concepts or methods 
used in the Member States. 
8) Information on this data base can be ob­
tained from 
tel. (..352) 4301 34401 or 
fax (..352) 4301 34359 or 
e­mail: berthold.feldmann@eurostat.cec.be 
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The methodological manual distinguishes 
clearly between fixed rules on one hand 
which exclude all alternatives and recom­
mendations on the other hand. All rules 
(obligations) can be found in the body or 
module of the Council Regulation and are 
thus legally binding. 
However deviations from recommendations 
have to be reported to Eurostat and in turn 
to the Committee specified in the draft 
Regulation on short term statistics. This 
creates the necessary transparency of 
methodology for the users of our statistics. 
Hopefully most recommendations will, over 
the years, become accepted rules which are 
followed by all National Statistical Offices of 
the European Union. 
The present chapter of this handbook deals 
with the rules and recommendations which 
are applicable to all types of short term 
statistics, both in industry and in con­
struction, in other words it contains the 
principles common to all indicators. 
Rules and standards specific to certain 
indexes are treated in the subsequent parts 
of this manual, part Β for Industry and part 
C for Construction. These specifications may 
in certain cases override the statements of 
this first general part. 
2. Institution 
responsible 
B H M E H M H B H S 
2 . 1 . General competence 
It is one of the central principles of public 
statistics that the data are unbiased and 
treated on all levels in an objective manner, 
free from any pressure from political or 
other interest groups. This should apply to 
collection techniques, definitions and data 
compilation. It also implies the same acces­
sibility of statistics to all users. 
For this reason, the national statistical of­
fices of the Member States are in principal 
responsible for the data collection, the cal­
culation of indices, and the data transmis­
sion to Eurostat. 
They may delegate one or several tasks to 
subordinate institutes (for example regional 
statistical offices) provided that they work 
according to the rules and recommenda­
tions laid down in this handbook. 
2.2. Exceptions 
At present in some Member States data 
from ministries or from trade associations 
are used to compute short term statistics.9) 
Following the principle of subsidiarity, this 
alternative option of data collection is per­
mitted as far as the commissioned institu­
tions observe rigorously the rules of this 
handbook, in particular, that they assure 
the quality and objectivity of the data, and 
that they respect strictly the delays of data 
availability. 
It is nonetheless recommended that the 
statistical offices of the Member States 
should increasingly collect the required data 
themselves from the reporting units. The 
reason for this is that the statistical offices 
should have a direct and unrestricted con­
trol on coverage, methodology and quality of 
the basic information. At least the subse­
quent data processing should be independ­
ent of private interests and unbiased. 
A Member State which does not follow this 
recommendation is obliged to spell out in 
written form the objectivity of its data col-
9) Construction statistics are for example 
collected by the appropriate ministry in 
Spain, France and the United Kingdom. 
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lection to Eurostat and to the Committee 
installed following the Council Regulation on 
short term statistics. 
Since timeliness of business cycle informa­
tion is also a very important topic, the qual­
ity of a Member State's short term indica­
tors, and thus the concession of insti­
tutional exceptions, will also be judged on 
the respect for delays agreed upon. 
2.3. Data transmission to 
Eurostat 
In certain countries, some statistics like 
employment data or information on con­
struction are not collected by the National 
Statistical Office but for example by different 
ministries. Following the draft Regulation on 
short term statistics, all different indicators 
have nonetheless to be sent to Eurostat 
centrally by one institution, generally the 
statistical office, which co­ordinates the 
data flow within the Member State. 
Within each National Statistical Office 
Eurostat has to deal with several depart­
ments, divisions and sections simultane­
ously. In order to facilitate communica­
tions with 15 Member States, the draft 
Council Regulation stipulates that each 
statistical office should nominate one co­
ordinating unit which is responsible for the 
dialogue with Eurostat. 
tation of activity indices in all transmit­
ted and published series,10) 
♦ use the CPA product classification11) or 
rather the more detailed PRODCOM list 
as far as queried units must report 
data by products or product groups.1 2 ' 
♦ in the Construction industry (where 
appropriate) the statistics may be de­
rived from information produced ac­
cording to the classification of types of 
Constructions (CC).13) 
For activities where the CPA product classi­
fication is not appropriate since it is not 
detailed enough, for example the textile 
industry (NACE Rev. 1 division 17) where 
CPA­products cover several NACE Rev.l 4­
digit activities, only the 3­digit level of the 
NACE Rev.l can be used. These solutions 
shall in each case be made known to Euro­
stat and to all users. 
coverage 
Several short term indicators like turnover, 
new orders and output pnces are to be split 
into "domestic" on one hand and "non­
domestic" on the other had. This split is 
very helpful for analysts since it gives valu­
able information on the short term evolution 
of different markets. 
Traditionally, the definition of the word 
"domestic" was clear: it meant the territory 
of a Member State. This was the economic 
3. Classifications to 
be used 
Following the appropriate Community 
Regulations, all Member States shall 
♦ use NACE Rev. 1 for the data collection, 
the index calculation, and the présen­
10) See Council Regulation (EEC) No 3037/90, 
Official Journal No L293, 24.10.1990, p. 1, 
updated by Commission Regulation (EEC) 
No 761/93, Official Journal No L83, 
3.4.1993, p. 1 
11) See Council Regulation (EEC) No 3696/93 
of 29 October 1993, Official Journal No L 
342/1,31.12.93 
12) The terms 'product' and 'commodity' are 
treated in this manual as synonyms. 
13) See Commission Recommendation (forth­
coming) and Annex III page 177 ff. 
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market to be observed. There also were 
suggestions to split the export market into 
"intra-EU" and "extra-EU". This would allow 
the compilation of indicators for the Large 
Single Market that the European Union 
constitutes. 
With the creation of Monetary Union from 
1999 onwards, the definition of "domestic" 
has to be reconsidered. 
Economically speaking, the territory of a 
Member State will no longer be the market 
for which enterprises develop a strategy. In 
other words, for an enterprise in Bordeaux 
the sales to Paris will be treated the same 
way as for Amsterdam, since both are likely 
to be in the Euro-zone. Only sales for ex-
ample to London are "non-domestic" as long 
as the United Kingdom does not join the 
Monetary Union. 
Thus the term "domestic" should be rede-
fined as meaning "within the currency area 
of a given Member State". For countries 
outside the Monetary Union the definition 
will be identical to the traditional one, but 
for the Members of Monetary Union it will 
change. 
Apart from the economic argumentation, 
there is also a cost element: Once Monetary 
Union is implemented, it will be an addi-
tional burden for reporting units to distin-
guish in the statistical questionnaire be-
tween sales inside their country and other 
members of Monetary Union, since for the 
enterprise there is no longer any difference. 
Even if at present the National Statistical 
Offices are not yet ready for a new definition 
of "domestic", reality will provide pressure 
for a reconsideration, at least in 2002 when 
national currencies are abolished. 
4. Confidentiality 
For certain NACE Rev.l activities the short 
term statistics can not be published on a 
national level for reasons of confidentiality. 
Publication of a variable requires that at the 
national level 
(i) there are at least three different re-
spondents in the survey for that activ-
ity; 
(ii) there is information from at least two 
of these reporting units in a given 
month; 
(iii) no single respondent accounts for 70% 
or more of the total sales of the activ-
ity; 
(iv) no two dominant businesses together 
account for 85% or more of the total 
sales in the activity. 
The points (iii) and (iv) are usually checked 
only once a year. 
A variable that does not meet these stan-
dards can only be published if the respond-
ing units on which it is based give permis-
sion to publish. 
If the information to be sent to Eurostat is 
confidential, the Council Regulation on 
confidentiality applies, namely that the data 
must still be collected and variables calcu-
lated in order to be able to transmit the 
confidential indices to Eurostat.14 ' 
The national statistical offices must mark 
confidential data. This information is in-
cluded in aggregated statistics as well as in 
the total EUR 15 figures calculated by 
Eurostat, following the appropriate disclo-
sure policy decisions of the Commission. 
14) See Council Regulation (EEC) No 1588/90, 
Official Journal L151, 15th June 1990. 
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5.1. Definitions 
Following the definitions of the Council 
Regulation on statistical un i t s of 15th 
March 1993 , 1 5 · the u n i t s of the 
product ion system which are 
relevant in the context of indus ­ U H P 
ν > 
trial shor t term indicators a re 
♦ the enterprise; 
♦ the local unit; 
♦ the kind­of­activity un i t (KAU); 
♦ the local kind­of­activity un i t (LKAU). 
The "enterprise" is defined a s the smallest 
combinat ion of legal un i t s t h a t is a n organ­
isational un i t producing goods or services, 
which h a s a certain degree of au tonomy in 
decision­making, especially for the alloca­
tion of its resources . An enterpr ise carr ies 
ou t one or more activities a t one or more 
locations. 
A local un i t is an enterpr ise or pa r t thereof 
s i tua ted in a geographically identified place 
a n d a t which one or more pe r sons work. 
The KAU groups all pa r t s of an enterprise 
contr ibut ing to the performance of an activ­
ity a t c lass level (4­digit) of NACE Rev. 1 a n d 
cor responds to one or more operat ional s u b ­
divisions of an enterpr ise . 1 6 ) A KAU may 
conta in secondary activities which canno t 
be separa te ly identified. 
The enterprise is closer to the adminis t ra t ive 
world t han the KAU in tha t it consis ts of 
entire adminis t ra t ive un i t s , namely legal 
uni t s , while the KAU is defined in t e rms of 
its purpose, t h a t is in t e rms of homogeneity. 
The enterpr ises have to be registered a t the 
statistical offices u n d e r a reference n u m b e r 
and with some character is t ics s u c h a s 
name , add re s s , size class (persons em­
KAU + Enterprise 
ployed) a n d classification to a n activity 
(NACE class). These character is t ics allow the 
preparat ion of s ta t is t ics according to size 
classes or geographic regions if required. 
See the Council Regulation on b u s i n e s s 
registers for s tat is t ical p u r p o s e s of 1993 . 1 7 ) 
An impor tan t dist inction h a s to be m a d e 
between 
=> the report ing un i t a n d 
=> the observat ion unit . 
The report ing un i t is responsible for the 
correct a n d p u n c t u a l supply of all queried 
information, while the observation u n i t is 
the un i t which we w a n t to follow in i ts per­
formance. 
The following overview i l lustrates the differ­
ent roles of u n i t s in shor t ­ te rm stat ist ics: 
Reporting unit 
Enterprise 
(or legal unit) 
Local unit 
(or legal unit) 
Observation unit 
Kind­of­activity unit 
Local kind­of­activity 
unit 
15) See Council Regulation (EEC) No 696/93, 
Official Journal L76, 30th March 1993. 
16) The enterprise's information system must 
be capable to indicate or calculate for each 
KAU the relevant information necessary for 
the compilation of a fixed list of statistics 
specified in the Regulation. 
Following the principle of subsidiarity, t he 
choice of the report ing un i t falls entirely 
u n d e r the responsibil i ty of National Statist i­
17) Council Regulation No 2186/93, Official 
Journal L196, 5th August 1993. 
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cal Offices. In the context of this m a n u a l we 
only deal with the appropr ia te choice of the 
observation uni t . 
5.2. Which observation unit? 
All shor t t e rm indicators t reated in this 
m a n u a l refer to indus t r ia l ac t iv i t ies , classi­
fied according to NACE Rev. l . However, in 
order to calculate activity indices, basic da t a 
have to be aggregated. In th i s context differ­
en t approaches are conceivable:1 8) 
♦ Ideally for shor t t e rm analysis we 
would observe u n i t s of h o m o g e n e o u s 
product ion (UHP). These are character­
ised by a single activity with homoge­
n e o u s inpu t s , product ion process and 
ou tpu t s . I npu t s a n d o u t p u t s are iden­
tified via a p roduc t classification. 
♦ A subs tan t i a l n u m b e r of bus inesses are 
engaged in a combinat ion of activities 
a t the s a m e time. They may be engaged 
in a principal activity a n d some secon­
dary activities. If kind­of­activity 
un i t s a re chosen a s observation un i t s , 
th is implies t h a t homogenei ty is aimed 
at , b u t if a separa te identification of the 
secondary activities is not possible, 
several activities a re included in one 
KAU.19) 
♦ Sec tor app roach : in th is case the ac­
tivities a re computed including all sec ­
ondary product ion of the reporting 
un i t s , which are in th i s approach nor­
mally (more or less heterogeneous) en­
terprises , classified according to their 
principal activity. 
18) See the European System of Accounts 
(ESA), chapter 2, paragraph 2.102 to 2.118. 
19) In our discussions in expert Task Force 
meetings in the last five years, the second 
approach, using the KAU as the observation 
unit, was called "branch approach". In or­
der to avoid confusion, this terminology will 
not be followed any longer. 
It h a s to be born in mind t ha t in pract ice it 
is in mos t cases impossible to use the first 
approach , the UHP. Only if product infor­
mat ion is collected a s basic data , like for 
example in the case of the product ion index 
or price indices, automatical ly un i t s of ho­
mogenous product ion are observed. 
When are the secondary activities of a n 
enterpr ise so impor tan t tha t a split into 
several kind­of­activity un i t s becomes 
worthwhile? 
An approach followed recently by several 
statist ical offices s eems very useful, s ince it 
combines realism (i.e. considerat ions of 
cos ts of da t a collection) with good resu l t s 
(i.e. u s e r needs): For da t a collection pur ­
poses all enterpr ises of a country a re classi­
fied into either "simple" or "complex". 
"Complex enterprises" a re all those with 
more t han 100 employees in secondary 
activities, all o thers (with less t h a n 100 
employees in secondary activities, i rrespec­
tive of their absolute size) are "simple enter­
prises". 
For the purpose of shor t term stat ist ics, only 
c o m p l e x enterpr ises need to be split into 
several kind­of­activity un i t s . This app roach 
focuses on the most relevant cases of het­
erogeneous bus inesses . It should a l ready be 
applied a t the level of the registers. 
6. Type of survey 
All surveys for shor t term indicators have to 
be executed in such a way tha t the sample 
frame (= list of enterpr ises from the register 
which forms the survey populat ion from 
which the sample for a par t icular survey is 
drawn) comprises a t least 9 0 % of the rele­
van t character is t ics (production, employ­
ment , turnover etc.) in a given NACE class , 
g roup or division a t the nat ional level. 
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Normally the sample frame will be close to 
100%; excluded are only 
♦ intentionally: very small businesses if 
they are negligible with respect to their 
economic importance, and 
♦ involuntarily: new enterprises which are 
not yet registered. 
This rule assumes as a hypothesis that the 
excluded part of the universe follows more 
or less the same evolution in time as the 
included part. It serves to ensure the high 
quality of the indices and is in the interest 
of all parties concerned. 
Out of this universe either all have to report 
(= exhaustive inquiry census) or a sample 
may be drawn. 
6 .1 . Exhaustive inquiry 
Though data collection is often restricted to 
reporting units beyond a certain threshold, 
for example 20 or more persons employed, 
some problems may arise in an exhaustive 
survey due to the fact that a high number of 
units must report, many of which may not 
contribute much to the total economic ac­
tivity. Unreasonable costs emerge for the 
data collection not only in the small units 
but also in the statistical offices which ex­
amine and evaluate the reports. Further­
more, a large amount of educational work 
has to be done to encourage all units to 
report in time and correctly. 
Nevertheless, exhaustive inquiries have 
proved to be successful in practice, for ex­
ample in Germany and in Ireland. In addi­
tion, the burden of statistical reporting is 
equally shared in this case, although the 
relative burden of small enterprises is 
higher. 
6.2. Samples 
Sample surveys supply good results as well, 
provided that the representativeness is 
sufficient.20' 
Stratified samples show in contrast to sim­
ple random samples results of high quality 
and, moreover, keep costs low. By providing 
different quota according to the units' size a 
high representativeness can be achieved 
with a relatively low number of inquiries. 
The strata have to be chosen in a way as to 
minimize the internal variance. 
The following table gives an example: 
□ 
type of units 
large 
medium­
sized 
small 
very small 
employment 
more than 250 
50 up to 249 
10 up to 49 
less than 10 
selected units 
in the sample 
100% 
50% 
2 0 % 
0 % ­ 20 % 
The proportions depend of course on the 
size of the country which determines the 
absolute size of a given activity. In a small 
Member State where in many industries 
there are no large units as defined here, the 
proportion has to be considerably higher for 
medium sized and small units. This may 
also be the case in larger countries where 
large units do not exist in certain industries. 
In this case the proportion of the medium­
sized units must also be raised to obtain the 
desired representativeness. 
Depending on national circumstances, the 
sample strata may also be formed using 
turnover instead of employment. 
PPS­sampling is an alternative sampling 
method which leads to high quality results 
at low costs. Here the probability of a report­
20) See also chapter 10.2. below for rules of 
accuracy. 
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ing unit being included in the sample is 
proportional to its size (hence PPS method). 
In other words large units have a higher 
chance to be obliged to report than small 
units. 
In the selection of the surveyed units re­
gional aspects should also be taken into 
account in the sense that no region of a 
country should be neglected. 
If a sample system is used, it should ­ where 
possible ­ be based on the method of rota­
tion so that any unit of an activity will be 
part of the sample for a period of one, two or 
more years. However, during the course of a 
year the choice of the units should not be 
changed. 
It should not be forgotten that the choice 
and application of sampling techniques falls 
entirely under the responsibility of the Na­
tional Statistical Offices, in other words the 
principle of subsidiarity applies. Important 
for Eurostat and our users is the accuracy 
of the statistics. 
See chapter 10.2. below for the sample size 
necessary to assure a good accuracy of 
results. 
In order to increase transparency at a 
European level, the national statistical of­
fices are obliged to inform Eurostat of their 
chosen sample sizes in all industries. 
7. Data collection and 
control 
sources) and the calculation of all types of 
short term indices is required 
♦ for all economic activities of the NACE 
Rev.l Division 10 to 41 (sections C, D 
andE), 21> 
♦ for the total area of the Member States 
(No regions may be excluded), 
♦ covering all size classes of units,22) 
♦ at monthly or quarterly intervals de­
pending on the indicator. 
If certain activities or regions have been 
excluded from the data collection until now 
despite the existence of an economic activ­
ity, these activities and regions must be 
considered in the future. 
The actual data collection of basic informa­
tion for short term statistics follows the 
principle of subsidiarity, in other words it 
lies fully in the responsibility of the national 
statistical offices. The following recommen­
dations can nonetheless be expressed: 
7.2. Electronic data 
transmission 
Especially in the domain of short term indi­
cators, it is strongly recommended to the 
National Statistical Offices to use more and 
more electronic data transmission for 
data collection in order to 
♦ reduce the possibilities of data entry 
errors, 
♦ minimize the burden on the reporting 
units and 
♦ speed up considerably the data collec­
tion process. 
7 .1 . Scope of survey 
Data collection (including the use of existing 
data from other statistical or administrative 
21) For exceptions see the appropriate chapters 
below. 
22) For data collection from very small units 
special rules apply. See chapter 6.2 above. 
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7.3. The questionnaire 
It is advisable to collect several different 
basic da t a with the s a m e quest ionnaire , in 
other words a whole set of shor t term sta­
tistics a t the s a m e time, because 
♦ this practice r educes the bu rden on the 
reporting uni t , 
♦ it allows an easy control of the reported 
figures via plausibility checks , 
♦ it a s s u r e s t ha t different variables are 
comparable s ince the same type of re­
port ing uni t is used . 
An example of s u c h a jo int da ta collection 
would be the collection of turnover, new 
orders , the stock of orders and employment 
in one single ques t ionnai re . This is already 
common practice in several statistical of­
fices. 
The basic da t a a re collected monthly or 
quarter ly (depending on the indicator) u s ing 
ques t ionnai res on pape r or on electronic 
media designed by the statist ical offices. The 
general pa r t of the ques t ionnai re comprises 
s t a t emen t s on the report ing un i t like refer­
ence n u m b e r and a d d r e s s , n a m e and phone 
n u m b e r of the employee responsible for the 
accuracy of the entr ies , a s well a s the clas­
sification according to NACE Rev. 1 for the 
observation uni t . 
The spec ia l i sed p a r t of the quest ionnaire is 
to some extent c lass specific and in addition 
depends on the kind of basic information 
which m u s t be given. Normally the ques ­
tionnaires a sk for the n a m e a n d code n u m ­
ber of the queried information (product, 
turnover, commodity price, h o u r s worked 
etc.). 
The report ing u n i t s r e tu rn the completed 
ques t ionnai res by mail or via electronic da t a 
t ransfer after a reasonab le period following 
the end of the reference period, ) th is 
deadline should be based on a legal obliga­
t ion in order to increase the urgency of d a t a 
reporting. Experience in several s tat is t ical 
offices shows t ha t such a legal obligation 
helps considerably to improve the r e sponse 
rates . 
7.4. Data control 
The receipt of the quest ionnaires is con­
trolled by the statist ical offices; r eminde r s 
a re sent to those un i t s tha t do not a n s w e r 
despite their obligation. Alternatively they 
are contacted by telephone or telefax m e s ­
sages. If necessa ry a second reminder m u s t 
be sent to slow u n i t s explaining t h a t even 
fines do not relieve the obligations on a u n i t 
to supply the required data . 
A se lect ive r e sponden t follow­up s t ra tegy is 
r ecommended , 2 4 ) whereby the recontac t 
effort is concent ra ted on total n o n ­
responden t s a n d on providing ques t ionable 
replies un i t s which have a significant impac t 
on the calculat ion of the indicator. 
Incoming ques t ionna i res or electronic re­
por ts m u s t be examined by the s tat is t ical 
offices in order to e n s u r e tha t the da t a given 
are complete a n d correct. This is in general 
done by compar ing the da ta reported with 
those of the previous period. Entr ies which 
do not seem to be plausible have to be veri­
fied before they are passed on for t abu la ­
tion. 
As far a s o ther m e t h o d s are u sed for d a t a 
collection, the statist ical offices are obliged 
23) This may typically be 10 working days for 
monthly statistics and 20 working days for 
quarterly information. 
24) See J.M. Berthelot, M. Latouche, "Improving 
the efficiency of data collection", Journal of 
Business & Economic Statistics, 1993, no. 
11, pp. 417­428 
□ 
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to inform Eurostat in detail of these proce-
dures. 
7.5. Level of precision 
All indices are supplied to Eurostat with 1 
decimal place precision. The calculation of 
annual average index numbers and of all 
aggregations is based on unrounded data; 
the indices are rounded to 1 decimal place 
at the final step only. When percentage 
changes are presented in association with 
index numbers, these changes are calcu-
lated on the basis of the published, rounded 
indices. 
For absolute figures comparable solutions 
have to be found in close cooperation with 
Eurostat. 
A national statistical office may wish to 
disclose certain indices rounded to whole 
numbers, when this corresponds to their 
internal precision. The indices must how-
ever be supplied to Eurostat with one deci-
mal place precision as input to the EUR 15 
figures. The wish to publish these data as 
whole numbers must in this case be marked 
clearly. 
Level of detail and 
aggregations 
8 .1 . The case of marginal 
importance 
Generally short term statistics for all classes 
of NACE Rev. 1 (4-digit-level) should be cal-
culated for all Member States where there is 
economic activity. It is in the interest of all 
National Statistical Offices to provide users 
not only with aggregated indicators, also 
information which allows an analysis of the 
business cycle for individual activities, 
which might be very different from the 
overall situation. All calculated series 
should be transmitted to Eurostat. 
The provision of detailed statistics is a serv-
ice expected by the providers of the infor-
mation, so that they can identify their cur-
rent market position. 
The little table below shows how many se-
ries in section D are available to the public 
for the different levels of detail of Nace 
Rev.l: 
Number of Activities in Manufacturing 
in Nace Rev.1 
Detail 
2-digit 
3-digit 
4-digit 
Number of 
Activities 
22 
99 
189 
On the other hand the provision of detailed 
statistical information causes high costs 
since the sample size of data collection has 
to be rather large. Thus a careful cost 
benefit analysis is necessary. 
Eurostat only asks for detailed information 
for the production index and output prices. 
All other indices such as turnover, orders, 
employment, wages & salaries etc. are only 
to be supplied at the 2-digit level. 
But even for production and prices excep-
tions concerning the level of detail are pos-
sible. If in a given base year value added in 
manufacturing is less than five percent of 
the EU total, the National Statistical Office 
is not obliged to provide indices at this level 
of disaggregation. 
At present, this obliges only Germany, 
Spain, France, Italy and the United King-
dom to transmit 3- and 4-digit short term 
statistics. 
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Weights in EUR15 
Manufacturing Value Added in 1995 
France 14.9% Spain 6.6% 
Italy 14.2% 
United 
Kingdom 
14.1% 
Germany 
30.7% 
Others 19.6% 
Denmark 1.7% 
Greece 0.4% 
Ireland 1.2°/ 
Luxembourg 0.2% 
Netherlands 
3.8% 
Belgium 3.0% 
Finland 
W 1.7% 
I . ■-""''' 
Austria 2.3% Portugal 2.6% 
The rule for exemptions was formulated in 
order to minimize the burden on reporting 
units. These exemptions reflect the main 
purpose of Eurostat with regard to short­
term indicators, namely to supply users 
with accurate and reliable European indica­
tors. In this context the Member States can 
themselves be regarded as reporting units 
with drastically unequal size. A sample of 
the largest reporting units is in general 
sufficient for an index of good quality. 
On the other hand there should also be 
sufficient information at the national level 
about the business cycle for all significant 
industrial activities. 
The calculation and transmission of more 
detailed information ­ even if the rule of 
marginal importance is applicable ­ is 
strongly encouraged by Eurostat. 
8.2. Aggregations 
Aggregated indices are calculated by the 
national statistical offices for industrial 
activities resulting from the 3­digit (group), 
the 2­digit (division) and the 2­character 
(sub­section) levels of NACE Rev.l, as well 
as an index of the total industrial activity 
(NACE Rev.l section C to E). 
Finally, for all types of indicators informa­
tion for five main industrial groupings (MIG) 
has to be calculated: 
♦ energy related industry, 
♦ intermediate goods industry, 
♦ investment goods industry, 
♦ durable consumer goods industry, 
♦ non durable consumer goods industry. 
Following the work of classification special­
ists, the allocation of NACE Rev.l groups 
and classes to the five main industrial 
groupings is defined in annex I.25) This 
common allocation is necessary in order to 
assure European comparability of short 
term indicators and will be rendered binding 
using Comitology producers foreseen in the 
draft Regulation. 
In order to calculate these MIG indices, 
information at the 4­digit level has to be 
aggregated, using net value added as 
weights for the production index, employ­
ment for the employment index and so on. 
For the production index and the output 
price index a calculation (aggregation) at the 
product level is theoretically possible. This 
should none the less not be done, as it 
would decrease comparability with other 
indices and between different countries. 
25) See page 161 ff below. 
Possibly the definition of Main Industrial 
Groupings, including the question whether 
there shall be four or five, has be be dis­
cussed again by the statisticians in order to 
assure that we meet really user needs. 
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Eurostat calculates the EUR 15 main indus-
trial groupings with the aid of the Member 
State aggregates. 
9. Changes of the 
base year 
The forthcoming Council Regulation for 
Short Term Statistics requires that every 5 
years, in the years ending with a 0 or a 5, 
the basic weighting system must be up-
dated. This must be done as soon as the 
necessary data becomes available. All ex-
ceptions from this rule must be communi-
cated to Eurostat and the Committee re-
ferred to in the Regulation. 
It should be clear to everyone that the older 
the weights are, the more the calculated 
indices are biased, that is the quality of the 
short term statistics for analytical purposes 
deteriorates. 
Index numbers relative to the new base 
period must be published starting at the 
latest with those for January of the fourth 
year subsequent to the new base period.2f>' 
It is recommended that the samples of que-
ried units (and of representative commodi-
ties in the case of the production and price 
indices), and the corresponding weights, be 
updated regularly in order to guarantee 
high quality indicators. In fact, chain 
linked indices is the preferred solution. This 
is already practised in several Member 
States. 
In the standard case of a rebasing every five 
years, the indices relative to a new weighting 
scheme have to be calculated retrospectively 
26) For example indices with 1990=100 must 
be published starting with those for Janu-
ary 1994. 
for several years, so that the point where the 
two series are spliced is between two base 
years.27) As a result the indices from 1988 
to 1992 have 1990 weights, from 1993 to 
1997 they have 1995 weights ans so on. 
After a base period change has been per-
formed, Eurostat is informed about it by a 
detailed report. This report must among 
other things contain the basic weighting 
system and a description of the procedure 
followed. This report should be available at 
the same time that the indices relative to the 
new base year are published. 
Short term statistics are only useful to the 
users when they give a true picture of the 
evolution of value added, employment, 
hours worked, output prices and so on, in a 
given industrial activity. Even if quality 
checks are difficult in the domain of short 
term indicators, where the rapidity of re-
sults is the principle aim, constant efforts to 
improve the quality of the indices have to be 
made. 
In the coming years, Eurostat will set up a 
task force which will work on rules for data 
quality for all types of European statistics. 
10.1. Plausibility of the input 
At first the incoming forms of the units must 
be checked with regard to the plausibility of 
the data reported. For this purpose, re-
ported figures for period t are compared to 
27) For example when the new base year 1990 
was introduced in 1993, the index with the 
new weighting scheme (1990) should in the-
ory have been calculated back to January 
1988. 
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corresponding figures of the same unit for 
the previous period t ­1. Non­plausible en­
tries have to flagged before processing the 
data; and the respondent must be asked for 
an explanation. Depending on the outcome 
an appropriate action must follow with re­
spect to the flagged entry. 
After the indices have been calculated a 
further checking of the results should take 
place. If the result does not seem to be 
plausible in respect of previous figures, the 
input should be checked again. 
tics in the stratum. Normally a judicious 
sample is chosen in a stratum with a 
small number of units, so that in gen­
eral all of the units are chosen in any 
case. 
At regular intervals, the Member States have 
to provide Eurostat (and users) with detailed 
quality reports, where coverage rates for all 
activities and all indices are listed. Ap­
proximations of standard errors for each 
activity will also have to be calculated. 
The national statistical offices have close 
contacts with the reporting units and if 
necessary should give advice to those which 
are not in a position to give good quality 
information. It is advisable and has proved 
advantageous in many cases to send from 
time to time field representatives from the 
statistical offices to the reporting units. 
10.2. Accuracy of results 
The quality of the indices can only be as­
sured if the data collection errors are not too 
large. Therefore the following principles 
should be followed: 
In most cases, stratified samples will be 
used in order to optimize the sample and 
reduce variability. In each stratum (or the 
whole activity, if no stratified sample is 
used) either 
♦ a random sample is drawn: then the 
width of the 95% confidence interval for 
the index may not exceed 2%, i.e. ± 1% 
around the sample index. Assuming a 
normal distribution this would imply 
that the standard error may not exceed 
0.5%, or 
♦ reporting units are selected with a de­
liberate choice (judicious sample): then 
the selected units have to account for at 
least 80% of the relevant characteris­
10.3. Minimized revisions of 
the indicator 
Usually, the first published indices are to a 
certain extent still provisional. As more 
basic information comes in, slight revisions 
are undertaken. In order not to confuse the 
users, the first published information 
should also be of a correctness (= quality) 
that does not require major revisions. 
The following rule applies: over a period of 
12 months, the final unadjusted index of a 
given activity should on average (in abso­
lute terms) not deviate from the first pub­
lished information by more than K%.2°) 
This rule focuses on 12 months average 
deviations over 12 months and not each 
single deviation, because exceptionally a 
major revision might be necessary due to 
the occurrence of an input error or because 
something else in the complex index calcu­
lation procedure went wrong. 
The maximum deviation coefficient K which 
should not be exceeded on average over 12 
months is: 
28) If for example K=3% and the first published 
index lies at 135.0, the final index has to be 
in the range of plus/minus 3% of 135.0, i.e. 
between 131.0 and 139.0. 
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Level of detail 
4­digit 
3­digit 
2­digit 
Aggregates 
Deviation 
3 % 
3 % 
2 % 
1 % 
If the deviation exceeds the above given 
rules on average over 12 months, the sam­
pling and data collection technique has to 
be revised in order to improve the quality. 
Above all the response rate from reporting 
units has to be increased. 
11. Data dissemination 
In producing statistical information there is 
a trade­off between the timeliness with 
which the information is given and the 
quality of the published data. Quality here 
means not only the extent to which reality is 
reflected (accuracy), but also the detail to 
which this is done. On the other hand there 
is a desire for very quick information on 
changes in the business cycle. 
The essential task for obtaining fast busi­
ness cycle information is to reduce the 
average response delay of the reporting 
units, for example increase the response 
rate. The first publication should be based 
on a response rate of at least 80%. 
This can be obtained by increasingly using 
modern technologies like direct electronic 
(on­line) links between the statistical offices 
and the reporting units (EDI). If the neces­
sary information is stored in a structured 
manner in an electronic format in the in­
formation system of the reporting unit and 
retrieved automatically by the statistical 
office, the burden on enterprise is mini­
mized and the information is available 
within a few days at the statistical office. 
The first published information is still pro­
visional and will be revised as soon as more 
reliable information becomes available. 
The time­table for publications is as follows: 
♦ approximately 3 to 4 weeks are needed 
for the data collection by the national 
statistical offices, 
♦ approximately 1 week is needed for ex­
amining the questionnaires and calcu­
lating the indices, 
♦ approximately 1 week is needed by 
Eurostat to collect national indices, to 
aggregate them to EU indices and to 
prepare the publication. 
The permitted delay for data transmission to 
Eurostat depends on the indicators. At pre­
sent the following delays (in calendar days) 
are foreseen in the draft Council Regulation: 
Variable 
production index 
new orders, 
persons em­
ployed 
turnover, 
hours worked, 
wages & salaries 
output prices 
Maximal 
Delay 
(Industry) 
45 days 
50 days 
60 days 
35 days 
Maximal 
Delay 
(Construction) 
60 days 
90 days 
90 days 
60 days 
The delay may be up to 15 calendar days 
longer for countries where their share of 
value added in manufacturing in the Euro­
pean Community is less than five percent 
for a given base year. 
These delays should be shortened in the 
coming decades. 
The monthly publication by Eurostat will 
focus on EURI 5 indices, seasonally ad­
justed and in the trend­cycle form. This 
does not exclude the publication of individ­
ual Member States series. 
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Eurostat will prepare an annual time­table 
with the dates of release fixed in advance. 
The indices are corrected within 12 months, 
when the final index with a response rate of 
at least 95% of the questionnaires sent out 
is made available. 
Certain short term statistics like employ­
ment and hours worked are only compul­
sory with a quarterly frequency, which 
means that for these figures the publication 
delays are longer than for monthly data. 
Nonetheless it should always be kept in 
mind that short term statistics become 
worthless for the analysis of business cycles 
if they are made available too late. Timeli­
ness has the highest priority of all objectives 
for short term information. 
For this reason, the quarterly indices should 
be published not later than two months 
after the reference quarter, preferably earlier 
than that. 
The possibilities of a monthly data collection 
of certain "quarterly" statistics should from 
time to time be reconsidered. 
12. The Choice of 
Growth Rates 
Short term statistics are often looked at in 
the form of growth rates. Growth rates are 
a natural tool of analysis in order to make 
statements about the development of eco­
nomic events in time. Unfortunately, the 
possible selection of growth rates is large. 
Particularly for monthly data, there are 
many different types of growth rates to 
choose from. 
What makes this confusing is that several 
dimensions (aspects) need to be considered: 
♦ The form of the data: gross, working day 
adjusted, seasonally adjusted or trend­
cycle ? 
♦ The use of one single month or a moving 
average, in other words smoothed data. If 
the latter is the case, should two months, 
three months, six months or twelve 
months be used to smooth the series? 
♦ The time horizon: should the comparison 
be made with the previous month (t/t­1), 
the previous quarter (t/t­4), or the same 
month in the previous year (t/t­12) ? 
If we look at all of the alternative combina­
tions regarding these three aspects, we have 
an array of possibilities with three dimen­
sions. 
12.1. Form 
Should gross data, working day adjusted, 
seasonally adjusted or trend­cycle data be 
used for computing growth rates? Obviously 
for a comparison to the previous month, 
only the seasonally adjusted or trend­cycle 
data can be used, since the gross and 
working day adjusted series still contain the 
seasonal pattern which would make a 
growth rate from one month to the next 
meaningless. Normally for a comparison to 
the same month in the previous year gross 
or, where appropriate, working day adjusted 
data is used since it is not yet 
"manipulated" by time series decomposition. 
On the other hand since the quality of sea­
sonal adjustment procedures are clearly 
improving, tests show that the differences in 
the annual growth rates are more of less 
marginal. So in general, seasonally adjusted 
or trend­cycle data can be used as a base 
for growth rates. 
□ 
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Trend- Annualisation 
But which one of the two? The difference 
between the two forms is that the seasonally 
adjusted series still contain the irregular 
component, while for the trend-cycle the 
one-off fluctuations have been elimi-
nated.29) 
For the growth rates this means that those 
based on seasonally adjusted data 
jump quite considerably from one 
month to the other. Growth rates based 
on the trend-cycle give a clearer eco­
nomic message to the analyst and 
should therefore be preferred. 
12.2. Smoothing 
The next question is whether one single 
month or a moving average should be 
used. Which recommendations can be 
given? Growth rates using only one 
month are quite volatile and subject to 
random influences which make the eco­
nomic interpretation of these growth rates 
rather risky. Many examples show that it 
has to be doubted whether the figures for 
each month are reliable and can be used for 
growth rates using one month only. There 
are always small outliers, registration mis­
takes, the wrong reference period, classifi­
cation errors and so on. The data is quite 
"noisy". Therefore, any single monthly 
growth rate is to some extent misleading. 
As a conclusion it has to be said, that a 
cautious three month average of the 
monthly growth rate seems more appropri­
ate for a sound economic analysis, even if 
the latest events are watered down because 
of the smoothing process. 
Next there is the question of 
"annualisation". Some analysts convert 
growth rates to the previous period, for 
example t / t - 1 , into annual growth ratest™ 
so that they can be compared with annual 
growth figures from other sources. In addi­
tion, this allows the reader to get a feeling 
for the "true" size of the growth rate, since 
United Kingdom 
Manufacturing of electrical motors and generators 
growth t/t-12 
Jun-95 Aug-95 Oct-95 Dec-95 Fcb-96 Apr-96 Jun-96 Aug-96 Oct-96 D e c * 
29) See part ΙΠ. "Seasonal Adjustment" below. 
most users can relate better to what is small 
and what is large for an annual growth rate. 
Considering what has been said above 
about the random effects inherent in the 
data, this algorithm of annualisation shows 
too much confidence in the data. In most 
cases, the figures are not accurate enough 
to be extrapolated for the whole year. 
12.3. "Period before" versus 
"last year" 
If we conclude so far that the use of only 
one month for meaningful growth rates is 
30) This is done either by multiplying the num­
ber of periods in the year (in our example 
t/t-1 by twelve) or, by multiplying the loga­
rithm of the growth rate by twelve and then 
taking the anti-log of the values (which is 
mathematically more correct). 
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too risky and that instead moving averages 
of three months should be used, there is 
still one decision to be taken: whether the 
growth rate compared to the previous 
months (3m/3m­3) or to the same month of 
the previous year (t/t­12) should be pub­
lished. 
For this decision it is important to realise 
that for the growth rate compared to the 
same months of a year before, the evolution 
between the twelve months is not taken into 
account. Many things may have happened 
to the business cycle in the meantime! 
For this reason a growth rate based on the 
previous months has more information 
content for the user of our statistics. 
lished alongside each other confuse the 
reader and should be avoided. 
13. Conclusion 
So far the general rules and recommenda­
tions which are applicable to all types of 
short term statistics have been explained 
and clarified. 
Standards for coverage, confidentiality, 
reporting units, sampling, quality control, 
seasonal adjustment, levels of detail, aggre­
gations and data dissemination have been 
set up. 
□ 
12.4. Summing up 
Following the arguments put forward here 
the choice of growth rate should be clear: 
♦ Time horizon: a comparison with the 
most recent months is closer to the 
present state of the economy. Compari­
sons to the same period last year may 
be very misleading, if the economic 
situation is close to a turning point. 
♦ Form of the index: the trend­cycle is to 
be preferred since one­off fluctuations 
are excluded. This assumes that a high 
quality trend­cycle computation is 
available. 
♦ One single month or a moving average: 
an average always dampens the latest 
evolution, but on the other hand it is 
less volatile against distortions. 
♦ Annualisation of growth rates cannot 
be recommended. 
Considering the large choice of options for 
growth rates, clarity in the published data 
becomes essential. The reader has to be told 
what has been done in a clear way. In addi­
tion, too many different growth rates pub­
One of the most important messages of this 
methodological manual is the idea that any 
deviation from the rules described above 
should be reported to Eurostat so that users 
of short term statistics can be informed 
about deficiencies of international compa­
rability of the statistics in order to avoid 
misinterpretations of the results. 
Index specific rules and recommendations 
for the production index, output price indi­
ces, turnover, orders, employment and so 
on, are treated in the following parts of this 
manual (Part Β for industry and part C for 
construction). 
All parts should be regarded together as one 
system of rules and recommendations 
which have to be observed scrupulously in 
order to obtain harmonized European short 
term indicators of high quality. 
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I I I . Seasonal adjustment 
1. Introduction 
To examine the extent to which a change in 
the original short term data indicates the 
"real" development of the business cycle, the 
statistical offices must consider the influ­
ence of seasonal fluctuations. Without this 
adjustment of the raw series no proper 
analysis can be made concerning upswings 
and downswings in the economy. 
It is vital that this seasonal adjustment is 
done at a high quality level, so that users 
are not mislead in their interpretation of the 
data. 
The idea that an observed time series con­
sists of unobserved components was origi­
nated by work in the area of astronomy and 
meteorology and was used for economic 
time series already in the middle of the last 
century. The normal decomposition is the 
decomposition into trend, cycle, seasonal 
variation and irregular fluctuations. They 
are usually defined in the following way:31) 
31) See for example Kotz, Johnson, Read (1988) 
Encyclopedia of Statistical Sciences, Vol. 8, 
ρ 321, John Wiley & Sons, USA 
Trend is a slow variation over a long 
period of years, generally associated 
with the structural causes of the phe­
nomenon in question. In some cases, 
the trend shows a steady growth, in 
others, it may move downward as well 
as upward. 
Cycle is a quasi periodic oscillation 
characterised by alternating periods of 
expansion and contraction; in most 
cases it is related to fluctuations in 
economic activity. 
Seasonal variation represents the ef­
fect of climatic and institutional events 
that repeat more or less regularly each 
year (for example: summer holidays or 
Christmas sales). 
Irregular fluctuations represent 
movements which can not be predicted 
and which relate to events of all kinds. 
In general they follow a stable random 
pattern. In some cases, outliers may be 
present. These outliers have identifiable 
causes, such as strikes, floods, persis­
tent changes in economic behaviour or 
changing circumstances in the data 
collection process. 
Some series like the production index 
might also have a calendar compo­
nent, due to the varying number of 
working days in the different months of 
the year and different structures of a 
month in different years. 
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Economic theory does not provide an exact 
definition of the components and as they 
are not observable, seasonal adjustment 
methods must make some arbitrary as­
sumptions. The question how smooth a 
trend or how stable a seasonal component 
needs to be cannot be answered "correctly". 
Unfortunately economic theory gives only a 
few guide­lines (for example in the case of 
inflation related time series) to which way 
the components are related. In practice, 
models with an additive decomposition, a 
multiplicative decomposition or with a 
mixed decomposition are used. Again the 
choice of one model for a particular time 
series is often arbitrary. 
These problems led to the evaluation of 
several seasonal adjustment methods in the 
fifties and sixties, which were all of the ad­
hoc type. As seasonally adjusted series 
were produced and published by official 
agencies and newspapers, and different 
methods showed different behaviour, the 
question naturally arose about which 
method was the "superior" one. As most of 
the methods like X­ l l were ad­hoc methods 
even without explicit assumptions in the 
model and with the described problems 
above, it is no surprise that empirical com­
parisons are very difficult if not impossible. 
After the pioneering work of Box and 
Jenkins,32) several new approaches were 
introduced, based directly or indirectly on 
ARIMA models. This was very important for 
the empirical comparison of different sea­
sonal adjustment methods, because it 
helped in understanding the properties of 
the criteria chosen. Now it is in general 
possible to approximate the ad­hoc methods 
with ARIMA models in order to examine the 
implicit assumptions. 
32) See Box, G.E.P., Jenkins, G.M. 1970, Time 
Series Analysis: Forecasting and Control, 
San Francisco, Holden Day 
3. Criteria of choice 
Instead of an empirical comparison ("how do 
the seasonal adjustment methods work?") 
we should however ask at the beginning 
"what do we want to estimate and what do 
we estimate?" It is astonishing that most of 
the methods do not give a precise answer to 
this question. This explains a lot of the 
confusion in current discussion about sea­
sonal adjustment methods. 
Ideally, a well founded method should give 
the following information: 
­> exact assumptions made for the esti­
mation of the model, 
­> a precise definition of the components, 
·* a clear estimation concept, given opti­
misation criteria, 
­> The method should be flexible enough 
to adapt to different circumstances in 
various economies, 
■* The methods should provide the users 
additional useful information on the 
time series as well as on the quality of 
the adjustment. 
In addition to these theoretical require­
ments, there are practical needs and further 
requirements: As the number of time series 
is very high in the domain of short term 
indicators, it is impossible to check every 
time series by hand. Furthermore the differ­
ent character of the series (for example 
stock and flow series) make different pre­
treatments necessary. A good method 
should therefore have the following features: 
1. high degree of automation, 
2. reasonable execution time, 
3. possibility to receive updates, 
4. outlier detection and correction meth­
ods, 
5. trading day corrections (incl. Easter 
corrections), 
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6. tests to check the quality of the chosen 
decomposition, 
7. automatic choice of an adequate filter 
for seasonality and trend. 
8. a test to find the adequate transforma­
tion of the data (multiplicative or addi­
tive model). 
9. pre­adjustment possibilities (e.g. user 
defined regressors). 
4. Outliers 
A very important point related to the quality 
of seasonal adjustment is the detection and 
correction of outliers prior to the seasonal 
adjustment. 
For a sophisticated treatment of outliers it is 
essential to distinguish between the treat­
ment of different types of outliers: 
♦ errors in the data or 
♦ true special events. 
The first purpose of any outlier analysis is 
the detection of plain data errors. These 
have to be corrected. 
In a second step, the most important types 
of "true" outliers can be described as fol­
lows: 
♦ additive outlier: effect on one particu­
lar value of the time series (for example 
due to a strike), 
» level shift: sudden change in the level 
of the series (for example due to a modi­
fication in sampling technique or a 
changed legal framework), 
♦ transitory change: outlier effect on 
several consecutive time points in the 
time series (for example due to a natural 
disaster like an earthquake), where the 
effect dies out exponentially, 
* seasonal change: effect that can be 
seen for a specific month or quarter (for 
example changed Christmas sales). 
It is most often possible to detect and cor­
rect these effects in time series in an auto­
matic way for the historical part. Neverthe­
less, for the most recent values, a 
sophisticated automatic correction is not 
possible. The type of correction can only be 
chosen with the help of economic or other 
background knowledge. 
All these considerations have to be thought 
about when a particular method is chosen. 
5. Recommendations 
Different methods are used at present in the 
Member States and by Eurostat for seasonal 
adjustment, for example Census X­ l l , X­
11­ARIMA, TRAMO/SEATS and the Berlin 
method (version 4) .3 3 ' Several National sta­
tistical offices and central banks are at pre­
sent also testing the new release from the 
US Bureau of Census, X­12. All of these 
methods have been thoroughly tested both 
theoretically and empirically by Eurostat; 
the results show quite substantial differ­
ences of performance.34) 
The most commonly used method in the 
Member States is Census X­l l or its ARIMA 
versions. 
Eurostat recommends the use of 
TRAMO/SEATS, developed by Víctor Gómez 
33) Among these methods, all are of an ad­hoc 
type except TRAMO/SEATS which is an 
ARIMA model based approach and the Ber­
lin method which is based on local models. 
34) A (final) detailed report will be published by 
Eurostat in January 1998. 
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a n d Agustín Maravall ,3 5) because of the 
excellent performance in ou r tes ts . For cri-
teria like orthogonality, idempotency, fore-
cas t ability, sophist icated outlier detection 
a n d last b u t not least theoretical founda-
tions it a lways r anked highest . 3^) 
TRAMO/SEATS h a s been u s e d by Euros ta t 
for its shor t term stat is t ics for over three 
yea r s with good resul t s . The program h a s 
been considerably improved since the first 
version, t ak ing into accoun t the cri t iques of 
var ious u s e r s inside a n d outs ide of Euro-
s t a t . 3 7 ) 
Co-operation should be achieved not only 
between European National Statistical Of-
fices a n d with the US Bureau of C e n s u s , bu t 
also with the future Eu ropean Centra l Bank 
in order to u s e the s a m e method a n d apply 
it on the s a m e way. 
It is essent ia l to seasonally adjus t e a c h of 
the available NACE activities. Seasonally 
adjusted aggregated indices may also be 
obtained by calculating the weighted mean 
of the seasonally adjusted componen t s . This 
app roach is current ly u s e d in some Member 
S ta tes . 
In some statistical offices the s easona l fac-
tors a re calculated only once a year; these 
factors a re t hen applied dur ing the year on 
all new month ly (or quarterly) da ta . The 
al ternative practice is concurrent adjust-
ment , in o ther words the calculat ion of the 
35) See V. Gomez, Agustín Maravall (1996) 
Programs TRAMO AND SEATS 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USER, Docu-
mento de Trabajo no 9628, Banco de 
Espana, Servicio de Estudios, Madrid. 
36) In fact X- l l with its different options can be 
approximated quite well with a model based 
approach using ARIMA models for the com-
ponents with fixed parameters (additive 
model). 
37) The program can be obtained free of charge 
from Eurostat, including a user friendly in-
terface for Windows. 
seasonal factors each time when new da ta 
arrive. Even if th is is more work, it clearly 
a s s u r e s a higher accuracy of the latest fig-
u r e s . On the o ther h a n d , this practice leads 
to (slight) revisions of the figures each 
month , which might confuse some u se r s . 
Nonetheless, for shor t t e rm indicators accu-
ra te information on the bus ines s cycle is the 
main objective a n d in general the most re-
cent raw figures a re revised anyhow. T h u s 
Euros ta t r e c o m m e n d s the concur ren t ad-
j u s t m e n t of seasona l figures. 
Statistical offices which do not yet season-
ally adjus t the lowest level of raw da ta or do 
not seasonally ad jus t certain indicators like 
employment, h o u r s worked or turnover 
should in t roduce th is impor tan t analytical 
tool a s soon a s possible if the time series a re 
long enough for a decomposit ion. 
Additionally, some flow indices like the pro-
duct ion indices , b u t also h o u r s worked, 
have to be adjusted for the different n u m b e r 
of working days in a mon th . This topic is 
t reated in the next chapter . 
Price ind ices a re a t p resen t habitually not 
seasonally adjus ted. Efforts to calculate 
seasonally adjus ted price indices a re 
strongly encouraged by Eurosta t . Tests are 
being r u n a t p resen t concerning the signifi-
cance of seasonal ly adjusted of price series. 
There is still a n open debate a s to wha t 
should be u s e d for analytical pu rposes a n d 
t h u s publ ished: seasonally adjusted series 
or the trend-cycle , in other words series 
where not only the seasona l component b u t 
also the irregular componen t h a s been re-
moved. 
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Until the seventies it was not possible to 
calculate the trend­cycle in a convincing 
and timely way, especially for the latest 
data. Moving averages of the seasonally 
adjusted series were only unsatisfactory 
proxies. Due to powerful computers and 
new analytical tools, the trend­cycle can 
today be estimated much more accurately. 
This presentation is more and more used by 
statistical offices and central banks. 
Eurostat recommends the use of trend­
cycles,3^) both in graphical presentations 
and in tables, because 
♦ the trend­cycle gives a much clearer 
picture of the business cycle evolution 
than seasonally adjusted series where 
the understanding of underlying trends 
is distorted by the irregular component, 
♦ it can be shown both theoretically and 
empirically that the trend­cycle con­
verges much faster to its final value 
than seasonally adjusted series even if 
the first revisions are higher than for the 
seasonally adjusted series. 
pre-adjustment 
A very important point in producing sea­
sonal adjustment of high quality is a so­
phisticated pre­adjustment. Effects from 
changing sample periods, moving holidays 
and knowledge about other changes in the 
series should be incorporated in a pre­
adjustment. 
transformation of the data 
Many empirical tests at Eurostat have 
shown that the wrong choice of the trans­
formation parameter (multiplicative or addi­
tive mode of adjustment) can lead to heavy 
distortions in the components, especially at 
the current end. 
If time series are adjusted monthly and 
quarterly, the monthly seasonally adjusted 
figures do not necessarily add up automati­
cally to the quarterly figure which can lead 
to some confusion of users. 
The choice of a sophisticated method does 
not guarantee automatically a high stan­
dard of seasonal adjustment. The knowledge 
of the user and the care when using a pro­
gram are very important for a successful 
time series decomposition. In addition, some 
practical problems have to be solved by the 
users. Problem areas to be checked carefully 
are: 
38) For a recent comparison between revisions 
of the trend and the seasonally adjusted 
series see R. Pauly (1997) Analysis of Eco­
nomic Variables at the Current End of the 
Series: How Reliable Are They?, Beitrag Nr. 
54, Institut für empirische Wirtschaftsfor­
schung, Universität Osnabrück 
aggregation problem 
If time series are aggregated to a total, one 
can either use direct or indirect adjust­
ments. If direct adjustment is used, that is 
the total is directly seasonally adjusted, the 
aggregation of the seasonally adjusted sub­
series only adds up under very special cir­
cumstances to the seasonally adjusted ag­
gregate. If indirect adjustment is used on 
very disaggregated series, the aggregated 
seasonally adjusted series is often of inferior 
quality. 
outliers at the actual end 
No automatic outlier adjustments can work 
in a sophisticated way at the current end. It 
is therefore recommended to perform an­
other outlier check at the current end like 
the REGARIMA forecast with sigma limits 
and the comparison of the forecast with the 
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recent figures. Economic knowledge is nec­
essary for judging about the type of outliers 
and the distribution to the different compo­
nents. 
model check 
The model choice and some quality criteria 
should be checked continuously to ensure 
high quality adjustments. 
8. Correction for 
trading days 
Several monthly short term indicators, such 
as the monthly production volume index 
and the index of hours actually worked have 
to be corrected for the different number of 
working days in a given month. In most 
cases this correction is a (mandatory) first 
step in the process of seasonal adjustment. 
Only when growth rates to the same month 
in the previous year are analysed, the series 
corrected for trading days are treated as an 
end product. 
ered in the correction for trading days: 
♦ holidays of individuals or firms, 
♦ changes in the number of shifts per day 
or week, 
♦ overtime or short­time work, even if this 
occurs on Sundays or official holidays, 
♦ the reduction of working hours per week 
due to collective agreements, 
♦ hours lost due to strikes. 
The traditional method to calculate indices 
per working day is based on adjustment 
coefficients. These show the relation be­
tween the real number of working days of a 
month and the number of working days of a 
standard month which results from dis­
tributing the total number of the yearly 
working days among 12 equal standard 
months of the base year. This approach is 
not recommended by Eurostat. 
More sophisticated methods of regression 
modelling and time series analysis (ARIMA 
and intervention analysis) should be pre­
ferred since they show more realistic results 
and are capable of taking trading day effects 
into account. It has been shown that the 
simple proportional method overstates the 
effect of working days on the series. 
The correction of trading days has to take 
account of 
♦ the different length of month, 
♦ the number of Saturdays and Sundays 
in a month, 
♦ public holidays (national as well as re­
gional),39) 
♦ differences in the importance of certain 
working days, if these differences are 
statistically significant. 
The following items should not be consid­
39) The most difficult public holiday to cope 
with is Easter, which sometimes is in 
March, sometimes in April. This is known as 
the "Easter effect" which needs very careful 
treatment. 
The correction for trading days must be 
done for each activity, but it may be the 
case that no corrections are necessary if 
production runs continuously throughout 
the year. 
Some Member States have not calculated 
indices corrected for trading days until now. 
They should introduce the proposed 
method with the beginning of the new base 
year 1995. Other Member States which 
partially apply rather simplistic methods 
should also switch to the method described. 
The focus of national statistical offices 
should be on improving the quality of the 
indices for analytical purposes, and on in­
creasing comparability. 
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I. The Production Volume 
Index (PVI) E 
1. Introduction 
The production volume index is certainly the 
most important of all industrial short term 
indicators. Its aim is to measure at a 
monthly frequency the ups and downs of 
production output, with a special focus on 
detecting as early as possible the turning 
points of the business cycle. 
Since production is the key index of all 
short term indicators, the utmost attention 
should be paid to a harmonisation of 
methods of data collection and index calcu­
lation in order to increase the transparency 
for the users. 
As long as harmonisation can not yet be 
achieved completely, statistical offices 
should allow everybody to gain knowledge 
and comprehension of the differences in 
methods used. For this reason, Eurostat 
should have detailed and up­to­date infor­
mation on the methodological framework of 
the production volume index in the Member 
States. This background information has to 
be sent to Eurostat at regular intervals in 
order to update our methodological refer­
ence data base MONA LISA.1) 
1) See chapter A. II. 1 (page 13) above 
Guidelines concerning 
O the institution responsible, 
O the classifications, 
O the treatment of confidential data, 
O the observation units, 
3 the coverage of the enquiry, 
3 the sampling techniques, 
O the delays in data collection, 
O aggregations, 
3 seasonal adjustment, 
3 quality checks of the indices and 
3 data dissemination 
have been laid down in Part A. above. Con­
sidering the importance of the index, these 
principles should be observed as scrupu­
lously as the following specific rules and 
recommendations for the production volume 
index. 
2. The ideal index 
The term "production" has different possible 
meanings: 
♦ On the one hand "production" means 
the activity of manufacturing, that is 
transforming goods. 
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♦ On the other hand "production" is in­
terpreted as the result of this activity, 
i.e. the output of manufactured goods 
in a fixed period. 
It is generally accepted that the ideal pro­
duction volume index shows the evolution of 
value added at factor cost.2) The formula for 
this index Q is a standard Laspeyres volume 
index 
[i] Q, = — 
N M 
ΣΑ,οχ?/,­Σα7·,οχ^ 
Λ/  
Ν Μ 
ΣΑ,ΟΧ^,Ο­Σ^,ΟΧ^,Ο 
ί=1 j=\ 
with q = quantities 
ρ = prices 
α = material prices 
δ = material quantities 
i = commodities and 
j = materials used as input 
This ideal index (Geary index) of net output 
at constant prices should take account of 
♦ variations in types and qualities of 
the products and of the input mate­
rials, 
♦ changes in stocks of semi finished 
goods, 
♦ changes in technical input­output 
relations (processing techniques) and 
♦ services like the assembling of pro­
duction units, mounting, installa­
tions, repairs, planning, engineering, 
creation of software etc. 
2) The common practice of understanding the 
term "production index" as "evolution of 
value added" contradicts the exact definition 
of "production" in the framework of national 
accounts, but nonetheless the term "value 
added index" is never used in practice. This 
convention is therefore followed throughout 
this text. 
3. Practical problems 
The practical difficulties in realizing this are 
however great. Generally, the outputs q will 
be confined to final products (in fact only to 
principal products) and the information on 
raw material consumption will be limited to 
the main materials. In addition, it is rather 
difficult to take account of changing work in 
progress or of the use of business services. 
Even so, the data required for compiling the 
formula are unlikely to be available. In 
practice, the series may be available annu­
ally, and after some time lag. It might be 
approximated crudely on a quarterly basis, 
but it cannot be expected to be available 
either promptly or as frequently as monthly. 
Even if all elements of the formula are avail­
able, problems arise in coping with the three 
demands mentioned above. Each of these 
factors affects in different ways the outcome 
of our compilation. 
Firstly, the quality or type of product may 
change without showing up in the physical 
units (e.g. better cars over time). The solu­
tion here turns on using different series for 
varying qualities and types, i.e. attention 
should be directed to the definition of the 
product. 
Secondly, there may be changes in the 
amount of work in progress during a re­
porting period (i.e. the work in progress at 
the end of the period may differ from that at 
the beginning) which would not show up in 
the output series. This will not cause diffi­
culty if the change in one period is the same 
as that in another. It is not the existence of 
stock­piling which causes the trouble but 
changes in the rate of stock­piling relative 
to output. The difficulty is partly overcome, 
but not completely, by taking "output" data 
at various points in the production process. 
This makes possible the inclusion of stock­
piling at the selected points but ignores 
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changes in intermediate work in progress. If 
significant changes in work in progress are 
to be expected, as in construction, ship-
building and engineering, then other solu-
tions must be sought. 
Whatever kind of basic data is used, the 
choice of information must ensure a close 
correlation with the evolution of value added 
at factor cost, but the costs of data collec-
tion must be considered as well. 
Thirdly, the amount of processing applied 
to materials per unit of product may 
change quite apart from variations in the 
quality of type of product. Materials of a 
greater or lesser degree of fabrication can be 
used or outside services can be used to a 
greater or less extent. In the car industry, 
for example, there is a choice between pro-
ducing the engine in-house or buying it 
from suppliers. 
4. Possible 
approximations 
To summarize, volume production in the 
sense of value added at factor cost cannot 
be measured directly by the reporting units, 
but only approximated. So the statistical 
offices must convert the information avail-
able from the reporting units in a particular 
industry, using more or less complex calcu-
lations. 
In practice, two types of substitute series 
are used as basic information: 
=> input data 
(1) consumption of typical raw ma-
terials (in quantities) 
(2) consumption of energy, in par-
ticular electricity 
(3) employment or hours worked 
=> output data 
(4) production of (selected) products 
in quantity 
(5) deflated values of selected com-
modities 
(6) (deflated) sales data 
Comparison o 
different types of 
basic information E 
In the following passage the advantages and 
disadvantages of different kinds of basic 
data are presented in detail:3) 
5 .1 . Consumption of raw 
materials 
The clear advantage of using material series 
as a proxy for the production index is that it 
is easy to measure so that collection costs 
are low. 
To use series of input of materials involves 
the assumption that net output is constant 
per unit of materials used. This is not plau-
sible where many different materials, to-
gether with fuels, packaging and business 
services have to be taken into account. It 
can be accepted only for an industry where 
one homogeneous material (or, at most, a 
few materials) accounts for the bulk of ma-
terials used. The series should represent the 
amount of the material consumed (not pur-
chased), measured in physical units. A good 
example is the consumption of paper (in 
tons) in the printing industry. If several 
material inputs are used some adjustment 
3) For an early and comprehensive exposé of 
methods see "Index Numbers of Industrial 
Production", United Nations New York 1950 
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needs to be made for changes in the pro-
portions used in production.4) 
series of materials recorded as used or con-
sumed. 
The disadvantage of materials input series is 
that, unlike labour input series, they may 
be far from a direct representation of work 
done in an industry. The timing of materi-
als input, even if measured as consumption 
and not purchase of materials, is not that of 
work done. Such a series may allow to some 
extent, but by no means completely, for 
changing qualities of products. A series of 
material inputs does not make a correct al-
lowance for changes in work in progress; in 
fact, while output series err in one direction, 
input series tend to err in the other direc-
tion. For example, if there is a growth in 
work in progress in a recording period (e.g. 
stock-pilling of intermediate products) then 
some part of the materials used is being 
"locked-up" in partly finished product. In 
such a case, the materials input series rises 
more, while an output series rises less, than 
work done. 
Materials input is also an imperfect proxy 
for work done when there are changes in the 
amount of processing applied to materials 
for a given product. For example, if cruder 
materials or less fabricated components are 
purchased by an industry and more work 
done on the materials and components in 
the industry itself, then more work is done 
and less materials are used for a given out-
put. Hence, when work done is increasing, it 
may be found that an output series remains 
uncharged and a series of materials input 
actually declines. In addition, material input 
series will ignore technical substitutions of 
minor for major materials if it is confined to 
a few of the more important materials. 
Changes in the amount of wastage of mate-
rials may not be adequately allowed for in a 
4) One possibility would be to take a series of 
values of all materials used in the industry, 
deflated with an index of the materials' 
prices. 
5.2. Consumption of energy 
A series based on consumption of energy 
would appear to have some advantages. In 
particular the most common case, electricity 
consumption, is easy to measure and thus 
causes only low collection costs. 
Energy series of a single type can be con-
structed for diverse industry groups and 
there is a convenient and standard unit of 
measurement. The timing of the series 
would be better than materials series 
though probably not as good as labour se-
ries. The energy series used must be total 
consumption of energy, whether purchases 
or produced on the spot. There is a difficulty 
here, since the available data are often con-
fined to purchases. 
The main difficulty, however, is that the re-
lation between consumption of energy and 
output is peculiarly liable to change. The 
introduction of new machinery, for example, 
will often have a much greater effect on en-
ergy consumed than on labour and material 
inputs. If no other series is available energy 
series can be useful in interpolating between 
quarterly more reliable data. Special care 
must be taken however to observe and allow 
for technological changes affecting energy 
consumption. 
5.3. Employment or hours 
worked 
The most generally available statistics in all 
countries are labour series such as the 
number of employees or hours worked. Be-
tween these two preference is to be given to 
a series of man-hours worked, since it takes 
account of short-time and overtime working. 
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Even if hours worked are used, however, 
there may be need for some adjustment to 
allow for changes in the proportions of men, 
women and juveniles employed.5) 
The advantage of labour input series is that 
they are fairly direct approximations of work 
done. In general the timing of labour input 
and of work done agrees. 
The main difficulty, and the one which pre­
vents a general use of labour input series, is 
that they do not take account of changes in 
labour productivity (output per hour 
worked). Such series can only be used as an 
approximation to a series of work done if it 
is known that changes in labour productiv­
ity in an industry are small. 
If labour input series are employed as a 
proxy of the production index, the index 
cannot be used for the purpose of assessing 
changes in the productivity of labour. This 
is very serious since one of the uses of an 
index of production is to throw light on this 
important question. It follows that, as a 
general rule, limited use of labour input se­
ries may be justifiable in the short­run. 
Over a longer period they would though 
need to be adjusted for changes in labour 
productivity. For this, first the past produc­
tivity evolution is calculated (or approxi­
mated) and then extrapolated to the present 
time. 
5.4. Physical quantities of 
output (gross 
production) 
In this most classical case, the standard 
Laspeyres formula is used, without trying to 
take account of material inputs: 
N 
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For an easier application this formula can 
be transformed to °) 
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the weight (production 
share) of commodity i in the 
base year and 
the quantity increase in pe­
riod t since the base period. 
If output is measured in physical terms, 
there are various alternative units which 
can be used. A choice can be made quite 
often between the number of pieces, volume, 
area or length measure, and the weight. 
There may be other measures, such as 
horsepower and engine capacity for machin­
ery or vehicles. 
5) In order to overcome lack of hour data, 
some statistical offices take a series repre­
senting the aggregate wage bill in an indus­
try and deflate it with an index of wage 
rates. This is not of general application, 
however, since changes in overtime work as 
a proportion of total hours worked would 
create distortions in the derived index. 
None of these measures is the exact volume 
series required because they do not take 
account of quality changes. It may be that 
the output in some cases is so nearly homo­
geneous and free from quality changes that 
any physical unit will give the required vol­
ume series. In general, the product is so 
variable in type and quality that no one 
physical unit can be found to serve as a 
volume series. 
6) See appendix a page 52 below 
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The solution to this difficulty is to separate 
the different types and qualities and use 
separate series or (what amounts to the 
same thing) to devise some quantity index to 
cover the varying qualities. 
If an industry is characterized by a rather 
long production cycle, for example ship­
building, a measure of output is not appro­
priate as a proxy for changes in value added 
in a given period. 
5.5. Gross production in 
value 
The alternative is to take the value of vari­
ous types and qualities of products and to 
deflate with an index representing changes 
in the level of prices of output. 
The practical difficulty, however, may be to 
obtain the necessary price data. It may be 
difficult to obtain price quotations com­
pletely appropriate to the value series, es­
pecially for products intended for export. 
The output series used, whether in physical 
or deflated value terms should represent 
production or completed items at the end of 
a stage of production, e.g., production of 
finished clothing or cars. The figures needed 
have to represent the result of current pro­
duction, whether for sale or for stock. Deliv­
eries, however, are made both from current 
production and from stock and they repre­
sent the result partly of current and partly 
of past production. If the timing of produc­
tion figures is right, then the timing of deliv­
eries is wrong. 
5.6. Sales data7) 
An alternative approach if changes in the 
quality of goods occur or if the combination 
of products in one group changes (for ex­
ample a growing share of exports), is to cal­
culate the index based on the value of sales 
S (for all observations ν in the activity con­
cerned). This new index includes such 
changes, while the price index p^ (type Las­
peyres) for the deflation of sales values does 
not (or should not) express qualitative and 
structural changes. 
The corresponding formula is: 
[4] \¿t ν 
v=l 
This index Q t, derived from deflating sales 
with a Laspeyres price index, is itself a 
Paasche volume index, as can easily be 
proved.8) 
Paasche and Laspeyres indices show quite 
different results; in general the level of the 
Paasche index is higher than that of the 
Laspeyres index. Users may draw false con­
clusions if two Member States are com­
pared, one using a Paasche, the other a 
Laspeyres type production index. Member 
States are therefore strongly discouraged 
from using this approach. 
If, instead of the Laspeyres price index, 
Paasche price indices pP are used, the de­
flation of turnover causes no more problem, 
since the resulting volume production index 
is of type Laspeyres.") 
7) In the context of this manual, the words 
"sales* and "turnover" are used as syno­
nyms. 
8) See appendix b page 53 below 
9) See appendix c page 53 below 
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Another problem of deflating turnover (sales) 
is that price indices used for deflation are in 
general only available for domestic 
pnces 10) 
On the other hand, sales also include ex­
ports. Therefore export price indices are 
needed. A more sophisticated method may 
be derived from values of total domestic 
sales of an activity S D and total sales 
abroad SE . Using the appropriate price indi­
ces for domestic and export sales p D and pE , 
the formula for the index calculation be­
Vd S, vd,i 
[5[ Qt = 
Σ 
vrf=l Pt 
L· St £+Σ =\ Pt 
ν 
v=l 
When this formula is applied, changes in 
the quality of products and changes in the 
relative importance of markets where the 
goods are sold are treated like changes in 
the volume of the production. 
What are the advantages of this method? It 
is surely easier and faster to collect indus­
try sales than selected individual products. 
Since speed is a very important priority for 
short term indicators, this aspects counts to 
a large extent. As a questionnaire asking for 
sales is identical for all reporting units, 
while a product questionnaire has to be 
adapted for each unit, the method of using 
sales data as a proxy for the production in­
dex is in general also considerably cheaper 
than other methods. 
The disadvantages of using deflated turn­
over are also apparent and have already 
been discussed in part: 
♦ between production and sales may lie a 
considerable time­lag, so that the (so 
called) production index calculated 
with this method gives a warning about 
a turning point in the business cycle 
several months too late; 
♦ sales from stocks are included, pro­
duction for stock is ignored; both ef­
fects give a false picture of true pro­
duction; 
♦ merchandise and work of subcontrac­
tors is included and might be counted 
a second time by the true producers of 
these goods; 
♦ deliveries which are not invoiced (but 
have been produced) are excluded; 
♦ all intermediate production of finished 
or semi­finished goods for subsequent 
treatment in the same enterprise is ig­
nored; 
♦ possible derealization of the manufac­
ture of semi­finished products, for ex­
ample to low wage countries, is not 
taken account of; 
♦ secondary activities of enterprises are 
included in the data collection, unless 
kind of activity units are chosen as the 
reporting units; 
♦ deflation with price indices might be 
inappropriate, especially for exported 
sales and in areas with strong varia­
tions of prices; 
♦ the result is a Paasche production in­
dex if deflation is done with conven­
tional Laspeyres price indices. 
E 
Finally, with this method all effects from 
quality changes are incorporated in the in­
dex compilation, including changes of prod­
uct mix and processing techniques.11) 
10) This problem has already appeared for 
method 5.5. (deflated product values). 
11) Of course this only holds if the price indices 
used are of high quality. 
For some of these deficiencies there are 
remedies: changes of stocks can be taken 
account of, and this is in fact often done by 
the statistical offices; care can be invested in 
using high quality price indices for deflation, 
approximating Paasche type price indices. 
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6. Evaluation 
3, 
6 .1 . Member State Practice 
The following table shows the present di-
versity of methods in the EU Member States 
concerning the production volume index. It 
highlights the basic information principally 
used at present. Further details can be 
checked in the methodological reference 
data base of Eurostat, MONA LISA. 
Methods used in 1997 
Country 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Austria 
Portugal 
Finland 
Sweden 
United 
Kingdom 
Norway 
USA 
Dominant 
type of basic 
information 
quantities 
deflated sales 
deflated 
product values 
quantities 
quantities 
quantities 
quantities 
quantities 
quantities 
deflated sales 
quantities 
quantities 
quantities 
quantities 
deflated sales 
quantities 
electricity 
consumption 
Second type of 
basic 
information 
quantities 
deflated sales 
deflated product 
values 
quantities 
hours worked 
hours worked 
quantities 
quantities 
Apparently two thirds (11 out of 15) of all 
Community countries use quantity infor-
mation on products or commodity groups as 
the base information for their volume pro-
duction index. 
In Germany individual product (or com-
modity group) information is used as well, 
but in the form of deflated values. The sta-
tistical offices of Denmark, the Netherlands 
and the United Kingdom use deflated sales 
of complete industrial activities as their ba-
sic input for the production index. Portugal 
might change in this direction in the near 
future. 
Outside of Europe, the United States rely 
very much on electricity consumption for 
their estimations of the monthly production 
index. 
It should not be forgotten that the choice of 
the basic information depends very much 
on the specific situation of a given indus-
trial activity. This may also vary from one 
Member State to another. In certain cases 
more than one method might be applied in-
side a given industry, for example quantities 
for the large enterprises and deflated sales 
for the small ones. 
6.2. Preferences 
After studying the advantages and disad-
vantages of the different types of basic data 
and taking into consideration the actual 
practice of Statistical Offices in many indus-
trialized countries, a list of preferences can 
be established. When doing so, it has to be 
kept in mind that there is a trade-off be-
tween low costs on one hand and the qual-
ity of the final index on the other hand. 
Neither of these two dimensions can be ne-
glected. 
• Information on products or commodity 
groups in quantity or in value are the 
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most appropriate in order to follow the 
"true" evolution of production. 
• Deflated turnover of total industries -
which has the advantage of being the 
least costly - would come next in prior-
ity. 
• Using material, energy or labour input 
as basic information should only be 
applied if all other methods fail, since 
here the disadvantages outweigh the 
advantages of the methods. 
6.3. Choice of basic products 
In the case of using quantities or values of 
products, a basket of representative goods 
(or commodity groups) must be observed for 
each activity in order to calculate a good 
quality basic index. The products should be 
identifiable with the aid of the CPA classifi-
cation or the more detailed PRODCOM list of 
products. They must be typical for the 
evolution of the activity that can be de-
rived from their share in the total produc-
tion volume or from a long-term comparison 
between the product and the activity evolu-
tion. 
• nature of products (homogeneity) 
• variety of the production program com-
mon in the units (activity in more than 
one industry) 
• production time for the products ob-
served (more or less than one month) 
• rate of technical progress (diversifi-
cation, replacement of goods, rationali-
sation of the production process) 
• possibilities to alter the work done, the 
energy consumed or the consumption of 
other inputs to changes in demand. 
Intermediate products should not be ne-
glected. They might change (or influence) 
considerably the short term evolution of 
production. 12) 
Given the advantages and disadvantages of 
the different kinds of basic information de-
scribed above, a matrix has been set up 
showing which basic information can be 
recommended for the 4-digit-NACE 
classes.13) 
In order to increase transparency to the us-
ers, the list of chosen products should be 
transmitted to Eurostat every 5 years. 
E 
The following principle should apply: At the 
NACE Rev. 1 2-digit level, the selected prod-
ucts should on average have a proportion 
in the total output of 70 percent (or more). If 
in a given 4-digit activity this proportion is 
lower than 40 percent, this low representa-
tivity must be reported to Eurostat and ex-
plained. 
In some activities showing a homogeneous 
product structure or in insignificant indus-
tries in smaller Member States it may be 
reasonable and less expensive to observe 
the production of the activity as a whole in-
stead of deriving indices from representative 
products. 
The basic information to be collected from 
the reporting units depends on several fac-
tors, such as the 
Obviously the selection of representative 
product groups can be omitted if the report-
ing units report their total production within 
a NACE Rev. 1 activity or if hours worked are 
used as base information. 
12) Imagine for example a car manufacturer 
who needs engines for the cars he sells. 
Until now, these engines, which contribute 
20 percent to the value of the cars, were 
constructed by the enterprise itself. From 
now on they are imported. As a result value 
added of the enterprise is much lower than 
before, overall production and employment 
sink considerably, but the quantity and 
value of his sales (the finished cars) are un-
changed and thus no change in production 
volume is measured, although it should be 
the case. 
13) See annex II page 171 ff 
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6.4. Comparability 6.5. Transition period 
Unfortunately the list of priorities of meth­
ods established above does not solve the 
fundamental problem of comparability of 
series across countries. As we saw, two ma­
jor methods predominate: 
=> information on selected products or 
=> deflated sales. 
Quantity measure of output do not take ac­
count of quality changes so the evolution of 
production is underestimated, maybe the 
true growth rate of value added at constant 
prices in a country over one year was Va or 
even 1 percent higher than measured by the 
statisticians. Consequently the derived pro­
ductivity index is equally underestimated. 
Sales, deflated with Laspeyres price indices, 
give a Paasche measure at constant prices, 
which generally overestimates the true 
evolution. 
Thus an analyst compares country A (which 
uses product quantities) with a productivity 
growth of 2% with country Β (which uses 
deflated sales) with a productivity growth of 
4% and concludes: "Country Β performed 
significantly better than country A". Far 
from the truth 
In addition we saw that sales lag produc­
tion. An analyst who concludes that country 
Β shows its tuning points always later than 
county A and thus the economy of country 
Β is clearly influenced in its performance by 
country A is again mistaken. 
Thirdly we saw that often in sales secondary 
activities are included in the measurement. 
This will again lead to wrong conclusions in 
detailed analysis of activities, if countries 
that apply different methods are compared. 
The Member States will hopefully adjust 
their basic information as much as possible 
to the recommendations of this manual, as 
they are laid down in the annex. 
The long­term aim is that all Member States 
will use uniform activity­specific basic 
data according to the annex, in other words 
that the applied method is the same in all 
Member States for a given industrial activ­
ity. To achieve this, quite a lot of changes 
must be carried out which refer both to the 
kind of basic information as well as to the 
calculation methods. Of course the principle 
of subsidiarity has to be respected. However, 
the aim of comparable indices should never 
be forgotten. 
A first step in this direction is a greater 
transparency of methods used in the 
Member States. All national statistical of­
fices are obliged to inform Eurostat of the 
methods they use. This information is pub­
lished at regular intervals. 
7. Methods of 
weighting 
Production volume indices are calculated in 
two steps: 
■* summing up basic information inside a 
given Nace Rev. 1 activity and 
­> aggregating indices between industrial 
activities. 
For each step, it is the aim of the calculation 
to cover the activity in question as exhaus­
tively as possible, keeping in mind the 
costs of data collection as well. 
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7 .1 . First stage calculation 
Generally the indices of the NACE Rev. 1 ac­
tivities at the lowest level are calculated by 
applying the Laspeyres-formula (formula [2] 
above) to baskets of representative prod­
ucts (commodity groups) for each activity.14) 
Ideally, the weights applied at this stage 
consist of value added, since we want to 
measure the evolution of value added (at 
constant prices). In practice, this informa­
tion is not available at the product level. As 
a proxy (assuming a fixed ratio between 
value added and sales inside a given indus­
try), the weights used at this stage can be 
obtained from the PRODCOM statistics in 
the base year or other sales statistics.15) 
If the basic information for the production 
volume index consists of deflated sales data 
of industries, this first stage of index calcu­
lation is not necessary. 
7.2. Second stage 
calculation 
To compile composite indices QA for activi­
ties (3- and 2-digit level of NACE Rev.l) or 
for main industrial groupings (MIG), the in­
dices computed for classes (4-digit level) 
have to be aggregated. This aggregation is 
done by weighting the computed activity 
indices QD with the share of the appropriate 
class according to the value added at factor 
cost (=VA )^ in base year 0. 
[61 
Σ VAbja χ 0b>t 
Q A , r = ^ -
Σ VAbja 
b=l 
14) The rule for a minimal representativity of 
products in an activity was given above. 
15) See also chapter 4.1. "Weight data" in part 
IV. "the Output Price Indices" below 
The value added at factor cost for the 
NACE Rev. 1 4 and 3 digit level comes from 
kind of activity information of the annual 
structural survey or, for the 2-digit level, 
from national accounts of the base year. 
Various sources may be used. 
The adaptation of the weighting system is 
done every five years. 
7.3. Treatment of missing 
industries 
Occasionally, data are available for most 
industrial activities, but are completely 
lacking for some.1**) For example for mining 
of uranium (Nace Rev.l 12.0) or for manu­
facture of articles of fur (Nace Rev.l 18.3) or 
for publishing (Nace Rev.l 22.1) no produc­
tion index can be calculated. This gap has 
to be filled by some sort of imputation. The 
weight of the activity not covered has to be 
added to the (closest) weights of an activity 
which is assumed to have parallel move­
ments. 
The same applies in fact to the first stage 
calculation, i.e. within a given industry, if 
the activity is so diversified in its products 
that no single series will suffice to represent 
value added. Instead, two or more series 
have to be selected and combined into an 
indicator for the whole activity. Here also an 
important element may be missing. For ex­
ample, for Nace Rev.l 27.43 (lead, zinc and 
tin production), input data for lead and zinc 
may be available, but no suitable series can 
be devised for tin, although it represents a 
non negligible part of the activity. Many 
more examples could be found. 
The problem remains to decide between two 
alternative approaches: either to take the 
limited but good indices and to "blow up" to 
16) In fact this occurs in nearly all EU Member 
States for the production index. 
E 
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complete coverage, or to use the inferior but 
comprehensive and readily available set of 
production indices. This has to be decided 
scrupulously case by case. 
When the weight is imputed to the total 
weight of the production index, the activities 
not covered can be omitted altogether 
though they are conceptually included. Oth-
erwise there is a serious problem of aggre-
gation.17) 
Of course, Eurostat has to be informed 
about any such imputation (approximation) 
so that the users of our European short 
term indicators can be made aware of these 
"shortcomings". 
8. Periodicity and data 
availability 
All production volume indices are without 
exception monthly. This rule is justified by 
the great importance of this index. 
At least 80% of the value of total production 
in the sample in each industry should be 
available at the statistical offices 15 working 
days after the end of the reference month. 
This percentage is regarded as necessary to 
calculate a good quality quick {provisionar) 
index. 
7.4. Chain indices 
Several statistical offices do not rebase their 
production index every five years, but use 
chain indices instead, as for example Bel-
gium, Ireland, the Netherlands and Sweden. 
Also the US production index has recently 
been changed to a chain index. Often the 
monthly indices are adapted as soon as 
possible with the information of the last 
available structural survey, so that the 
weight structure has a time lag of only one 
or two years. 
These alternative methods should be looked 
at from the perspective of quality of results. 
Any attempt to include up-to-date 
(weighting) information more often than 
every five years is very much welcome and 
should be applied by other statistical offices 
as well. 
17) See appendix d page 54 below 
In each case, non-responses must be esti-
mated by using growth rates (gr) of the 
known average (au) of a given industry mul-
tiplied with the value of the previous month 
or the same month of the previous year, i.e. 
for non-response X: 
Xi,t - 9rt-n x Xi,t-n 
with n =1 or n=12 
The returned questionnaires should repre-
sent more than 90% of total production after 
a month in order to avoid subsequent cor-
rections of the index on a large scale. 
The statistical offices will have to do a large 
amount of educational work to induce the 
queried units to report punctually and cor-
rectly. 
9. Special breakdowns 
The classification of units according to size 
classes also makes it possible to observe 
trends in enterprises and units taking ac-
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count of the different number of employees, 
if the method of deflated industry sales is 
used. To calculate and publish such indices 
can be expensive and responsibility lies fully 
with the Member States. 
There are no objections if national statistical 
offices calculate and publish indices for the 
product groups for which data has been 
collected as basic information (in quantity or 
deflated value). The observation of product 
groups is not a matter for the attention of 
Eurostat. 
Some Member States also calculate regional 
production indices. For larger countries like 
Germany, France, Spain, Italy and the 
United Kingdom such a regional breakdown 
clearly improves the utility of this index to 
the users. 
All these possibilities of special sub-totals of 
the production index might also be of inter-
est to users in other Member States. It is 
therefore strongly recommended to inform 
Eurostat of the existence of such indices. 
10. Quality changes 
and new products 
The general rules for the adaptation of the 
baskets of representative products and the 
weighting systems are based on the as-
sumption that industrial structures do not 
change rapidly. This is true for most activi-
ties. 
In some activities though which 
• show a high share of product diversifica-
tion or 
• are affected by rapid changes in product 
engineering, 
this method leads to increasing inaccuracy 
in the calculated indices. It has to be con-
sidered that the baskets of representative 
goods and the weighting systems can be up 
to seven years old. Therefore, very fast 
growing industries are increasingly under-
represented; declining industries become 
over-represented. 
These disadvantages can be reduced by 
adapting the baskets of representative goods 
and weights at shorter intervals, although 
this should only be done in exceptional 
cases. If one or several national statistical 
offices feel the need for such a special action 
for a particular industry, Eurostat should be 
contacted in order to achieve a harmonized 
action in all Member States. 
The important topic of working day ad-
justment, which is surely applicable for the 
production index, has been treated in part 
A.III.8 above. 
E 
11. Mark-up with 
PRODCOM 
statistics 
At the European level, the detailed produc-
tion statistics PRODCOM are only manda-
tory at an annual frequency. For the textile, 
clothing and chemical industry a limited 
number of PRODCOM statistics are to be 
supplied quarterly. 
Six EU Member States dispose though of a 
complete set of PRODCOM statistics at a 
quarterly (or even monthly) frequency: Bel-
gium, Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands and Austria. This source of ' 
quarterly production statistics is a very 
valuable source for improving the quality 
of the monthly production volume index. Its 
information, based on an exhaustive survey, 
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can and should be used to correct (mark­
up) the production index. 
For this, first a quarterly index is calculated 
as an average of the monthly indices. 
[7] a 1 3 Σ0, n 
Next a quarterly index with the complete 
PRODCOM information is calculated [Qgj ■ 
The ratio between the two indices consti­
tutes the mark­up factor MUF: 
The method described implies that the 
monthly production volume index takes the 
maximum possible account of the actual 
development in each industrial activity. It is 
strongly recommended for all National Sta­
tistical Offices that dispose of quarterly 
PRODCOM statistics. It would be desirable if 
more countries start the collection of quar­
terly PRODCOM statistics in order to im­
prove the follow­up of the business cycle. At 
least for the activities where quarterly 
PRODCOM statistics are already now com­
pulsory, the described method can be ap­
plied. 
MUF=q [8] 
For each industrial activity, the monthly 
production index is always multiplied with 
the latest available MUF. 
An example 
The January production index is to be pub­
lished. For a given industry it was computed 
as being 104.2. The latest available MUF 
dates from the third quarter of the previous 
year, it was 0.982. This is the best estimate 
of the bias of monthly indices we dispose of 
at present. Thus, the January production 
index is multiplied with the MUF, and is 
published as 102.3. 
For the February figures the MUF for the 
fourth quarter becomes available, it is 
0.985. Now for all monthly production indi­
ces since October of the previous year 
(beginning of the fourth quarter) the 
new MUF is applied, up to the Febru­
ary figure. The production index for 
January is now corrected to 102.6. 
When a few months later the MUF for 
the first quarter of this year is known, 
the January production index is cor­
rected a third (and last) time. 
12. Comparison with 
annual statistics 
The production volume indices have to be 
compared with the results of 
• the annual structural inquiry, 
• the annual PRODCOM statistics, 
• the figures of National Accounts where 
appropriate. 
If the growth rate of the annual production 
volume index of a given NACE­4­digit activ­
ity deviates by more than 10% from the 
growth rate of the comparable annual fig­
ures (deflated value added of the structural 
enquiry or National Accounts where appro­
priate, volume output of production statis­
tics), then both the monthly and the annual 
statistics in question have to be checked for. 
inconsistencies. This should be carried out 
in order to find 
explanations for 
the major devia­
tion. If neces­
Do you now need explanations 
concerning classifications, scope of 
the survey, confidentiality, report­
ing units, type of survey, data col­
lection, seasonal adjustment, qual­
ity control and data dissemination? 
These topics and several more are 
treated in part A above. 
sary, improve­
ments have to be 
made. 
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Transformation 
b. Deflation of Sales 
If the production volume index Q t is defined 
as deflated sales S (for all observations v in 
the activity concerned) and the deflator is of 
type Laspeyres (p^), i.e. the formula is: 
Starting with the classical Laspeyres-
formula, with the quantities q of commodi­
ties i in period t being weighted with the 
prices ρ of the base year 0, we obtain the 
volume index Q^ t 
Ν 
ΣΡί,ο*<1ί,ί 
Qt=1w x l 0 ° 
ΣΡι,0*<?ι·,0 
¿=1 
Multiplying the numerator by the vector qg/ 
qø (=1) the formula is transformed to 
Qì=—N ^ x i o o 
M 
This equals 
"Σκ.οχ?/,ο 'q"> 
Now the formula consists of summing up 
a) the production share of commodity i in 
the base year 0, i.e. the weight W¡0, 
multiplied by 
b) the quantity increase in period t since 
the base year 0 ( q, ) 
Ν 
Q,■ =Σ*/ ,ο x £ 
;=1 
This form (version) of the production volume 
index can be applied in practice without 
major difficulties. 
v=l OL. 
α=τ­^^χιοο Is 
v = l 
v,0 
it can easily be shown that this index is it­
self a Paasche volume index: 
If we use again i as a symbol for the com­
modities in the activity concerned, we have 
for the Laspeyres price index: 
E 
Pt 
Ν 
Σ Pi,t x<3i,o 
L _ ¿=1 V 
v=l 
substituting this formula in the formula for 
the production index Q t we obtain: 
( Ν \ 
ΣΡί,ι X<2Z,O 
¿ = 1 
V 
Σ­δ^ ,ο 
Qt V V 
Σδ„ο 
υ=1 
^­xlOO 
elirninating ZSV Q gives: 
V 
^1 xioo QteTF 
Σ Put *%o 
t=l 
Since the sum of sales is equal to the sum of 
all quantities multiplied by their prices, we 
can express this equation also as: 
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Qt=^ 
N 
Σ Putput 
,=1 xlOO 
Σ Put xt2¿,o 
t = l 
TV Ν 
Σρ,,οχ^-,ί ΣρΙ>0χ<3ί,ί 
ι'=1 _ i=l 
ν ~ Ν 
Σ ^ , ο ΣΡ . ,Ο Χ < Ϊ Ι ,Ο 
t = l υ=1 
So we have quantity changes q^/qo 
weighted with the prices in period t instead 
of the base period 0, i.e. a Paasche volume 
index. 
q.e.d. 
So this time the quantity changes q t/qrj are 
weighted with the prices in period 0, the 
volume index is of type Laspeyres. 
q.e.d. 
c. Deflating with Paasche 
price indices 
Weights in the case of 
missing activities 
If, instead of the Laspeyres price index, 
Paasche price indices pP are used 
Ν 
Pt - Ν 
_ υ=1 
Ν 
ΣΡί,οχ9ζ,ί ΣΡί,οχ<3ί,ί 
ι=1 ι=1 
then the deflation of turnover S v causes no 
more problem: 
Σ - ^ 
Q Ì = £ Z L P L _ X I O O 
Σ$υ,0 
v=l 
Here QLt is the Laspeyres volume index in 
period t, since the formula can be rewritten 
to 
Imagine there are only 3 major activities A, 
Β and C in manufacturing. All have an 
equal weight of 100. For activity A there are 
two sub­groups A.a and A.b with weights 60 
and 40. For the industry A.a no production 
index can be calculated; industry A.b has to 
represent the whole activity A. All other sub­
groups are computed. 
a+b 
a 
b 
A 
100 
(60) 
40 
B 
100 
30 
70 
C 
100 
50 
50 
If the index for manufacturing is calculated, 
it is important that activity A is also 
weighted with 100, not only with 40, oth­
erwise this activity is under­represented 
compared to the other activities and the in­
dex for manufacturing is biased. 
Qt = 
ι V 
isu>t 
i /=l Ν 
Σ Pi,o xQut 
Κ i=l 
ν 
Σδ^,ο 
ν=1 
χ 100 
which after elimination of ZSy t gives 
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I I . The Turnover Index 
For short term analysis, turnover informa-
tion is of particular significance. While the 
index of production provides information on 
trends in volume concerning value added at 
factor cost, turnover is used to assess cur-
rent developments in sales and thus to trace 
market fluctuations and the meeting point 
where supply equals demand. 
It is sometimes believed that the deflated 
turnover index and the production index are 
the same, but in reality the differences are 
considerable: 1 8 ' 
"^ production which is not sold but in-
creases stocks is counted in the pro-
duction index, not in the turnover index, 
"^ sales from stock on the other hand are 
included in turnover but do not influ-
ence production, 
™* sales data will often include the output 
of secondary production, while the pro-
duction index (based on a list of prod-
ucts) is homogeneous, 
""* deflation of turnover is at present only 
possible with the price index of the do-
18) The following differences are of course not 
manifest if the production index is calcu-
lated from deflated sales statistics. See page 
44 f above. 
mestic market, not with export prices. 
This is a source of distortions. 
Turnover is sometimes also referred to as 
"sales", "shipments" or "deliveries". In the 
context of this manual these terms are used 
as synonyms. 
Turnover determines the market growth and 
monitors trends in industries supplying in-
put or using the firm's output for further 
manufacturing processes. Investors find 
useful information in industries under 
scrutiny and national and international 
authorities use the data to assess repercus-
sions arising from the implementation of 
policy measures. Enterprises calculate their 
market share on the basis of the develop-
ment of the branch turnover and thus con-
trol their relative success. 
Trends in turnover (as a base for estima-
tions of up-to-date annual sales data) pro-
vide information about future prospects 
and the need and possibility to finance 
considered investments and operating ex-
penses. 
Last but not least turnover is a fairly ele-
mentary concept in accounting which hence 
exists not only in manufacturing but also in 
other market oriented sectors like construc-
tion, retail trade, transport, communication, 
hotels and other services. The turnover in-
dex is therefore the link for short term com-
parisons of business cycle movements in 
various parts of the economy. 
El 
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Binding principles concerning 
O the institution responsible, 
O classifications, 
3 the treatment of confidential data, 
O observation units, 
3 the coverage of the enquiry, 
O sampling techniques, 
O delays of data collection, 
3 aggregations, 
3 seasonal adjustment, 
3 the level of data precision, 
3 quality checks of indices and 
3 data dissemination 
have been laid down in part A. above. These 
principles should be observed as carefully 
as the following specific rules and recom-
mendations for turnover information. 
2. Definition of the 
index 
For EU statistics in the future, it is vital that 
all Member States use the same definitions 
of turnover in order to dispose of compara-
ble data. Indicators which cannot be com-
pared internationally are of little use in the 
context of a large single European market. 
Turnover shows the results of business ac-
tivities as far as the goods manufactured 
and the services rendered are sold to cus-
tomers and subsidiary companies. It indi-
cates the future flow of money towards the 
units for the activities observed and hence is 
an indicator for future investments. Move-
ments in these value indices of turnover 
cannot be split into those caused by quan-
tity changes or those caused by price 
movements. 
Turnover (or sales) comprises the total of 
products and services invoiced by the ob-
servation unit during a reference period. 
In a task force meeting on short term turn-
over statistics it was decided that turnover 
excludes all taxes which fall on products 
and services when they leave the factory. 
This definition follows the rules of the world 
wide system of National Accounts SNA of 
1993. Since this new turnover definition 
would imply some rather complex estima-
tions in most statistical offices, the defini-
tion should maybe be reconsidered in the 
near future. 
Turnover also excludes value added tax in-
voiced by the producer to his client. On the 
other hand, turnover includes also all other 
charges, for example expenses to transport 
and packaging. 
Price rebates and discounts and allowances 
for returned goods or packaging have to be 
deducted, but not cash discounts. Price re-
ductions, rebates and bonuses conceded 
later to clients, for example at the end of the 
year, should not be taken into account. 
In detail the components of turnover are: 
(a) sales of manufactured products 
(b) sales of products manufactured by 
subcontractors 
(c) sales of by-products 
(d) invoiced charges for packaging and 
transport 
(e) invoiced hours worked to third parties 
for job orders 
(f) invoiced mounting, installations and 
repairs 
(g) invoiced development of software 
Not included should be the following com-
ponents which are not directly linked to the 
production process: 
(a) sales of supplied electric power, gas, 
heat, steam and water 
(b) sales of waste and scrap materials 
(c) leases and rentals 
(d) leases for own production units and 
machines if used by third parties 
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(e) 
(D 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
Ü) 
(k) 
(D 
(m) 
(n) 
leases of company­owned dwellings 
receipts for license­fees 
commissions 
receipts from staff facilities (for exam­
ple from a factory canteen) 
the supply of products and services to 
other not legally independent units of 
the reporting enterprise 
sales of own land and fixed assets 
sales of leases for own properties 
sales of shares and interests 
interest receipts and dividends 
other extraordinary income 
111 
Since one of the important purposes of the 
monthly turnover index is the possibility to 
"now­cast" the annual sales figures of 
structural statistics, the definitions should 
be as close as possible to the structural 
business statistics. 
Some statistical offices may wish to use 
turnover data from other administrative or 
statistical sources, so that a separate en­
quiry is not necessary. This is encouraged 
as far as it reduces the burden of data col­
lection on enterprises. It is imperative that 
in this case both the definition of index and 
the delays of data availability are respected 
as much as possible. 
υ 
a,t 
Ν 
ΣΆ, 
_ ¿ = 1 
Ν 
ΣΆ,ο 
! = 1 
χ 100 
In order to compile composite turnover in­
dices for manufacturing as a whole or for 
main industrial groupings, the indices of 
turnover calculated for different NACE Rev. 1 
activities have to be aggregated. This aggre­
gation is done by weighting the computed 
partial activity indices with the turnover 
share of the relevant activity in the base 
year. The source of this information is the 
structural business statistics. 
Alternatively, for each activity at the lowest 
level the absolute turnover figures are cal­
culated (estimated) by grossing-up the 
sample results with the ratio of total turn­
over to sample turnover in the base year. 
Then the aggregation consists simply of 
adding up the absolute activity figures and 
computing an index of the total series. 
If certain industries are missing in the total 
turnover index of a Member State, this has 
to be reported to Eurostat. The degree of 
coverage of all Member States will be pub­
lished by Eurostat. 
E 
Any deviation in the definition of turnover 
(due to data collection constraints) have to 
be reported to Eurostat in order to assure 
transparency of methods for the users. 
Basic information 
3. Index calculation 
The calculation of value indices Iv for a 
given activity a is not complicated: we com­
pare the turnover Τ of all observations i of 
the month under review t with the turnover 
of the base period T0: 
4 .1 . Observation unit 
The basic information to be collected from 
the reporting units, generally the enter­
prises in the case of turnover information, 
must correspond to the definitions given 
above. 
The observation unit, i.e. the unit for 
which actual turnover movements are re­
corded, was intensively (and with some 
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controversy) discussed with experts from the 
Member States. There are arguments both 
for the enterprise and for the kind-of-activity 
unit. 
♦ If future investment prospects because of 
present flows of money are to be meas­
ured, enterprises are the correct units of 
observation. 
Additionally data from enterprises is 
much easier to obtain than from KAUs. 
This is a particularly valid argument if 
administrative sources like the VAT reg­
ister are used. 
Finally comparisons to turnover indices 
in other sectors (like trade, services etc.) 
only make sense for data following the 
sector approach, i.e. collected for enter­
prises, since the short term statistics in 
these parts of the economy will follow 
that approach. 
♦ If the main purpose of the turnover index 
is its comparison to the production in­
dex, employment and prices in the same 
industries, KAUs should be the observa­
tion unit. In this case the index is also 
valid for updating quarterly National Ac­
counts, which is a further important role 
of short term turnover information. 
A large majority of National Statistical Of­
fices opted for the second approach, i.e. to 
apply the kind­of­activity unit for all indices 
in manufacturing, including the turnover 
index. This is now the mandatory require­
ment in the forthcoming Council Regulation. 
If a Member State in contrast to this meth­
odological rule nonetheless uses the enter­
prise as observation unit, for example be­
cause the administrative sources they use 
do not allow a breakdown of enterprises into 
KAUs, this has to be reported to Eurostat. 
The Regulation on short term indicators will 
give the possibility to grant methodological 
exceptions for cases like this. 
4.2. Periodicity 
The basic data for turnover are collected on 
a monthly basis, using paper question­
naires or electronic media designed by the 
statistical offices. 
4.3. The distinction between 
domestic and export 
In some Member States information on do­
mestic sales on one hand and on sales for 
external markets on the other hand are 
already collected. Following the new Council 
Regulation, this break­down is from now on 
an obligation for all. 
As turnover is used to monitor market 
fluctuations, the distinction between do­
mestic and external short term evolution is 
very useful for the economic analysis of 
business cycles, especially close to turning 
points. In fact it is one of the main justifi­
cations of having a turnover index at all, 
since this index is only interesting if it can 
be split into several analytical aspects. 
The following table gives an overview of the 
available series in the Member States in 
manufacturing: 
Turnover Indices in the EU 
Β 
DK 
D 
GR 
E 
F 
IRL 
Ita 
Total 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Domestic / 
Export 
• 
• 
• 
Intra / 
Extra EU 
Κ) 
• 
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L 
NL 
A 
Ρ 
FIN 
S 
UK 
Total 
• 
• 
* • 
K) 
K) 
• 
• 
Domestic / 
Export 
·/ 
■/ 
* • 
• 
·/ 
Intra/ 
Extra EU 
• 
* 
• 
(Ό = under study 
* =since 1997 
With the creation of a large single European 
market and the beginning of a single Euro­
pean currency the definition of the term 
"domestic" will certainly change. This was 
discussed above in chapter A.II.4 page 15 f. 
5. Level of breakdown 
5 .1 . Calculated activities 
As a general rule, turnover indices of all di­
visions, i.e. the NACE Rev. 1 2-digit-level 
have to be calculated if there is any produc­
tion in the Member State. All calculated in­
dices have to be transmitted to Eurostat. 
The national statistical offices must mark 
confidential data. 
The Member States are strongly encour­
aged to collect and publish turnover indices 
at a more detailed level than divisions. Any 
more detailed indices which are available in 
the Member States should be transmitted to 
Eurostat on a voluntary basis in order to 
make them available to a larger public. 
5.2. Breakdowns by size 
class 
The classification of units according to size 
classes also makes it possible to observe 
trends taking account of the different num­
ber of persons employed or of the amount of 
turnover. To calculate and publish such in­
dices at an exhaustive level can be expen­
sive and lies at present in the responsibility 
of the Member States. 
However, a turnover index for small and 
medium sized enterprises would be desir­
able at the Community level. For this pur­
pose Member States whose 2-digit activity 
represents more than 10 percent of EC 
turnover should transmit to Eurostat quar­
terly information broken down into four size 
classes: 
• 10 to 19 persons employed 
• 20 to 99 persons employed 
• 100 to 499 persons employed 
• more than 500 persons employed 
In order to achieve good quality information 
and at the same time minimize data collec­
tion costs, this breakdown should only be 
supplied at the two digit level of NACE Rev. 1 
and with quarterly instead of monthly pe­
riodicity. 
It is left to the Member States to break down 
the calculated turnover indices by region. 
6. Comparison with 
other statistics 
E 
The turnover indices have to be compared 
with the results of 
♦ the annual structural business statis­
tics, 
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♦ the figures of National Accounts where 
appropriate. 
If the growth rate of the annual turnover 
index of a given NACE Rev.l activity devi­
ates by more than 5 % of the growth rate of 
the comparable annual figures, then both 
statistics in question, short term indicators 
and the annual figures, have to be checked 
for inconsistencies in order to find explana­
tions for the major deviation. If necessary, 
improvements have to be carried out. 
Do you now need explanations 
concerning classifications, scope of 
survey, confidentiality, reporting 
units, type of survey, data collec­
t ion, seasonal adjustment, quality 
control and data dissemination? 
These topics and several more are 
treated in part A. above. 
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I I I . Indices of Orders 
1. Introduction 
Quantitative information on orders in the 
form of new orders received and the stock 
of orders are short term indicators of out-
standing interest. While industrial produc-
tion indices provide information on trends in 
volume concerning value added at factor 
cost, data on new orders and the stock of 
orders are used to assess the future evolu-
tion of demand and production 
possibilities. For many indus-
tries these key indicators reflect 
changes in the economic climate 
at an early stage. 
ORDERS 
The main users of Eurostat sta-
tistics have confirmed their 
continuing interest in these 
variables. A survey of European 
Industrial Federations' needs, 
run in Spring 1996, has shown 
that both indices of new orders and stock of 
orders were after production the most used 
indicators for short term analysis. 
At the same time the European Monetary 
Institute (EMI) has ranked the quantitative 
index of new orders as one of the "essential" 
(first priority) variables necessary for the 
economic analysis of industrial sectors to be 
carried out by the future European Central 
Bank. 
PRODUCTION 
PROCESS 
Orders, which are the production and turn-
over of tomorrow, determine the market 
growth and monitor trends in industries 
supplying materials or using the firm's 
products as inputs to further manufacturing 
processes. Investors find useful information 
in industries under scrutiny; enterprises 
monitor their relative success in acquiring 
new orders. 
Quantitative order information cannot be 
substituted by qualitative business surveys 
(opinion polls). These are 
valuable in its own right, giv-
ing a snap-shot indication of 
future tendencies, but an ex-
act quantitative assessment is 
also needed. 
E 
SALES 
The figure indicates the se-
quence in time of orders, pro-
duction and sales. The inter-
val between each step can 
range from days to several 
months. 
New orders arrive in many industrial activi-
ties considerably before the production 
process is started. New orders give insight 
into the level of production and hours 
worked in the following months. Accord-
ingly, new orders are the earliest indicator 
showing the fluctuations of the market. 
The economic situation of an industrial ac-
tivity is also characterised by the size of the 
stock of orders which indicates how long the 
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activity of the enterprises and factories is 
secure. The stock of orders enables esti­
mates to be made of the date at which fluc­
tuations in the trend of new orders come 
into effect for production, labour input and 
turnover. 
The forthcoming Council Regulation only 
stipulates the provision of the new orders 
index; however, Eurostat strongly advo­
cates the collection of the stock of orders 
for two main reasons: 
Firstly, from the point of view of economic 
analysis, the stock of orders complements 
the information on sales and new orders by 
giving an indication of how the production 
system reacts over time to the fluctuations 
of demand. The combined information on 
new orders and the stock of orders show 
when orders are received and when they are 
fulfilled. 
Secondly, from the statistician's point of 
view, the availability of the three variables, 
new orders, turnover and stock of orders 
allows valuable quality checks in the ab­
sence of structural statistics on orders. The 
practice in several National Statistical Of­
fices shows that these plausibility checks 
improve notably the reliability of short term 
order information. 
The following table gives an overview of the 
quantitative orders information available for 
manufacturing industries, in the EU Mem­
ber States and main partners: 
Data Collection of Orders 1996 
Β 
DK 
D 
GR 
E 
F 
IRL 
I 
L 
NL 
A 
Ρ 
FIN 
S 
UK 
Ν 
JAP 
USA 
New orders 
col 
col 
col 
U.S. 
col 
col 
der 
col 
U.S. 
U.S. 
col 
der 
col 
col 
col 
Stock of orders 
col 
U.S. 
col 
col 
col 
U.S. 
col 
col 
col 
col 
col = collected 
der = derived (calculated) 
u.s. = under study 
The expenditure for collecting and calculat­
ing indices of orders is justified for activities 
♦ producing mainly to order, 
♦ having a long production time, or 
♦ normally having high stocks of orders. 
The index of orders makes sense if it gives 
leading information on the business cycle, 
especially on the turning points. 
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Car Industry - Germany 
Trend - Cycle 
105 -
-oo 
Jan-90 Jul-90 Jan-91 Jul-91 Jan-92 Jul-92 Jan-93 Jul-93 Jan-94 Jul-94 Jan-95 Jul-95 Jan-96 El 
140 _ 
135 -
130 -
125 -
120 -
115 -
110 -
105 - k , ^ 
100 -
95 -
90 
Jan-90 J 
Manufacture of TV, radio etc. - Denmark 
Trend - Cycle 
— —production / 
_ / / 
^^f 
ul-90 Jan-91 Jul-91 Jan-92 Jul-92 Jan-93 Jul-93 Jan-94 Jul-94 Jan-95 Jul-95 Jan-96 
100, 
95-
93. 
85-
8 0 , 
rVfechamcal Ehgneering - Gemían/ 
Trend-Cyde 
^■> ^produdicn 
New Oders 
(deflated) 
^ ^ 
Jan-90 JJ-90 Jan-91 JJ-91 Jar>92 JJ-92 Ja>93 JiA-93 Ja>94 JJ-94 Jan-95 JJ-95 Jan-93 
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These preconditions are prevailing not only 
in investment goods industries, but also for 
several industries making intermediate and 
durable consumer goods of high quality.19 ' 
Binding general principles have been laid 
down in part A. above. These principles 
should be observed as carefully and accu­
rately as the following specific rules and 
recommendations for new orders received. 
They apply as well to the variable "stock of 
orders". 
2. Definition of orders 
For European statistics in the future it is 
vital that all Member States use the same 
definitions of variables in order to have 
really comparable data. Indicators which 
cannot be compared internationally are 
useless in the context of a large single 
European market. 
2 .1 . Link to production or 
turnover ? 
A unit is clearly not involved in the produc­
tion of goods it resells without further proc­
essing and most countries have excluded 
these from their definition of orders. Includ­
ing resales in the definition of orders would 
pull the information away from the concept 
of production. 
The case of sub­contracting is more intri­
cate, as the enterprise can be partly in­
volved in the processing of the final product 
or be the owner of the raw materials sup­
plied to the sub­contractor (contract proc­
essing). All countries agree on including 
subcontracting in the definition of orders. 
The following definition is the result of the 
above mentioned trade­off: 
2.2. Basic definition 
"Orders" are defined as the value of all le­
gally binding contracts linking a producer 
and a consumer and relating to the future 
deliveries by the producer of goods and re­
lated industrial services. 
2.3. Inclusions / Exclusions 
New orders and the stock of orders are ob­
served with regard to future production 
activity. However, from the enterprise's point 
of view orders represent future sales and 
are directly related to turnover. A unit can 
fulfil an order by producing the goods or 
services itself, by sub­contracting the work 
or through resales. 
The statistician is facing a trade­off between 
the practical constraints of data collection 
and the ideal definition of orders that 
would correspond to the goods produced by 
the enterprise. 
19) For an inventory of applicable NACE Rev.l 
divisions see page 67 
Included in orders are 
♦ orders for goods and related industrial 
services to be manufactured in the dif­
ferent KAUs (kind­of­activity units) of 
an enterprise, 
♦ orders for goods and related industrial 
services to be manufactured partially or 
totally by subcontractors. 
Deducted from the value of orders have to 
be: 
• all taxes directly linked to the products 
such as VAT, 
• rebates and discounts when they are 
given at the moment of contract. 
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Excluded from the value of orders are re­
sales without further processing. 
2.4. New orders 
New orders correspond to all orders received 
in the course of the reference mon th m i n u s 
the cancellat ions t ha t occurred during the 
same period.2°) 
2.5. Stocks of orders 
Stocks of orders correspond to all orders in 
h a n d a t the end of the reference period. Or­
ders are removed from the s tock of orders 
when they are invoiced. 
2.6. Cancellations 
During a recent semina r on orders with ex­
per ts from National Statist ical Offices, the 
quest ion of cancel lat ions was discussed. 
Cancellat ions of o rders are pa r t of the in­
formation on the m a r k e t condit ions indicat­
ing t ha t pa r t of the d e m a n d is withdrawing. 
Ideally, they should be recorded a s a sepa­
rate series. If th is is not the case , cancella­
tions should be recorded in the month when 
they occurred. The variable "new orders" 
accoun t s for the s ta te of d e m a n d dur ing the 
reference period a n d t h u s should also rec­
ord the s igns of withdrawal . 
In addition, it is no t enough to record can­
cellations in the s tock of orders because a 
diminution of th is variable can either be due 
to a fall in the d e m a n d (less new orders) or 
to a concentrat ion in time of production 
(higher n u m b e r of o rders fulfilled during the 
reference period). Hence, information on the 
withdrawal of d e m a n d a n d the timing of this 
withdrawal are lost. 
3. Type of index 
The indices of orders indicate the future flow 
of money towards the un i t s of the activities 
observed. These value indices do no t ex­
press to wha t extent their development is 
caused by quant i ty changes or price move­
men t s . 
Indices for new orders NOv and the s tock of 
orders SO v can be calculated a s s imple 
value indices, compar ing information i of 
the m o n t h u n d e r review t with the observa­
tions of ba se period 0: 
E 
[il jNO _ ¿=1 1a,t - N 
N 
Σ Nolit 
χ 100 
¿=1 
For the stock of orders , the base equa l s the 
end of the base year: 
[2] rSO _ (=1 ­I r, t — 
Ν 
ison 
a,t - Ν 
l s c \ 0 
¿=i 
xlOO 
Volume indices , i.e. deflated value indices 
a re only to be supplied to Euros t a t for the 
new orders received. Here a "volume" index 
is very useful for compar isons with the pro­
duct ion volume index (leading indicator). 
This compar ison is still valid even if t he de­
flated new orders index is of the P a a s c h e 
type.21) The corresponding formula is: 
Ν NO: i,t 
[3] Qm = 
a,t 
i=l Put 
Ν 
ΣΝΟίι0 
z'=l 
100 
20) This implies that if cancellations are very 
high, new orders for a given month can be 
negative. 
21 ) Concerning the problem of Laspeyres versus 
Paasche indices see the appendix of part 
B.I. (Production index), page 53 
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In fact such deflated new orders series are 
used more than the original value indices. 
They are published for each country by 
Eurostat. 
4. Basic information 
If in a selected activity one or more units do 
not work on orders, turnover should be re-
ported and used instead. This assumes that 
in observation units which do not work to 
orders, (fictive) orders are equal to sales. 
In order to compile composite indices of 
orders (for total manufacturing or for main 
industrial groupings), the orders informa-
tion (INO or I s 0 ) calculated for NACE Rev. 1 
activities have to be aggregated. This aggre-
gation is done by weighting the partial indi-
ces with the orders share of the relevant 
activity in the base year O or by grossing-up 
the partial results of the activities and add-
ing up the estimated absolute figures 
(similar to the turnover index aggregation). 
4 . 1 . Data collection and 
periodicity 
The basic information to be collected from 
the reporting units must correspond to the 
definitions given in chapter 2 above. 
Like for all other short term indicators in 
manufacturing, The observation unit has 
to be the kind-of-activity unit. 
The basic data for new orders and the stock 
of orders are collected monthly, using pa-
per questionnaires or electronic media de-
signed by the statistical offices. 
In most cases no total orders information 
will be available for the base year, since this 
data is not collected in the structural busi-
ness survey. In this case, the total orders 
(NO or SO) are estimated by applying the 
ratio of orders to turnover of the sample in 
the base year to total turnover T: 
Ordersrftim 
Orders™"1?16 
rp sample x T , 
total 
For calculating the total index of orders for 
all manufacturing industries, only the se-
lected activities which work to order are 
used! Otherwise the signal we want to 
measure would be watered down. 
4.2. The distinction between 
domestic and export 
At present, in some Member States quanti-
tative information on domestic orders on 
one hand and on orders for external mar-
kets on the other hand are already col-
lected. Following the forthcoming Council 
Regulation, this break-down becomes an 
obligation for all. This distinction between 
domestic and external short term changes is 
a powerful analytical tool for increasing our 
knowledge about business cycles. 
The following table gives an overview of the. 
available series in the Member States in 
manufacturing: 
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Order Indices in the EU 
Β 
DK 
D 
GR 
E 
F 
IRL 
I 
L 
NL 
A 
Ρ 
FIN 
S 
UK 
Total 
• 
• 
• 
Κ) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Κ) 
• 
• 
Domestic / 
Export 
V 
s 
Κ) 
• 
• 
ν 
ν 
Κ) 
·/ 
y 
Intra / 
Extra EU 
• 
• 
• * 
(•) = under study 
since 1997 
With the growing importance of the single 
European market and the creation of 
monetary union in 1999 the definition of the 
term "domestic" will have to change. This 
was discussed above in chapter A.II.4, page 
15 f. 
4.3. Transition period 
As far as Member States do not yet collect 
data of new orders at present, they should 
start as soon as possible, but in any case 
not later than in the year 1999 when the 
single European currency (EURO) is imple­
mented. The transition period for this es­
sential variable has to be shorter than for 
other new projects in the domain of short 
term statistics. The same is valid for the 
break-down into domestic and external or­
ders. 
4.4. Scope of survey 
Data collection and the calculation of indi­
ces are only mandatory for a selection of 
industrial activities of NACE Rev. 1: 2 2) 
17: Manufacture of textile, 
18: Manufacture of wearing apparel; 
dressing and dyeing of fur; 
21 : Manufacture of pulp, paper and paper 
products 
24: Manufacture of chemicals and chemi­
cal products 
27: Manufacture of basic metals 
28: Manufacture of fabricated metal prod­
ucts, except machinery & equipment 
29: Manufacture of machinery and equip­
ment n.e.c. 
30: Manufacture of office machinery and 
computers, 
31 : Manufacture of electrical machinery 
and apparatus n.e.c, 
32: Manufacture of radio, television and 
communication equipment, 
33: Manufacture of medical, precision & 
optical instrum., watches & clocks, 
34: Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers 
and semi-trailers, 
35: Manufacture of other transport equip­
ment. 
This list is the result of a compromise 
reached after several task force meetings 
and a seminar dedicated to the subject of 
quantitative orders information that were 
held in the presence of Member States who 
all collected or planned to collect these vari­
ables. 
Member States are free to collect informa­
tion on orders for more industries than 
those listed above. The additional series 
should also be regularly transmitted to 
Eurostat. 
El 
22) The tides of the industrial activities given 
here are only indicative, they are a short­
ened version of the officiai labels. 
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5. Level of breakdown 
As a general rule, indices of new orders re-
ceived and of the stock of orders have to be 
calculated for divisions, i.e. the NACE Rev. 1 
2-digit-level. All calculated indices have to 
be transmitted to Eurostat. The national 
statistical offices must mark confidential 
data. 
The Member States are strongly encour-
aged to collect and publish order informa-
tion at a more detailed level than divisions. 
Information at the 3-digit level of NACE 
Rev.l should be achieved. Any more detailed 
indices available in the Member States 
should be transmitted to Eurostat on a vol-
untary basis in order to make them avail-
able to a larger public. 
The classification of units according to size 
classes also makes it possible to observe 
trends taking account of the different num-
ber of persons employed. To calculate and 
publish such indices can be expensive, but 
it is encouraged by Eurostat since it in-
creases significantly the analytical value of 
short term orders information. It is also left 
to the Member States whether to break 
down the calculated indices by region. 
6. Plausibility check 
Order information cannot be compared with 
annual statistics since no such data exist 
for orders. 
But an internal plausibility check can be 
performed, the following calculation should 
be done at regular intervals: 
|4] 
SO t-1 
NO. 
SO. 
SOf^ + NOt -Tt= SOt 
stock of orders at the end of period t-1 
new orders received in period t 
turnover in period t 
stock of orders at the end of period t 
Do you now need explanations 
concerning classifications, scope of 
survey, confidentiality, reporting 
units, type of survey, data collec-
t ion, seasonal adjustment, quality 
control and data dissemination? 
These topics and several more are 
treated in part A. above. 
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IV. Output Price Indices 
1. Introduction 
This manual provides the methodological 
framework for the computation of monthly 
industrial domestic and export output 
price indices by the Member States of the 
European Union. It has, unless indicated 
otherwise, the status of a set of recommen-
dations. In the interest of the users, it 
should be the aim of all statistical offices 
that all Member States calculate these indi-
ces in a co-ordinated, methodologically jus-
tified, manner. Of course, country-specific 
circumstances should be taken into ac-
count. If these circumstances are such that, 
in a Member State's opinion, a deviation 
from the framework laid down in this man-
ual is justified, this Member State should 
explain its position in detail to Eurostat and 
the Committee created by the new Regula-
tion. This need for a justification serves the 
purpose of transparency of methodology in 
the European Union. 
Binding principles concerning 
3 the institution responsible, 
C the classifications, 
3 the treatment of confidential data, 
O the observation units, 
O the coverage of the enquiry, 
O the sampling techniques, 
Z> the delays of data collection, 
3 aggregations, 
3 the level of data precision, 
3 quality checks of the indices and 
3 data dissemination 
have been laid down in part A. above. Con-
sidering the importance of the index, these 
standards should be observed as scrupu-
lously as the following specific rules and 
recommendations for the output price in-
dex. 
2. Basic concept and 
exceptions 
2 .1 . Basic concept 
The domestic output price index for an 
economic activity measures the average 
price development of all commodities pro-
duced by that activity and sold to the do-
mestic marke t . · ^ Parallel to the domestic 
price index, the export price index shows 
the average price development (converted to 
local currency) of all commodities produced 
by that activity and sold abroad. The pur-
pose of these indices is to provide rapid in-
formation on business cycle movements 
rather than to serve as a deflator. But the 
23) For the practical definition of output prices 
in the data collection process see chapter 
4.4. below. 
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alternative purposes of a deflator have to be 
kept in mind. 
At present, 'domestic market' means inside 
the Member State and 'abroad' means out-
side the Member State. When the European 
Monetary Union (EMU) is in full operation, 
following the Maastricht Treaty, the defini-
tion of 'domestic market' will change. This 
is discussed above in part A.II.4, page 15 f. 
2.2. Exceptions of coverage 
Domestic and export output price indices 
have in principle to be computed for all 
NACE Rev.l 3-digit groups belonging to 
sections C, D, and E. 
Exceptions are 
12.0 
22.1 
23.3 
29.6 
35.1 
35.3 
mining of uranium, 
publishing, 
nuclear fuel, 
weapons and ammunition, 
shipbuilding and 
aircraft. 
However, attempts to compute indices for 
these groups are encouraged by Eurostat 
and should be discussed with other Member 
States. Pilot studies will be initiated in order 
to study these problem areas in depth. 
3. Type of index 
By definition an output price index refers to 
a group of enterprises.24 ' It is a so-called 
group price index. 
24) Throughout this text 'enterprises' is used as 
an abbreviation of 'enterprises or other 
units' in the sense of Council Regulation 
(EEC) No. 696/93 of 15 March 1993. 
When the population model and the sam-
pling strategy are developed for the domes-
tic output price index (the model for the 
export output price index being equivalent), 
it can not be avoided to use some mathe-
matical notation. In order not to disrupt the 
readability of this manual, this slightly diffi-
cult part is in appendix 1, page 76 to 79. 
Summarizing the clarifications of appen-
dix 1, it is recommended that the domestic 
(and in parallel the export) output price in-
dex for an industry group is calculated as a 
weighted average of commodity group price 
indices. The weights are the base period 
domestic (or export) sales values. The com-
modity group price indices are calculated as 
chained price indices, based on samples of 
enterprises and samples of representative 
commodities. These samples and the asso-
ciated weights can be adapted whenever 
necessary. The foregoing applies mutatis 
mutandis to all cases where output price 
indices for industry classes are required. 
If instead of chain indices classical Las-
peyres indices are used, the weighting sys-
tem has to be renewed as often as possible, 
at least every 5 years. This is discussed 
above in part A.II.9, page 24. 
The domestic or export output price index 
for higher levels of aggregation, i.e. the 
division (= 4-digit level), the subsection, the 
section or the total of industry is defined as 
a weighted arithmetic average of the group 
price indices, the weights being base period 
domestic or export sales values. 
The foregoing applies mutatis mutandis to. 
the construction of group (3-digit level) price 
indices from class (4-digit level) price indices 
when necessary. 
The national price indices are used by 
Eurostat to calculate price indices for the 
whole European Union. This is currently 
done by computing weighted geometric av-
erages. The geometric average is chosen be-
cause in that case the elasticity of the EUR-
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total index with respect to a Member State-
specific index is constant. In particular the 
elasticity does not depend on the relative 
level of the Member State index as would be 
the case when the arithmetic average had 
been used. 
However, when the European Monetary 
Union with one single currency is in opera-
tion, the arithmetic average will be applied 
by Eurostat for reasons of consistency. 
The foregoing applies mutatis mutandis to 
all other levels of aggregation. 
4. Implementation 
years2**) can be obtained from annual pro-
duction census data, data for turnover sta-
tistics, data for PRODCOM statistics, or 
other statistics. Thus various sources may 
be used. 
If enterprise-specific domestic or export out-
put values are not available, it is allowed to 
approximate domestic or export output 
value shares by total output value shares. 
It should be noted that for aggregated price 
indices like the total manufacturing index, 
the activity information should be weighted 
at the branch level, not at the commodity 
level.26' This agreement serves the purpose 
of comparability with other indices like the 
production, employment and turnover in-
dex. 
E 
4 . 1 . Value data for weights 
The base year values of domestic and export 
output per industry group and commodity 
group (weights) can be obtained from the 
detailed table from which make-, use- and 
input-output tables are constructed. This 
detailed table provides for each combination 
of commodity group, origin and destination 
a value figure. The values used should ide-
ally exclude transport and trade margins, 
i.e. represent value in basic prices. The ad-
vantage of using such a table, provided by 
the department of National Accounts of the 
national statistical office, is that the data 
form part of a larger integrating framework. 
If such a table is not available the values 
have to be estimated from other sources, for 
instance production censuses or turnover 
statistics. These sources can also be used 
for entries where the table is not detailed 
enough. 
The intra-commodity group domestic (or 
export) output values per enterprise for the 
base year and, if necessary, for later 
4.2. Sampling 
All enterprises are contained in a Central 
Business Register. They can be grouped by 
activity and, using ancillary information, by 
commodity group. Potential respondents 
can then be selected by using an appropri-
ate probabilistic method (like pps-sampling). 
Approximate (pps-) sampling can also be 
used for the selection of representative 
commodities at a respondent enterprise. In 
many cases, however, one has to be satis-
fied with judicious samples or simple ran-
dom samples. The utmost care must be 
taken that the sample price index is an un-
biased and precise estimator of the popula-
tion price index. 
In order to guarantee a minimum quality of 
the price indices, it is recommended that 
per commodity group the selected reporting 
units should on average cover 70% of sales. 
The minimum coverage should be 40%. De-
25) That is the values entering formula (11) and 
(12) respectively in appendix I below 
26) See chapter 3.2. above. 
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viations from this recommendation should 
be discussed case by case with Eurostat. 
For those CPA product groups retained, ei-
ther a probabilistic sample or a judicious 
sample can be drawn. The rules of represen-
tativity for these samples are laid down in 
chapter 10.2. of part A.II "General Rules 
and Recommendations" above. 
4.3. Specification of the 
representative goods 
When a particular enterprise is selected for 
the price survey it is recommended that a 
field representative visits the enterprise 
(reporting unit) in order to solicit its co-
operation. Together with the reporting unit 
he selects the sample of commodities and 
obtains the approximate intra-enterprise 
weights of the representative commodities 
selected. At present, some Member States 
do not yet use field representatives. They 
contact the enterprises by mail, and the 
sample selection is left to the enterprise it-
self. It is important that the representative 
commodities are specified carefully. In par-
ticular this implies a complete specification 
of the (physical) product as well as a com-
plete specification of the kind of transaction. 
It is vital that all price-determining charac-
teristics of the latter are taken into account 
(for example: quantity of units sold, trans-
port provided, rebates, service conditions, 
guarantee conditions). The specification 
must be such that in subsequent survey 
periods the enterprise is able to uniquely 
identify the commodity and to provide the 
appropriate price per unit. 
It is recommended that the selected enter-
prises be periodically revisited or contacted 
by mail in order to check whether the sam-
ple of representative commodities and the 
set of intra-enterprise weights need to be 
updated. 
4.4. Practical definition of 
the collected price data 
In the past and up until now, the price in-
formation in the various Member States of 
the European Union is defined pragmati-
cally according to local circumstances and 
traditions. This leads to quite heterogeneous 
basic price data. For the future it is indis-
pensable that the collected price information 
is comparable all over the area of the Euro-
pean Union. This aim of comparability of 
data collection concepts implies that na-
tional statistical offices have to adapt their 
methods and give up certain features of past 
data collection. 
The following three rules apply: 
• The appropriate price is the ex-factory 
selling price (first marketing stage)27 ' 
excluding VAT and all specific taxes (for 
example excise taxes). 
• In order to show the true evolution of 
price movements, it should be an actual 
transaction price, and not a list price. 
For the domestic price index, the trans-
action must be with a domestic agent. 
• The price surveyed in period t should 
refer to orders booked during period t 
(moment of contract), not the moment 
when the commodities leave the factory 
gates. Otherwise there might be a con-
siderable information lag.28 ' 
Considering that period t is a month, it is 
recommended that the price should refer to 
a particular day in the middle of the 
month, i.e. it should not represent an aver-
age over the whole month. This recommen-
dation only serves the purpose that the Na-
tional Statistical Offices can meet the ambi-
tious deadlines set up in chapter 8. below. 
27) If transport costs are included, this should 
be part of the product specification. 
28) This rule is only relevant for durable goods 
with a substantial lag between order, pro-
duction and delivery. 
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Any exceptions to these rules (in a transi-
tory period) have to be reported to Eurostat 
or the Committee created by the legal act in 
order to assure transparency of the used 
concepts. 
4.5. Unique products 
Some industries only produce unique prod-
ucts. In those cases it is impossible to ob-
serve the actual transaction price of a com-
modity during subsequent time periods. 
Then the following method, called model 
pricing, is recommended. In co-operation 
with the respondent enterprise one selects 
one or more of the unique products deliv-
ered during a past time period. A careful 
specification of the (physical) product and 
the kind of transaction is laid down which 
contains all of the price-determining charac-
teristics. The respondent is then asked to 
provide regularly a realistic offer price for 
this commodity. In this offer price he must 
take into account not only the actual pro-
duction cost but also the actual market 
condition (which determines the profit mar-
gin). These offer prices are then treated like 
actual transaction prices. 
Of course, one must regularly check the va-
lidity of this procedure. For instance, if a 
certain model becomes obsolete, it must be 
replaced by a newer one. 
5. Periodicity 
Following the new legal base for Short Term 
Indicators and considering the importance 
of regular price information, the price sur-
vey has to be executed every month in all 
activités. 
In areas which show less frequent price 
changes, a lower frequency of surveying is 
allowed. It should be checked at regular in-
tervals whether this condition still applies. 
However, in those cases the computation of 
the price indices is executed as if the prices 
are reported to be unchanged relative to the 
previous month. 
It is vital that these exceptions, if they relate 
to entire activities, are reported to Euro-
stat. This need of justification serves the 
purpose of transparency for the users of the 
price statistics. El 
Quality chan 
Suppose that a respondent enterprise an-
nounces that from period t onwards com-
modity i, which is part of the price survey, is 
no longer produced but is replaced by a 
closely related commodity i'. Technically 
spoken, commodities i and i' are different 
qualities of the same (kind of) product. The 
expression 'different qualities' is used to 
cover sets of commodities whose character-
istics are sufficiently different to make them 
distinguishable from each other from an 
economic point of view but which are suffi-
ciently similar to each other to be described 
by the same generic term. Quality change 
can be caused by a change in the physical 
characteristics of a product, but also by a 
change in the kind of transaction. One of 
the most important questions in price sta-
tistics is how to deal with the phenomenon 
of quality change. In the context of this 
manual the following guidelines can be 
given. 
Suppose that the prices pit-1 and pi't are 
known, and consider the estimation of 
Pjjjjt.t-1 (see expression (14) above). Then we 
have the following options: 
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(i) Delete commodity i from the calcula-
tion of Phkt,t" * (provided that there are 
enough observations left) and replace i 
by i' in the calculation of Phk t+1 »*· 
(ii) Perhaps commodity i' was already 
available at period t-1 and pi't-1 can 
be obtained from the respondent en-
terprise. Then i can be replaced by i' 
in the calculation of Phk^"* a n d later 
indices. 
(iii) Estimate what would be the price of i 
in period t if it was produced and sold 
on the market. This virtual price, Pj , 
is then used in the calculation of 
Phk1'1"1· In the calculation of Phk1"1"1·11 i 
is then replaced by i'. 
(iv) Replace i by i' in the calculation of 
Phkt,t-1 and estimate p¡.~ ,that is 
what would be the price of i' in period 
t-1 if it was produced and sold on the 
market. 
Special cases of (iii) and (iv) are respectively 
the market at the same time are a 
function of certain measurable charac-
teristics. Provided there are enough 
observations, regression methods can 
be used to estimate by how much the 
price varies in relation to each of the 
characteristics. The resulting regres-
sion coefficients can be used to predict 
the prices of commodities with differ-
ent mixes of characteristics that are 
not actually on sale in the period in 
question. There is much literature on 
the hedonic method.2 9 ' The hedonic 
method is quite complex and there-
fore difficult to be generally applicable 
in a production environment. On the 
other hand it can provide a useful 
check on the ongoing quality adjust-
ment process. National Statistical Of-
fices are encouraged to use hedonic 
methods in particular in the domain 
where enormous and rapid quality 
changes occur like in the computer 
industry.30 ' 
Pi = Pi' and p·. . t - 1 
Then the quality change is ignored. How-
ever, this is likely to introduce a serious bias 
of unknown size, or even direction, into the 
price indices. The first option is also not 
recommended in general. Quality change 
(introduction of a new commodity) is often 
accompanied by a (hidden) price change 
that may very well differ from the average 
rate of price change for the unchanged 
commodities. 
Output Price 
Indices of Export 
So far this manual treated the methodology 
of domestic output price indices. In the fu-
ture the statistical offices of the Member 
States are requested to develop also output 
price indices of export. 
Estimation of the virtual prices p¡ or p¡· 
can be done: 
(i) by the respondent enterprise, based 
on information about production cost; 
(ii) by a commodity expert of the statisti-
cal office; 
(hi) by the so-called hedonic method. The 
hedonic method assumes that the 
prices of different qualities on sale on 
29) For scientific literature on this subject see 
the list in appendix 2. You are also welcome 
to contact Eurostat. 
30) Sweden shows that a statistical office can in 
fact use hedonic methods in its normal pro-
duction environment. See Dalén, J., Opera-
tionalising a hedonic index in an official 
price index program: personal computers in 
the Swedish import price index, R&D Report 
1992:15 (Statistics Sweden, Stockholm). 
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The model of output price indices of export 
is a duplicate of the model of domestic out­
put price indices. 
The implementation can though be difficult 
since, in addition to all potential problems 
explained above, the statisticians have to 
deal with several different currencies of for­
eign customers. Export prices quoted in 
foreign currency should be converted by the 
national statistical office using the exchange 
rate of the day of the price observation. If 
the exchange rates fluctuate a lot, it might 
be advisable to use monthly averages in-
import 
do 
V 
\ 
(c) 
PRODUCTION 
7 
m es tic sales \ 
J 
^lb) 
f Ν 
export sales 
f Ν 
export 
Ad) 
trade 
J 
output which is exported. As second best it 
may be unavoidable to measure instead the 
prices of (c) plus (d), i.e. export prices in­
cluding traders' transactions. 
8. Plausibility checks 
Provisional and final price index numbers 
are routinely subjected to macro plausibility 
checks. Domestic output price index num­
bers can be compared with export 
price index numbers, import 
price index numbers, and price 
index numbers based on unit 
value data from annual produc­
tion censuses. They can also be 
confronted with production vol­
ume index numbers. Also general 
information about the economic 
situation of industry groups must 
be taken into account. 
E 
stead in order to avoid spurious results. 
Unit values should be avoided, but they are 
accepted by Eurostat as a proxy for genu­
inely collected data. For homogeneous 
commodities unit values are in fact the best 
method and should therefore be used. More 
research is needed in this area. 
If these checks show substantial 
inplausibilities, a review (i.e. a 
careful verification) of the sample of enter­
prises or the sample of commodities is nec­
essary. In this case Eurostat or the Commit­
tee has to be informed. 
A further specific problem is the exact 
definition of the reporting unit. The following 
diagram shall illustrate the difficulty: 
For the domestic output price index, infor­
mation concerning the flow of commodities 
(a) and (b) is measured, since both are from 
production units to domestic "users". 
For the export output price index, ideally 
only (c) should be included in the survey, 
since only this commodity stream is direct 
Do you now need explanations 
concerning classifications, scope of 
survey, confidentiality, reporting 
units, type of survey, data collec­
t ion, seasonal adjustment, quality 
control and data dissemination? 
These topics and several more are 
treated in part A. above. 
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9. Appendix I: 
The theoretical model 
a. Lowest level of 
aggregation 
Consider a group of en te rp r i ses H. A single 
member of this group will be denoted by h. 
The set of all commodit ies p roduced by en­
terprise h for the domest ic or export marke t 
will be denoted by Cjj. A commodi ty is de­
fined a s a completely specified p roduc t to­
gether with a specified k ind of ' t r ansac­
t ion . 3 1 ' In fact, the basic economic un i t s are 
the individual t r ansac t ions . However, for 
statistical purposes some aggregation of 
these basic un i t s is unavoidable . 
It can safely be a s s u m e d t h a t for two differ­
ent enterpr ises h a n d h' t he se t s C h and Ch· 
do not overlap. A single commodi ty will be 
denoted by i. We consider two periods: a 
base period 0 and a compar i son period t. In 
accordance with common usage , the do­
mestic or export o u t p u t price index for a 
single enterprise h, PhtO, will be calculated 
by the Laspeyres fo rmula . 3 2 ' T h u s the price 
31) Thus exports are according to this definition 
per se different commodities than domestic 
sales. In this case the kind of transaction is 
an important specification of the commod­
ity. 
32) Actually, the domestic and the export out­
put price index is a subindex of the (total) 
output price index. Within the mi­
cro­economic theory of the firm the output 
price index is based on the revenue function 
(or restricted profit function). Under appro­
priate conditions it can be shown that the 
Laspeyres output price index is a lower 
bound of the (true) output price index. For 
scientific literature on this subject you are 
welcome to contact Eurostat. 
index for period t relative to period 0 is given 
by the following expression: 
(D 
where 
V i0 = 
PiL 
piO _ _ΣιεαΗν? MPÍ /Ρΐ) 
Σ, ieCHVi 
base period value of the domest ic or 
export sa les of commodity i; 
base period price of commodity i. 
compar ison period price of com­
modity i. 
The s u m m a t i o n is over all commodities pro­
duced by enterpr ise h for the domest ic or 
the export marke t . 
Notice tha t 
(2) V°n - Σ , eCh"i 
is the base period value of the total sa les of 
enterprise h to the domest ic market . 
An ou tpu t price index for the group of en­
terprises H c a n now be obtained a s a 
weighted average of the enterprise-specific 
ou tpu t price indices (1). If the domest ic or 
export sales va lues vOn are used a s weights , 
the ou tpu t price index for H is defined a s 
.() 
(3) 
If we define 
ptO _ %heHVhxPh 
to 
ƒƒ 0 
¿heH vh 
(4) C H ^ U ch 
t ha t is C H is t he set of all commodities pro­
duced by the g roup of enterprises Η for the 
domestic or the export market , we can re­
write (3) a s 
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(5) ptO _ 
li^xipi/p?) κ 
Σ, eCrt 
Thus PH.tO is also a Laspeyres price index. 
Notice that the domestic output price index 
PHtu includes the transactions between a h 
e H and any other h'eH, since the domestic 
market for enterprise h includes all other 
enterprises belonging to H. Thus P H ^ fol­
lows the so­called gross concept. 
The following approach is proposed as a 
basis for estimating the output price index 
(5). 
Assume that all commodities can be classi­
fied into disjunct commodity groups3 3 ' 
G1(...,Gj£. Notice that 
­H 
K 
fc=l * 
The intersection of CH and Gk, CHnGk , is 
the set of all commodities belonging to 
commodity group Gk and produced by H. 
Notice that this set can be empty. The corre­
sponding base period sales value is 
(6) V°Hk Ξ Σ,­ηα V? 
Σ vHk x PHk 
(8) ptO _ fc=l r w — Η 
fc=l 
Thus P H Í 0 can be written as a weighted av­
erage of commodity group price indices. 
Each of these price indices can in turn be 
decomposed as follows: Consider the inter­
section of C n and Gk, that is C^nGj^. This is 
the set of all commodities belonging to 
commodity group Gk and produced by en­
terprise h. Notice that this set can be empty. 
The corresponding base period sales value is 
(9) νΛϋ*-Σ, isChr\Gt y' 
and the corresponding commodity group 
price index is 
do) J f f - X , vfx(p',/pf) eC„nGt vhk 
Since CHnGk= \JheH(Ch n Gk) 
we can rewrite (7), using (9) and (10), as 
f 1 1 1 ptO _ X h s H L ' ^ ? < - P ^ 
U !) -Tfifc ^ õ 
LheHVhk 
and the corresponding commodity group 
price index is 
(7) p& ­ Σ V?X(PÌ/P?) 
V°Hk 
κ 
Since CH = U ( C H n G f c ) , 
fc=l 
we can rewrite (5), using (6) and (7), as 
33) As nomenclature of commodity groups the 
CPA respectively the more detailed 
PRODCOM list is required. 
Notice that Σ^Ην^ = vHk ■ 
Thus each commodity group price index 
PHkt0 can be written as a weighted average 
of enterprise­specific commodity group price 
indices Phk t0· 
The proposed strategy for estimating PHtO 
runs as follows. The values VHk0» the base 
period domestic or export sales values of 
commodity groups Gk as produced by the 
group of enterprises H, are considered as 
given. The same applies to the values vO^k, 
the base period domestic or export sales 
values of commodity groups G k as produced 
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by the single enterprises h . 3 4 ' Usually PHkt0 
is estimated from a sample of enterprises 
from H. Ideally this should be a stratified 
sample. The values vhk^ must be used for 
constructing the strata. For example, enter­
prises with large vhk0 should be taken with 
certainty into the sample, and from the 
remaining enterprises one could take a ran­
dom sample. 
For each enterprise in the sample the esti­
mation of Phkt0» see expression (10), is 
based on a sample of commodities. Ideally, 
the set of all commodities belonging to 
commodity group Gk and produced by en­
terprise h C n nG k must be decomposed into 
Hicksian aggregates, i.e. groups of com­
modities showing the same price behaviour. 
From each of these groups it is sufficient to 
select only one representative commodity. 
The values v^ O, or the sums of these values 
for the Hicksian aggregates, must be ob­
tained from the selected enterprise. 
In the foregoing model it was presupposed 
that the set of enterprises H and the sets of 
commodities Ch (heH) are fixed during the 
time interval from 0 to t. In reality, however, 
we have to operate within a dynamic envi­
ronment. Enterprises appear and disappear, 
the output mix of enterprises changes, some 
commodities disappear from the market, 
and new commodities are introduced. Es­
pecially in areas with frequent technological 
changes (for example the computer indus­
try) this will have the effect that a direct 
Laspeyres price index is unable to track 
current price changes adequately. In some 
cases it is even impossible to construct such 
a price index because commodities existing 
in the base period are no longer produced in 
the comparison period. In order to take ac­
count of these phenomena it is recom­
mended to calculate the commodity group 
price indices entering (8) as chained indi­
ces.3^' Thus expression (11) is replaced by 
(12) P $ c Ξ Π S'' 
^hemx)VhkWxPl τ,τ-1 hk 
τ=1 ΣΗ<ΞΗ(τ)^(τ) 
where we define 
[13] V M ( T ) ^ j E Q ( r ) n G i V , . ( T ) 
and 
lniJftT-Ii eCh(t)nGk 
Vilt)*iPi / Pi~l) 
"hfc(t) 
In these expressions Vj(t), vj^fx), Η(τ) and 
CJJ(T) correspond to a certain period prior to 
τ. This period can be the same for a number 
of 'chains'. Expressions (12) and (14) form 
the starting-point for sampling. They en­
able us to refresh the sample of enterprises 
or the samples of commodities, and to up­
date the associated weights (value shares) 
whenever necessary. Samples and weights 
can be kept fixed as long as they are con­
sidered to be 'characteristic' for the industry 
group. 
Unfortunately, formula (12) is known to 
suffer from upward drift (overestimating 
bias) for mathematical reasons. This needs 
to be subject to further studies. 
Summarizing, it is recommended that the 
domestic (and in parallel the export) output 
price index for an industry group is calcu­
lated as a weighted average of commodity 
group price indices. The weights are the 
base period domestic (or export) sales val­
ues. The commodity group price indices are 
calculated as chained price indices, based 
on samples of enterprises and samples of 
34) See chapter 4.1. 
35) It is assumed that during the time period 
between base year revisions there is no 
need to introduce new commodity groups 
into the output price index or to delete 
commodity groups from it. 
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representative commodities. These samples 
and the associated weights should be 
adapted whenever necessary. 
b. Higher levels of 
aggregation 
Suppose a division (subsection, section) 
consists of L groups Hj,...,HL. The domestic 
or export output price indices of these 
groups are respectively PHit0»"­>PHLt0· The 
base period domestic or export sales value 
of H¡ is defined as 
(15) Α Ξ ΣΗ,Η. V°h Í " L L> 
Then the domestic or export output price 
index for the division (subsection, section) is 
defined as 
(0 
(16) pTO g j = i 
I*V^ 
ΣνΗ í=l ' 
that is a weighted arithmetic average of the 
group price indices. 
The foregoing applies mutatis mutandis to 
the construction of group price indices from 
class price indices (when necessary). 
units) is defined analogously to (15) and de­
noted by VH,0 (j=l>­­>z)· Let the base period 
currency converters (purchasing power 
parities) be eiO;...;ezO. Each ejO gives the 
amount of local currency units that is 
equivalent to 1 ECU. Then the domestic or 
export output price index for industry group 
Η of EUR 15 is defined as: 
[17] InP j iO H.EUR15 
15 
Σ 
;=i 
Jll 
e°j 
χ In P¡9. 
15 
Σ 
J=l 
Jli 
\ J J 
E 
Thus the EUR 15 price indices are weighted 
geometric averages. The geometric average 
is chosen because in that case the elasticity 
of the EURI5 index with respect to a Mem­
ber State­specific index is constant. In par­
ticular the elasticity does not depend on the 
relative level of the Member State index as 
would be the case when the arithmetic aver­
age had been used. 
However, from 1999 onwards, when the 
Monetary Union with the single currency 
(EURO) is in operation, the arithmetic aver­
age will be applied by Eurostat for reasons 
of consistency. 
The foregoing applies mutatis mutandis to 
all other levels of aggregation. 
c. Price indices for the 
European Union 
The national price indices are used by 
Eurostat to calculate price indices for the 
whole Community. This is currently done in 
the following way: 
Denote the domestic or export output price 
index for industry group Η of Member State 
j by PHjtO (j=l,...,Z) For 15 Member States, 
Z= 15. In the future this might be larger. 
The corresponding base period domestic or 
export sales value of Hj (in local currency 
10. Appendix II 
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V. Indicators of Labour Input 
1. Introduction 
In order to analyse and assess the most re-
cent developments of the business cycle, the 
users of short term statistics do not only 
need information on the production index 
and output price evolution, but also facts 
and figures on the labour market as one of 
the essential input factors into the eco-
nomic process. 
The following indicators of labour input are 
treated in this manual: 
• Employment (number of persons em-
ployed), 
• Volume of work done (number of hours 
worked), 
• Gross wages and salaries 
It should be pointed out here that these 
variables collected in the framework of in-
dustrial short term statistics are meant to 
be economic indicators (like e.g. production 
or turnover) giving a picture of the develop-
ment in volume of the labour component of 
industrial activity. They should therefore be 
clearly distinguished from the so called 
"social variables"36) measuring the labour 
supply and giving information on the social 
aspect of the economy. 
36) At the European level compiled by Direc-
torate E "Social and regional statistics" of 
Eurostat. 
The collection of labour input variables on a 
short term basis provides valuable informa-
tion for 
• judging the latest evolution of the 
economy (employment and volume of 
work done), 
• "now-casting" the annual data of the 
structural enquiry (gross wages and 
salaries) 
• calculating productivity measures 
(especially asked by the future Euro-
pean Central Bank) 
• quarterly National Accounts 
Looking at the supply side of the labour 
market an index of vacancies (number of 
vacant jobs) would be very helpful. 
For the future EC statistics it is vital that all 
Member States use the same definitions of 
the variables in order to dispose of compa-
rable data. 
Labour input variables are transmitted to 
Eurostat since many years, however, the 
actual contents of the series has remained 
very heterogeneous. To remedy this unsat-
isfying situation a Seminar was organized in 
October 1997 to present and discuss the 
different methodological concepts used in 
the Member States to compile short term 
labour input statistics. On the basis of 
definitions proposed by Eurostat, represen-
tatives of the NSO discussed the best prac-
tice for labour input variables; the results 
are taken into account in the following text. 
E 
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Binding principles concerning 
O the institution responsible, 
O the classifications, 
O the treatment of confidential data, 
O the observation units, 
O the coverage of the enquiry, 
O the sampling techniques, 
O the delays of data collection, 
O aggregations, 
O seasonal adjustment, 
O quality checks of the indices and 
3 data dissemination 
have been laid down in part A. above. These 
principles should be observed as carefully 
as the following specific rules and recom-
mendations for the collection and compila-
tion of labour input variables. 
Changing 
Requirements 
In recent years substantial changes took 
place on the labour market, which lead to 
modified requirements concerning the col-
lection of labour input variables. Amongst 
these changes the most important ones are: 
• increased share of services in economic 
activity 
• reorganisation of the labour market 
leading to 
- a diversification of types of contracts, and 
- a variety of types of persons employed. 
These changes have certainly an impact on 
the requirements concerning data on labour 
input and will therefore affect the defini-
tions. 
Furthermore, the characteristics of the vari-
ables will as well be influenced by the follow-
ing: 
Labour input Variables are frequently com-
bined with other economic variables, in or-
der to calculate various short term produc-
tivity measures. 
One of the main users of these ratios is the 
European Monetary Institute (EMI), the 
predecessor of the European Central Bank. 
According to an internal paper stating the 
future needs of EMI, the following measures 
are defined to be the most important ones: 
production 
persons employed 
= output per person employed 
production 
hours worked 
= output per man hour 
wages & salaries 
production 
wages & salaries 
hours worked 
= unit wage and salary cost 
= hourly earnings 
Some further relations which are frequently 
asked for are 
• sums of gross wages and salaries per 
person employed 
• turnover per person employed 
• value added per person employed 
It is obvious that with respect to the neces-
sary quality of such ratios, absolute consis-
tency between labour input variables and 
other economic variables, like e.g. produc-
tion or turnover, has to be guaranteed. 
3. Definitions 
3 .1 . Persons Employed 
Persons employed are defined as the total 
number of persons who are engaged in the 
productive activity of the observation unit 
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during the reference period, irrespective of 
whether they are paid or not. 
Components of the variable 
According to this definition the following 
elements should be included: 
♦ all paid persons employed 
• employees 
• homeworkers 
• apprentices / trainees 
• family workers 
• persons on temporary leave 
(maternity, sickness, strike, lock­
out, etc.) 
• part time workers 
• temporary workers 
• seasonal workers 
• agency workers 
• borrowed staff 
♦ unpaid persons employed 
• working proprietors (owners) 
• family workers 
The number of persons employed should 
exclude: 
♦ persons on long term leave (e.g. long 
term sickness, military service or alter­
native service 
♦ persons carrying out repair or mainte­
nance work 
♦ family workers included on the payroll of 
another unit as principal occupation 
♦ persons temporarily working for another 
unit 
Part­time or short­term employees are at 
present counted as full­time employees. A 
conversion of part­time employees into full­
time­equivalents is strongly recommended, 
since due to the liberalization of the labour 
market the share of staff not working full­
time is constantly rising. A conversion into 
full­time equivalents should also be realized 
for active owners and members of their 
families. 
For reasons of consistency with the produc­
tion index, the inclusion of agency workers 
does only apply for those contributing to the 
output of the observation unit. 
Through the increasing automation in the 
industry, the continuous substitution of 
manual labour, and the endeavours to 
standardize the social security schemes, 
dividing lines between manual labour or 
other employees blur and lose significance. 
Therefore, a distinction between blue and 
white collar workers is not needed any 
longer. 
The information to be queried from the units 
being the number of persons employed 
implies that no average figure over the 
whole reference period should be calculated. 
Clearly some elements of the "number of 
persons employed" are more difficult to 
measure than others, in particular agency 
workers, active owners, their families, home 
workers and voluntary workers. It is rec­
ommended and makes sense to estimate 
these figures, which are difficult to measure, 
indirectly with the aid of the labour force 
survey. 
Persons employed vs. 
employees 
To take account of the above mentioned 
changes on the labour market it is abso­
lutely necessary to broaden the definition of 
the employment variable to all persons em­
ployed, i.e. to all persons contributing to the 
output of a given activity, although it might 
appear to be more difficult to collect this 
information than to collect data only on 
employees, i.e. persons being on the payroll 
of the observation unit. The collection of 
persons employed is especially important for 
the calculation of high­quality productivity 
measures. 
E 
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The supply of a further variable covering 
only the employees would however be very 
valuable in order to calculate a satisfying 
ratio of average earnings which constitutes 
as well a variable asked by the EMI. 
3.2. Hours worked 
The volume of work done is expressed by 
the number of hours worked in the refer­
ence period (i.e. one quarter) are defined as 
the total number of hours actually worked 
for the observation unit during the reference 
period by all persons employed as defined 
above. It is necessary to cover the hours 
worked by all persons employed in order 
guarantee consistency with the other labour 
input variables as well as with the produc­
tion or turnover index. 
Components of the variable 
According to the definition given above, the 
variable should include 
♦ the total amount of all hours actually 
worked 
s during regular working hours accord­
ing to collective agreements 
/ overtime 
s during nights, Sundays or public 
holidays 
s but not paid 
s by manual and non­manual workers 
■S by apprentices 
/ by unpaid persons employed 
y paid owners and family workers 
s agency workers 
Here again some elements like for example 
hours lost due to sickness are difficult to 
measure and might have to be estimated. 
Short breaks taken at the work place should 
not be deducted. 
In respect of monthly salaried employees 
(e.g. non­manual workers) the regular 
working time has to be recorded as far as no 
overtime is paid beside. 
Hours worked vs. hours 
contracted 
A problem area related to the data collection 
is the choice between hours worked and 
hours contracted. Although the collection of 
hours actually worked is strongly recom­
mended, in order to be able to calculate 
comparable competitiveness indicators, like 
e.g. output per man hour or hourly earn­
ings, hours contracted may be accepted as a 
provisional proxy. 
Overtime work 
For the purpose of following the business 
cycle very closely and to detect turning 
points as fast as possible, the separate col­
lection and publication of overtime hours 
should be envisaged. This variable will move 
stronger and faster with the business cycle 
than total hours worked, since it shows 
fluctuations of capacity utilisation of the 
labour force. 
Excluded from the volume of work done are 
♦ hours paid but not worked due to leave, 
sickness, accidents, strikes, lock outs, 
slack time, etc. 
♦ time spent for meal breaks and commut­
ing 
♦ strike days 
3.3. Wages and Salaries 
Gross wages and salaries are defined as the 
total sum of remunerations in cash or in 
kind payable to all persons employed in re­
turn of work done during the reference pe­
riod, irrespective of whether this remunera­
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tion is paid regularly or not. Direct taxes 
and employees' social security and pension 
contributions should not be deducted. 
Components of the variable 
Included 
all basic wages & salaries payable at regular 
intervals 
enhanced rates of pay for overtime, nightshift, 
week end work, etc. 
any allowances, gratuities or bonuses paid by 
the employer, like 
♦ cost of living, housing, local or expatriation 
allowances 
♦ food allowances 
♦ allowances for to and from work 
♦ holiday bonuses, 13th month pay 
♦ allowances actually paid for annual holi­
days not taken 
♦ output, production or productivity bonuses 
♦ extra allowances for extreme working 
conditions like dust, dirt, temperature, 
smoke, danger, etc. 
♦ redundancy payments actually paid to 
laid­off employees, 
♦ allowances for improvement proposals and 
patent fees paid to the person employed 
♦ directors' and employees' fees 
♦ family allowances paid by the employer 
under a collective agreement 
commissions, tips, etc. 
value of the bonus shares distributed free to the 
employees, 
payments made by employers to employees un­
der the saving schemes or other schemes, 
taxes, contributions and other sums payable by 
employees and deducted by employers, 
payments of agency workers and borrowed 
staff, 
wages and salaries or parts thereof which the 
employers continue to pay directly to the em­
ployee in case of sickness, maternity, industrial 
accident, invalidity etc. of the employee, 
any payment in kind 
Excluded 
social security and other contributions payable 
by the employer, 
contributions of the labour exchange to the 
employer for short time­work, 
statutory family allowances, 
retirement pensions and benefits of similar na­
ture, 
taxes paid on the total wages and salaries paid, 
sums set aside specially to cover possible pay­
ments of allowances for annual holiday not 
taken or redundancy payments, 
reimbursement of employees for travelling, re­
moval, separation, hotel and entertaining ex­
penses, telephone fees etc. incurred in the 
course of their duties, 
reimbursement of current expenditure on the 
transport of employees to and from work, 
whether this is carried out by the enterprises' 
own means of transport or by third parties on 
behalf of the enterprise, 
allowances paid to employees for the purchase 
of tools, equipment and special clothing needed 
for their work or that part of their wages and 
salaries which under their contracts of em­
ployment are required to devote such pur­
chases, 
gifts in cash and in kind to the employees at 
their jubilee, marriage, christenings, etc., 
tips and attendance's fees, 
expenditure for office parties, 
expenditure for educational costs (training 
costs). 
E 
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t s in kind 
The evaluation of the payments in kind, 
which should be included in the total sum 
of wages & salaries may cause some diffi­
culties. The following simple evaluations are 
recommended: If it is payments in kind pro­
duced by the employer, they should be val­
ued at producer prices. For payments in 
kind bought by the employer, on the other 
hand, an evaluation at market prices should 
be realized. 
3.4. Report to Eurostat 
tial activity indices are summed up as a 
weighted index, using as weight the appro­
priate observations of the variable in the 
base year. 
Some Member States publish labour input 
variables as absolute figures. This is rec­
ommended for all EU Member States. 
The figures of the base year result from the 
corresponding annual industrial survey. 
Member States using other weighting sys­
tems (for example employment for all three 
indicators) will have to convert such sys­
tems. 
In order to increase transparency, the 
practices of computations in the National 
Statistical Offices have to be made known to 
Eurostat. It is certainly in the interest of the 
users of our short term statistics, if occa­
sionally remaining differences of method ­
as long as they do not make comparisons 
meaningless ­ are made public. 
5. Basic information 
5 .1 . Sources 
Type of index 
Generally elementary indices are calculated. 
For a given activity a we compare all obser­
vations X (employment, hours worked or 
wages & salaries) of month t with the obser­
vations of the base period 0. 
X _ ;=1 
N 
Γ = 
Σ*,·,ο 
i=l 
xlOO 
In order to compile more aggregated indices 
(main industrial groupings or total industry) 
the same algorithm is applied, i.e. the par­
For labour input variables variables, data 
sources and definitions vary considerably 
among the Member States. 
Three very different sources can be identi­
fied: 
♦ Direct industry collection, where enter­
prises are asked to give information on 
the labour input variables. These en­
terprise surveys are the most common 
source in the area of short term indica­
tors. Sometimes, these surveys only 
relate to industrial activity, sometimes 
they cover as well other sectors of the 
economy, like e.g. services. 
♦ The labour force survey (LFS), where 
households are asked (by direct inter­
viewers of via the telephone) to provide 
the appropriate information. This 
source is for example the base for the 
compilation of labour input variables in 
Spain and Finland. 
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♦ A third source also common in some 
Member States is the use of adminis­
trative data available in connection 
with the social security system. This 
source allows a rich set of variables and 
poses no additional burden on enter­
prises. 
A further possibility for the collection of La­
bour Input variables constitutes the combi­
nation of different sources. This is cur­
rently practised in the Netherlands. 
For obvious reasons the results differ sub­
stantially depending on the source: 
A data collection based on direct enterprise 
surveys is recommended by Eurostat be­
cause of the following advantages: Data are 
collected and compiled on a monthly basis 
and they are available at a high level of de­
tail. Furthermore enterprise surveys guar­
antee the necessary consistency between 
the Labour Input Variables and other eco­
nomic variables, since they are collected by 
the same survey. This is particularly impor­
tant for the calculation of the above men­
tioned productivity measures. 
constitutes a big disadvantage in the field of 
short term statistics. 
The collection of labour input variables by 
using a combination of different sources 
certainly causes the problem of integration 
of different statistical sources. Furthermore, 
this integration procedure is very time con­
suming, and therefore adversely affects the 
timeliness of data supply. 
5.2. Periodicity 
Figures on persons employed, being the 
most important labour input information 
and relatively simple to measure, should be 
supplied on a monthly basis. Monthly data 
is at present supplied by about half of the 
Member States. The forthcoming Regulation 
stipulates a quarterly frequency. 
Hours worked and wages & salaries have to 
be collected and computed at least on a 
quarterly basis. A monthly frequency is 
though encouraged by Eurostat. 
E 
The LFS survey presents deficiencies con­
cerning the identification of the industrial 
activity in which the interviewed person 
works (who is not familiar with the 4­digit 
level of NACE Rev.l), which might lead to 
measurements errors. On the other hand, a 
LFS provides most accurate information on 
hours actually worked, which is more diffi­
cult to obtain form direct enterprise surveys. 
For the latter, it can be assumed that mostly 
hours contracted are taken as a basis, 
which surely do not reflect the hours actu­
ally worked. 
Administrative sources often follow a differ­
ent concept of data definition which can not 
be controlled by the statistician. Further­
more, data collected on the basis of admin­
istrative sources often arrives rather late in 
comparison to direct data collection, which 
5.3. Transition period 
The Member States will adjust their basic 
information and periodicity as soon as pos­
sible according to the rules and recommen­
dations of this manual. All deviations have 
to be reported to Eurostat and will be pub­
lished. It is the aim that as fast as possible 
all basic information should be adjusted 
and homogeneous. 
6. Observation unit 
The relationship between hours worked and 
production indicates labour productivity. In 
the short run it can be assumed that the 
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influence of other production factors (mainly 
quantity and quality of capital) remains in-
variable. Thus, an index of short term pro-
ductivity is often calculated and published 
using the formula 
productivity = 
production index 
hours worked 
If information on hours worked is not avail-
able, employment can be used as a rough 
approximation of labour input. Because of 
their analytical value these productivity 
measures are often requested by users of 
short term statistics. 
Rev.l divisions (2-digit level), if there is any 
production in the Member States. All calcu-
lated figures have to be transmitted to 
Eurostat. The national statistical offices 
should mark confidential data. 
Member States are strongly encouraged to 
collect and publish labour input information 
at a more detailed level than the divisions. 
Any more detailed indices which are com-
piled and published in the Member States 
should be transmitted to Eurostat on a vol-
untary basis in order to make them avail-
able to a larger public. 
Consequently there is every reason to calcu-
late the indices of hours worked as close as 
possible to the concept of the production 
index. This implies to follow the so called 
"branch" concept, i.e. to use kind-of-
activity units as observation units, even if 
this is more difficult than using enterprise 
data. 
The fluctuations of the employment index 
follow often the trend of new orders with a 
certain time-lag and are similar to those of 
production though less intensive. But the 
employment indices are also often regarded 
in comparison with the development of 
turnover and value added. 
This is again a reason to use KAUs as ob-
servation units. 
7. Levels of 
breakdown 
7 .1 . Calculated activit ies 
7.2. Breakdowns 
The classification of units according to size 
classes makes it also possible to observe 
trends of enterprises and units taking ac-
count of the different number of employees. 
It may be expensive to calculate and publish 
such data and lies at present in the re-
sponsibility of the Member States. 
However, from the base year 2000 onwards 
a quarterly employment index for small and 
medium sized enterprises should be 
achieved on the Community level. For this 
purpose Member States whose 2-digit activ-
ity presents more than 10 % of EU value 
added should transmit to Eurostat quarterly 
information broken down by four size 
classes: 
• 10 to 19 persons employed 
• 20 to 99 persons employed 
• 100 to 499 persons employed 
• more than 500 persons employed 
It is left to the Member States to break down 
the indices of the labour input indicators 
according to regional aspects or to distin-
guish between manual workers and other. 
Data on labour input should be collected 
and calculated at least at the level of NACE 
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8. Comparison with 
other statistics 
An important plausibility check constitutes 
the comparison of the index of hours 
worked with the production index. Normally 
both should show similar trends, though 
the growth rates of the hours worked are 
often lower. 
Furthermore, the gross wages & salaries per 
hour worked remain nearly constant for a 
longer period until new collective agree­
ments are put into force. 
E 
The short term labour input information has 
also to be compared with the results of 
♦ the annual structural inquiry and 
♦ the figures of National Accounts. 
If the growth rate of annual short term em­
ployment data of a given NACE Rev. 1 activ­
ity deviates by more than 2 percent points 
with the growth rate of the comparable an­
nual short term figures, both statistics in 
question, short term indicators and annual 
enquiry, have to be checked for inconsis­
tencies in order to find explanations for the 
major deviation. If necessary, adjustments 
have to be realized. 
Imagine for example that in a given branch 
the annual employment figure for the year t 
is 35000 persons, in year t+1 it is 34000 
persons. This equals a rate of change for 
this branch of ­3%. If at the same time the 
short term employment index shows be­
tween year t and year t+1 a constant evolu­
tion (rate of change ± 0%), the difference of 3 
percent points gives reason to examine 
closely the two surveys. 
Do you now need explanations 
concerning classifications, scope of 
survey, confidentiality, reporting 
units, type of survey, data collec­
tion, seasonal adjustment, quality 
control and data dissemination? 
These topics and several more are 
treated in part A. above. 
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VI . Investment 
1. Introduction 
Quarterly investment information is re­
garded by many users as a very important 
variable to analyse developments in the 
business cycle. Moreover, it is used as well 
in the analysis of competitiveness. 
So far, this variable is not a mandatory part 
of the forthcoming Council Regulation on 
Short Term Statistics. However, the fact that 
the draft Regulation stipulates pilot studies 
on the collection of short term investment 
data shows the importance which is at­
tached to this variable. 
At present, only few Members States con­
duct a survey on short term statistics in in­
vestment. In January 1997 a methodologi­
cal seminar was organized to present exist­
ing surveys within the EU, which provided 
an insight of the different approaches used 
and possible sources available. 
Above all, short term data on investment 
may serve as: 
• an economic indicator for business cycle 
analysis (leading indicator), 
• a view of the current situation regarding 
investment trends, as well as a tool for 
up-to-date estimates of yearly invest­
ment figures, 
• a source for quarterly national ac­
counts.37) 
The following table shows the use made of 
short term investment data within the EC. 
E 
Β 
D 
F 
IRL 
NL 
S 
UK 
Ν 
ESA 
DGU 
Business 
Cycle 
Analysis 
Χ 
Χ 
Χ 
Χ 
Χ 
Estimation 
of Yearly 
Figures 
Χ 
Χ 
Χ 
Χ 
Χ 
National 
Accounts 
(Χ) 
Χ 
(Χ) 
Χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
Since in most of the countries the collection 
of investment data is destined to be a source 
for National Accounts, the existing surveys 
were mainly designed to meet the corre­
sponding needs. 
37) The quarterly compilation of the variable 
'Gross Fixed Capital Formation", was only 
introduced in ESA-95 
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2. Characteristics of 
the variable 
2 . 1 . Types of investment 
Dealing with the collection of short term 
data in the area of business statistics, the 
type of investment variable to be collected 
should refer to investments made by the 
market sector. Investments of the public 
sector (which comprises all kinds of civil 
infrastructure like roads, schools, hospitals) 
are not taken into account. Hence, the 
definition proposed by Eurostat relates to 
productive investment, which are mainly 
realized in order to 
• increase production capacity, 
• gain productivity by lowering unit costs, 
• replace old capital goods. 
2.2. Definition 
The recommended definition of investment 
is based on the definition of gross invest-
ment in tangible goods used for the im-
plementation of the Regulation on structural 
business statistics. 
Included are thus all investments made 
during the reference period in all tangible 
capital goods having a useful life of more 
than one year, irrespective of whether they 
are 
• newly bought or already existing 
• bought from third parties or produced 
for own use (i.e. capitalised production 
of tangible capital goods) 
Included as well are non-produced tangible 
goods such as land. 
Any additions, alterations, improvements or 
renovations prolonging the service life or to 
increase the productive capacity of capital 
goods should also be taken into account. 
Excluded from the definition are current 
maintenance costs as well as investment in 
• capital goods used under rental and 
lease contracts 
• intangible goods (such as patents, trade 
marks, software) 
• financial assets 
• goods acquired through mergers 
Some of the assets to be included or ex-
cluded in the definition of investment have 
to be discussed further, since they may be 
controversial. 
Leasing 
Leasing is defined as a type of long term 
renting contract according to which current 
payments are made by the company for the 
use of capital goods. Two types of leasing 
have to be distinguished: financial leasing 
and operational leasing. Unlike operational 
leasing, in case of financial all risks and re-
wards of ownership are transferred de facto 
though not de jure from the lessor to les-
see.38) The value of the good is therefore 
known to the company and can be indi-
cated. Practice in the Members States 
whether to include or exclude financial 
leasing in the definition of investment, is 
rather heterogeneous. 
In most EU countries goods acquired 
through financial leasing do not appear on 
the balance sheet of the user of the goods 
(lessee) and hence it might be very difficult 
to ask the respondents to include them in 
their investment figure. 
38) See annex II of ESA *95 
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Computer Software 
Computer software are regarded as invest-
ment or not depending on whether they are 
bundled with hardware equipment bought 
by the company or whether it purchased 
separately. In the first case it is regarded as 
tangible investment, in the second case it is 
not. 
With the rapid change of technology we wit-
ness to today, this practice will need to be 
reviewed. 
Intangibles 
In most Member States conducting short 
term investment surveys intangible goods 
(patents, licences, trade marks, etc.) are not 
included in the definition. The major rea-
sons for this are definition and measure-
ment problems. 
2.3. Valuation of 
investments 
All investments should be valued prior to 
(i.e. gross of) value adjustments, and before 
deduction of income from disposals. 
Purchases of small tools which are not 
capitalised are included under current ex-
penditure and are excluded from invest-
ment. 
3. Member States 
Practice 
Within the EU, data sources for the collec-
tion of investment data vary considerably. 
Three major approaches may be identified: 
Short ten 
surveys 
In the scope of these surveys data on in-
vestments are collected on a monthly or a 
quarterly basis, which allows the sub-
annual pattern of the variable to be fol-
lowed. Quantitative data collection can be 
combined with business opinion survey 
providing qualitative information on the in-
vestment assessment although this may 
significantly delay the production of the 
qualitative opinion survey. 
E 
Depending on the type of good however, 
different prices should be used for evaluat-
ing them: Purchased goods are to be valued 
at purchase price, i.e. transport and instal-
lation charges, fees, taxes and other costs of 
ownership transfer are included. Own pro-
duced tangible goods are valued at produc-
tion cost. 
In case of large investments with expendi-
ture taking place over more than one refer-
ence period, the expenditure should be re-
corded as investment in the reference period 
in which the expenditure is incurred. 
Sub-annual assessment of 
yearly investments 
This is done by asking several times a 
year the investment figures for the preced-
ing and the current year and investments 
plans for the remaining part of the current 
year. The results of these surveys provide 
progressively more accurate forecast of cur-
rent year investment. 
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Commoditv-Flow-Method 
This approach is based on product data for 
capital goods adjusted by foreign trade data. 
Product data may be taken from an existing 
quarterly Prodcom survey; investments are 
then estimated by adding imports of capital 
goods to the national production and by 
subtracting exports: 
Inv' = p + m—x 
The commodity-flow-method allows a de­
tailed break down by type of investment 
goods but a breakdown by industrial activi­
ties is not feasible. 
It should be noted that the different ap­
proaches presented above do not exclude 
one another. In fact, they are often used 
simultaneously, one approach being used 
as the main collection method, the other 
being used as a complement to improve the 
quality of the data collected or to extend the 
survey to economic sectors not covered by 
the main method. The following table sum­
marizes the current practice in the Member 
States: 
Β 
D 
F 
IRL 
NL 
S 
UK 
Ν 
short term 
survey 
• 
• 
• 
Κ) 
• 
• 
• 
ass' of 
annual data 
• 
• 
commodity 
flow 
(/) 
• 
K) 
K) 
• 
K) 
(/) 
K) 
<f: main methods used 
l/Y method used as a complement 
4 . 1 . Sources 
Apart from direct enterprise surveys which 
are the most frequently used source for the 
collection of data on investments made, 
some Member States compile their invest­
ment data on the basis of value added tax 
returns used by the tax administration; 
these returns contain a question on the 
value of investments made by the enter­
prise. 
The use of such administrative data for sta­
tistical purposes undoubtedly bears the 
problem of discrepancy in concepts and 
definitions; in addition details of these 
sources such as activity coverage, observa­
tion unit can only rarely be influenced by 
statisticians. Investment data based exclu­
sively on administrative data has therefore 
to be checked very carefully. 
On the other hand, it has to be admitted 
that the use of an existing source keeps the 
burden on the reporting unit to a minimum. 
A pilot study on the possible use of VAT re­
turns would therefore be very interesting. 
4.2. Time of Recording 
Three possibilities of timing at which in­
vestments are registered can be outlined: 
• moment of change of ownership 
• moment of payment 
• moment of use 
In the field of short term statistics it might 
appear reasonable to record the investment 
in the period when it is ready for use, espe­
cially because the investment variable is 
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meant to be linked to other economic vari­
ables (production, employment). 
However, recording investment at the time 
of change of ownership would guarantee 
consistency with the practice of National 
Accounts, which is one of the main users of 
short term investment data. 
In practice enterprise in many countries 
may find the moment of payment easiest to 
use. 
4.3. Frequency 
In order to guarantee consistency between 
investment data and other economic vari­
ables for reasons of comparison, it would 
make sense to use KAU's as observation 
unit. In this case, the investment data is 
also valid to be used for National Accounts, 
which is a major user of short term infor­
mation on investment. 
However investment decision may often be 
made at the enterprise level and hence it 
may be more appropriate to collect data of 
this level. E 
Dealing with short term statistics, the sup­
ply of quarterly data would be desirable. 
4.4. Scope of survey 
The data production should cover sections 
C-Ε (Mining and Quarrying, Manufacturing, 
Energy supply) of Nace Rev. 1. 
4.7. Breakdown 
For analytical purposes a break down of the 
variable by type of tangible assets would be 
very desirable. In order not to put too much 
burden on the reporting units, the following 
breakdown of gross investment is proposed: 
• buildings machines and equipments of 
which means of transports 
• other assets 
4.5. Level of detail 
Data should be supplied at least at the 
2-digit level of NACE Rev.l. 
The compilation of main industrial group­
ings (intermediate goods, capital goods, con­
sumer goods) similar to the other short term 
statistics is necessary. 
4.6 Observation Unit 
For the collection of investment data, enter­
prises seem to be the most appropriate ob­
servation unit. This is particularly valid if 
administrative sources like VAT returns are 
used, which do not allow a break-down into 
KAU'S. Additionally data from enterprises 
are much easier to obtain than form KAU's. 
5. Implementation 
5 .1 . Deflation 
In order to obtain investment data at con­
stant prices, a deflator has to be applied to 
the original data. 
Appropriate deflators are producer prices or 
import prices of the goods bought as in­
vestment. In case that no information is 
available on the composition of investment 
in terms of the type of goods acquired, it 
might sometimes be difficult to know which 
price index to apply as deflator. 
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A possible solution to this problem is to 
conduct of a special survey at each change 
of base year as is practised in the UK, in 
order to have an average composition of in-
vestment used to combine the different pro-
ducer price indices used as deflators. 
5.3. Weights 
Value data needed for grossing up the fig-
ures obtained from the samples as well as 
for aggregation procedures can be obtained 
from different variables, like for example 
employment and turnover. Most of the NSO 
use employment figures. However, it has to 
be clearly stated that investments is only 
weakly linked to the employment or turn-
over size of the enterprise. Nor is it strongly 
limited to production, since small units can 
have large investment if they are newly 
founded and in a development phase, while 
large and longrunning enterprises may in-
vest comparatively much less. 
5.4. Non-Response 
The problem of non-response is of particular 
importance in the case of short term in-
vestment surveys. The evolution in time of 
investment for a given enterprise fluctuates 
considerably and it is often the case that a 
company has no investment for one or sev-
eral quarters. These cases should then be 
treated as real zero values not to be mis-
taken with a non-response, because other-
wise the results would be adversely affected. 
Concerning the treatment of non-response it 
should first be checked whether the report-
ing unit has sent back the questionnaire or 
whether the blank left on the questionnaire 
refers to a real zero. 
In case of a real non-response several pos-
sibilities of estimating the missing values 
are conceivable: 
The simplest way is the use of data from 
past returns which are then averaged. If no 
past returns are available, the following im-
putation procedure - currently used in the 
UK - may be applied: It consists in calculat-
ing the investment per head of each re-
spond; these investments per head are then 
averaged to give a ratio. The employment of 
non-respondents is then individually mul-
tiplied by this ratio to compute estimates for 
their investment activity. Another possibility 
for estimating missing values is the use of 
other sources, like for example National Ac-
counts. 
This ratios are calculated per-head because 
the employment variable is commonly found 
in the business register. 
5.5. Outliers 
The fluctuations in investment activity 
mentioned above may as well lead to par-
ticularly large investment by a company in 
one quarter, followed by small investment in 
subsequent periods. This is especially the 
case of newly built enterprises. The treat-
ment of these "outliers" represents a special 
problem (even a challenge) for the compila-
tion of reliable investment data and should 
be done in a very scrupulous way. 
In fact, returns showing unusual levels of 
capital expenditure have to be checked very 
carefully, because of their significance to-
wards the final figures. 
Rapid explanations for special behaviour 
can be obtained by adding a "comments 
box" to the questionnaire where the report-
ing unit should provide information on un-
usual fluctuations in figures; this is actually 
done in Ireland and the UK. 
The information given in these comments 
boxes allows then the NSO to take a well-
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founded decision whether to include or to 
exclude the reported value. 
This method of simply excluding a large 
value from the total figure may appear not 
to be very satisfactory (danger of biasing the 
results). A solution put into practice by the 
NSO of the UK is the use of weights between 
0 and 1 for the values reported. Large out-
liers are thus not necessarily excluded, but 
incorporated in the total figure with a lower 
weight. 
5.6. Plausibility checks 
An important source for checking the plau-
sibility of estimated short term investment 
are the annual data collected in the frame-
work of Structural Business Statistics. 
Since the surveys normally carried out for 
Structural business statistics have larger 
samples and hence greater coverage, they 
are able to provide much more reliable in-
formation. 
A comparison of quarterly data against the 
annual figures is therefore strongly recom-
mended. 
E 
6. Pilot studies 
In general terms, pilot studies should cope 
with the implementation of the theoretical 
concept of the investment variable in prac-
tice. More specialized studies may be con-
ceivable for example on possible procedures 
for a satisfying impulation of missing data 
and grossing of the data returned in the 
sample. 
Do you now need explanations 
concerning classifications, scope of 
survey, confidentiality, reporting 
units, type of survey, data collec-
t ion, seasonal adjustment, quality 
control and data dissemination? 
These topics and several more are 
treated in part A. above. 
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I. The Special Case of 
Construction 
1. Introduction 
The present manual has been written to 
provide guidance regarding the procedures 
necessary to achieve the harmonisation of 
national statistical series for the construc-
tion industry.1) Short term statistics 
(monthly and quarterly) on construction 
were at the European level for the first time 
legally binding with the Council Directive 
(78/166/EEC) of February 1978.2> For over 
fifteen years this gave the base for harmo-
nized European construction statistics. The 
requirements of this Directive have since 
been refined and developed through the 
promulgation of the Draft Regulation on 
Short Term Indicators (see later). 
greater practical benefit to statistics users 
in the construction industry itself and in the 
industries supplying materials and compo-
nents to construction, as well as to national 
and Union policy makers. It thus consti-
tutes the nucleus for the future Regulation 
on short term indicators which will also 
cover the sector of construction. 
Rules and recommendations are presented 
regarding the principles upon which har-
monisation should be sought and regarding 
the priorities which National Offices should 
follow in pursuing it. Proposals are also 
made regarding some of the difficult issues 
of definition amongst the wide range of the 
construction industry's activities which, it is 
hoped, will expedite the harmonisation 
process. 
The present methodological manual asks for 
some significant extensions of the statisti-
cal series called for by the old Directive. 
These new rules are presented for National 
Offices' consideration as the basis for the 
provision of harmonised national and, 
hence, Union-wide short term information of 
The importance of 
the construction 
industry 
1) Throughout this manual, the word 
"construction industry" is used including 
"civil engineering", unless otherwise stated. 
2) See Official Journal No L 52/18 of 23 
February 1978. 
The European construction industry is 
huge. In 1993 the gross value added at 
market prices of the European construction 
industry was 315 ECU, this figure is more 
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than 50 per cent higher than the compara­
ble figure of the united States. 
In the European Union, value added of 
construction was double the net output 
contribution to GDP made by agriculture 
and over 25% of that of manufacturing 
industry. Also in the USA and in Japan, 
construction is a substantial part of GDP. 
Construction Markets 
in Europe, U.S.A. and Japan 1993 
(Billion ECU) 
Country 
EU-15 
U.S.A 
Japan 
Value Added at 
market prices 
315.2 
202.7 
367.8 
Percent of 
GDP 
5.5 
3.7 
10.0 
products supplied by other industries. 
Concerning the ups and downs of the busi­
ness cycle it is well known that the sector 
of construction is one of the most affected. 
The graph of the trend­cycle for the Euro­
pean Union shows this very well. 
It is in the light of this conclusion that we 
ask the National Statistical Offices to take 
the opportunity of the harmonisation proc­
ess to extend their statistical series to in­
clude those at the more disaggregated level 
recommended further down. Information at 
this more detailed level will provide a valu­
able input into the decision making process 
not only of the construction industry but 
also of the material and component supply­
ing industries. 
These statistics must be used with caution, 
but they do indicate: 
♦ the importance of the construction in­
dustry in Europe and 
♦ the importance of the industry as a 
market for materials and manufactured 
110 -, 
105 -
100 
95 
90 
85 
80 
75 
Production Index EU-15 
Trend Cycle 
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-Construction 
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3. The importance of 
small enterprises 
Enterprises employing fewer that twenty 
people play an important role in the Euro­
pean construction indus­
try, particularly in the 
low­rise residential sector, 
in the building repair and 
maintenance sector and 
in the building completion 
and fitting out trades. The 
contribution of these 
smaller undertakings to 
total building output 
varies from country to 
country but is nowhere 
insignificant, as the fol­
lowing tables for 1994 
show: 
Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan- Jan-
77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 
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Turnover by size class in construction (in %) 
EUR15 
Β 
DK 
D 
GR 
E 
F 
IRL 
I 
L 
NL 
A 
Ρ 
FIN 
S 
UK 
0-9 
29.0 
42.7 
34.9 
17.3 
31.7 
37.2 
30.9 
40.3 
39.5 
12.7 
19.1 
15.7 
35.5 
36.3 
24.8 
44.0 
number of employees 
10-19 50-249 
30.4 20.5 
26.9 17.7 
29.1 
39.3 26.8 
24.7 18.8 
30.2 15.3 
26.4 17.6 
27.3 23.0 
34.8 15.3 
35.6 38.6 
30.8 25.6 
27.9 26.8 
22.9 17.6 
21.8 14.8 
19.1 11.5 
18.0 15.5 
+250 
20.1 
12.7 
* 
16.7 
24.8 
17.3 
25.1 
9.4 
10.5 
13.1 
24.5 
29.7 
24.1 
27.1 
44.6 
22.6 
* confidential data 
Source: Eurostat estimations (SME project) 
business and provided about 80% of all jobs 
in this sector. 
One cannot but conclude that the provision 
of statistics based on surveys of enterprises 
employing twenty or more people cannot 
present a true picture of the situation of 
the construction industry. They can present 
Value Added of Firms with less than 20 Employees 
in Construction 
only partial picture of an admittedly impor­
tant sector of the industry. 
Persons employed by size class in 
construction (in %) 
EUR15 
Β 
DK 
D 
GR 
E 
F 
IRL 
I 
L 
NL 
A 
Ρ 
FIN 
S 
UK 
0-9 
45.7 
56.8 
41.4 
26.7 
44.8 
50.7 
46.1 
47.0 
58.4 
13.9 
30.6 
18.4 
46.8 
47.0 
39.7 
66.7 
number of employees 
10-49 50-249 
28.4 13.3 
23.7 12.8 
31.5 
41.6 18.0 
25.7 15.8 
26.9 11.9 
26.3 12.5 
28.0 18.9 
28.9 7.7 
38.2 36.7 
33.0 17.9 
30.5 26.2 
24.8 15.5 
23.7 11.8 
19.8 10.6 
13.8 8.3 
+250 
12.5 
6.7 
* 
13.7 
13.7 
10.5 
15.0 
6.1 
5.0 
11.1 
18.5 
24.9 
13.0 
17.6 
29.9 
11.2 
* confidential data 
Source: Eurostat estimations (SME project) 
in 1994 small and medium size enterprises 
represented over 99% of all construction 
On the other hand, in addressing the 
seemingly formidable task of extending 
statistical coverage to include enterprises 
employing fewer than twenty people, Na­
tional Offices should bear in mind that what 
is required to achieve this are sample sur­
veys of such enterprises. 
4. The new Regulation 
The indicators which are required by the 
forthcoming Regulation are as follows: 
Volume Index of Production 
Output Prices Index 
Input Prices Index 
Index of new Orders 
Building Permits 
Number of persons employed 
Gross Wages and Salaries Paid 
Hours Worked 
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In the following Sections we consider how 
these various indicators may be generated 
in order to provide guidance to National 
Offices as to the most effective routes 
through which they may be achieved. 
5. Particularities in 
Construction 
The construction industry, with its great 
complexity of products, types of work and 
types of sizes of undertakings and its 
greater rates of demise, reappearance and 
replacement of undertakings, presents Na-
tional Offices with greater problems of sur-
veying and analysis than most manufactur-
ing industries. 
Most of the General Rules and Recommen-
dations discussed in Part A: Common 
Guidelines are also applicable to the collec-
tion and compilation of statistics concerning 
the construction industry. (See Section A: 
Common Guidelines) They are: 
O the institution responsible, 
O the classifications, 
O the treatment of confidential data, 
O the observation units, 
O the coverage of the enquiry, 
O the sampling techniques, 
O the delays in data collection, 
O aggregations, 
O seasonal adjustment, 
O quality checks of the indices and 
O data dissemination 
Other aspects need an specific treatment in 
this section. 
6. Survey Coverage 
by Size 
The significant contribution of small firms 
to the output of the industry has already 
been noted in Part 1.3 above (See "The im-
portance of the small enterprises"). Even 
single, self-employed tradesmen make a 
measurable contribution. The comparative 
importance of self-employed tradesmen will 
vary from Member State to Member State 
but nowhere will they be unimportant. A 
complete survey of the industry is not pos-
sible without them. 
7. Cross-Border 
Operations 
Many large construction organisations op-
erate in more than one country. They gen-
erally do so through subsidiary companies 
established in the countries of operation. 
These present no problem for the collection 
of construction statistics. They are to be 
included in structural and activity surveys 
and treated equally with nationally-owned 
enterprises and reporting units. The criteria 
for inclusion in national surveys is location 
not ownership. 
Cases arise, however, where enterprises 
located in one Member State carry out work 
on the territory of another State, whether 
within the European Union or not. The 
value of such work, including any profit 
arising from it, and the value of orders gen-
erating it are to be excluded from reporting 
units' survey returns. Construction work 
carried out on the territory of another State 
is a contribution to the gross domestic 
product of that State and not to that of the 
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State of domicile of the enterprises carrying 
it out. 
These essentially simple principles are em-
bodied in both the European System of 
Integrated Economic Accounts (ESA) and in 
the United Nations' Revised System of Na-
tional Accounts (Rev SNA). These establish 
the criteria determining the treatment of 
foreign-owned commercial enterprises op-
erating within the boundaries of a member 
State. A foreign-owned enterprise is deemed 
to be a resident enterprise if it has a centre 
of economic interest within a State and 
this is defined as existing firstly if the enter-
prise owns buildings or land in that State 
and, secondly, if it engages in or intends to 
continue to engage in economic activities 
based on that location indefinitely or for a 
long period of time. A long period of time is 
defined as a year or more, although this 
period is suggested as a guideline rather 
than an inflexible rule. 
These criteria have to be interpreted in the 
context of the practices and circumstances 
of the construction industry. We would 
suggest that the overriding principle govern-
ing the collection of construction statistics 
and the apportionment of production value 
added, output and orders between member 
States is that the erection of a building or 
structure within the territory of a member 
State is a contribution to the economy of 
that State irrespective of the domicile of the 
contractors and consultants involved in its 
erection. 
However, this principle, which in itself ap-
pears simple and self-evident, will present 
difficulties to National Offices in the conduct 
of industry surveys and in the collection of 
data. We suggest that the guiding rules here 
should be as follows:-
i) A foreign-owned construction enter-
prise should be regarded as a resident 
enterprise, and treated as such for sur-
vey purposes, if it establishes an ad-
ministrative office or offices, such as a 
site office, on the territory of a member 
State for whatever period of time. 
Thus a foreign-owned enterprise with a 
national address may be included in an 
industry survey for a particular period 
if it is operating from that address 
during that period. 
ii) More controversially, perhaps, a foreign 
domiciled enterprise should be re-
garded as a legitimate target for na-
tional survey enquiries if it conducts 
operations within the territory of a 
member State for a continuous period 
exceeding one year. Such enquiries 
could be made directly by the National 
Office of the State in which the opera-
tions are conducted or through the Na-
tional Office of the State of domicile of 
the enterprise. 
Any such cross-border enquiries would no 
doubt be infrequent. They could arise only 
in the case of large foreign-constructed 
projects. In the context of a developing 
Europe-wide free market, however, they 
should not be excluded in principle. 
The registration and capture for survey 
purposes of contractors who deliberately 
move the bases of their operations at inter-
vals between neighbouring States for tax 
avoidance and other illegal purposes is 
probably impossible. Their activities are part 
of the "black economy" and, of their nature, 
defy measurement. However the existence of 
immeasurable cross-border black economies 
does not relieve National Offices of the obli-
gation to take into account the cross-border 
operations of legitimate enterprises. 
Under the rules of subsidiarity the actual 
conduct of industry surveys is a matter 
entirely within the jurisdiction of National 
Offices. Within this context the rules pro-
posed above should be taken as guidelines 
which may prove helpful to National offices 
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in addressing the issue of cross-border op-
erations. 
8. Data collection and 
control 
Many facets of this subject have already 
been discussed in Section A: Common 
Guidelines.3) 
They do not need to be repeated here. 
Questionnaires used in activity surveys 
must be designed to allow the recording of 
values under all the above headings as ap-
propriate. They must also, ideally, allow for 
the recording of: 
• the value of the civil engineering content 
of building projects and orders, and 
vice-versa, where significant 
• The breakdowns of the values (or floor 
areas) of work done and orders received 
on multi-purpose buildings 
• the value of work done on private "self-
build" new houses (in countries where 
this is appropriate) 
National Offices carrying out industry sur-
veys will, no doubt, already issue Advisory 
Notes to provide guidance to respondents in 
completing questionnaires or include such 
notes in the questionnaire forms. Question-
naires based on the recommendations of 
this Manual should be accompanied by or 
include Advisory Notes explaining to re-
spondents that: 
Values of work done, material and equip-
ment costs incurred and orders received 
should exclude: 
3) See Section A: Common Guidelines, chap-
ter II, "General Rules and Recommenda-
tions" 
• work done, costs incurred and orders 
received for work beyond national 
boundaries 
• work or orders subcontracted to others 
• the value of land 
• architects' and other professional fees 
• work done for and orders received from 
private self-build clients (where appro-
priate). 
Values of costs incurred should include the 
costs of hired equipment and site accom-
modation or the value of owned equipment 
written off over the reporting period. 
Advisory Notes should also explain and 
clarify the breakdowns of work done and 
orders received between: 
• new work and RM I 
• building and civil engineering work 
• building work by type of client and type 
of building 
• civil engineering work by type of client. 
Notes should explain the rules, where these 
are adopted, governing: 
• the reporting of the civil engineering 
contents of building projects and vice-
versa 
• the reporting of work done and orders 
received for multi-purpose buildings. 
Notes must also clarify for respondents the 
definitions of: 
• the types and numbers of employees to 
be recorded and that these must in-
clude self-employed and "labour only" 
sub-contractors, 
• Residential and non-residential build-
ings. 
It is strongly recommended that National 
Offices take the opportunity provided by the 
publication of Advisory Notes and the des-
patch of questionnaires to educate respon-
dents of the value and usefulness of timely 
and accurate statistics. Every opportunity 
should be taken to elicit higher rates of 
response to statistical surveys and the 
stressing of the practical value of good sta-
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tistics to decision makers within industry as 
well as government is more likely to recruit 
respondents' timely co-operation than the 
mere reiteration of their legal obligations. 
9. Seasonal 
adjustment 
Many facets of this subject have already 
been discussed in Section A: Common 
Guidelines.4 ' They do not need to be re­
peated here. 
Many facets of this subject have already 
been discussed in Section A: Common 
Guidelines.^) 
They do not need to be repeated here. 
Experiences from Member States proved 
that data on building permits are subjected 
to further and sometimes important revi­
sions. Thus the maximum deviations coeffi­
cient accepted for revision of the indices 
recommended for manufacturing industry 
may not be appropriate for this variable. 
Besides the normal seasonal effects, the 
weather conditions are a very important 
source of fluctuations in the construction 
sector. As this effect is nearly deterministic 
and making it difficult to analyse the impor­
tant movements in the series, it would be 
preferable to adjust for this known effect. 
Nevertheless this has been proved to be very 
difficult as normally the average tempera­
ture of a given month is used as a regres­
sion variable causing the following prob­
lems: 
• in big Member States enormous differ­
ences in the different regions can be ob­
served concerning the weather condi­
tions, 
• in December, a month where weather 
effects are important, only the first weeks 
up to Christmas are most often relevant 
in the construction sector, not the aver­
age temperature of the whole month. 
Research has to be undertaken, how in 
practice a more relevant adjustment can be 
done to increase the quality of the adjusted 
series. 
11. Working rules 
11.1. Avoidance of Double 
Counting 
The complexities of sub-contracting present 
problems for the measurement of output, 
production/value added and orders. In 
order to avoid double counting of any of 
these variables it is imperative that report­
ing units, and particularly main contractors 
and builders, be instructed to report only 
the values of work done and of materials 
and equipment used by themselves directly 
and only the values of those proportions of 
orders they themselves intend to fulfil. The 
values of work done by sub-contractors and 
of sub-contracted orders must be deducted 
from all project totals. The total values of 
these must be measured by enquiries di­
rected to the sub-contract trades. 
4) See Section A: Common Guidelines, chap­
ter III, "Seasonal Adjustment" 
5) See Section A: Common Guidelines, chap­
ter Π, "General Rules and Recommenda­
tions" 
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It might be argued that new building and 
civil engineering output could be measured 
adequately by enquiries on the values of 
total contract work completed and total 
orders received by main contractors and 
builders. These could then take in the val-
ues of sub-contracted work and orders. 
Such enquiries would only cover new con-
struction, however. They would exclude all 
RMI work except, presumably, that ordered 
through and carried out by main contrac-
tors and builders. Thus only partial pictures 
of construction activity would emerge. 
It cannot be stressed too strongly that the 
only worthwhile aim of a harmonisation 
process as major as that envisaged here has 
to be the uniform measurement of the ac-
tivities of the whole of the construction in-
dustry. Surveys of the sub-contract and 
specialist trades are essential for this to be 
achieved. Hence double counting must be 
avoided. 
11.2. Valuation of Building 
and Civil Engineering 
Work 
Reasonably accurate measurements of the 
value of work done on construction projects 
is fundamental to the achievement of 
meaningful statistics on the value of con-
struction output and on the value added 
(production rate) generated by the industry. 
Accurate measurement is not a simple 
matter, however. Construction projects are 
completed over varying, and sometimes 
quite long periods of time. Thus the problem 
is to measure the value of work done over a 
period of time, i.e. the reporting period - a 
month or a quarter as the case may be, 
during which the project has not been 
completed. 
To produce harmonised statistics it is im-
perative that National Offices work to the 
same set of rules in guiding reporting units 
on the completion of survey questionnaires 
as regards this important issue. It is rec-
ommended that the following rules be 
adopted. They concern 
• the valuation of completed structures, 
and 
• the valuation of work in progress 
11.3. Valuation of Completed 
Structures 
We deal first with the relatively simple 
question of the value of a completed build-
ing or civil engineering structure. This is 
simply the sum paid or to be paid to the 
contractors to build it, i.e. the price paid or 
to be paid by the client, excluding any value 
added or other taxes. (We deal later with the 
valuation of speculative and own-use 
buildings). As such it excludes: 
• the value of the land, 
• the cost of architectural and other de-
sign and professional fees. 
The activities of architects and other con-
sultants are classified in NACE Rev 1 in 
Division 74 at Class 74.20 - Architectural 
and engineering activities and related tech-
nical consultancy. Hence fees paid to con-
sultants as a result of their involvement in 
the construction process, and included in 
final prices to clients, are to be deducted 
and accounted for or reported under Class 
Heading 74.20. 
This means that contractors offering a 
"design-build" service and erecting buildings 
under "design-build" contracts must deduct 
the cost to themselves of architectural and 
design services from their valuation of 
buildings and of work done. 
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11.4. Valuation of Work in 
Progress 
It is here that the difficulties of measure­
ment arise. It is common for builders to 
receive regular progress or stage payments 
during the course of a contract based on 
valuation certificates. Valuations are based 
on measurement of the work completed to a 
particular date and a certificate is issued 
showing the amount due when agreement is 
reached between the client or his agents 
and the contractor. 
Actual payments to the contractor are based 
on these valuations less a retention sum 
which is payable on completion of the con­
tract. 
At first sight it might appear that valuation 
certificates provide an easy answer to the 
problem of measuring work done during the 
erection process. This is not necessarily the 
case however. The problem is that their 
timings may not coincide with those of re­
porting periods. They may appear to offer 
exactitude but this is an illusion if they do 
not refer to work actually done during a 
reporting period. Thus they provide a guide 
to work measurement; only coincidentally 
will they provide exact measurement. 
The point is that what is required for statis­
tical reporting purposes are reasonably 
accurate assessments by the contractor or 
tradesmen of the value of work done. (Value 
of Output data) and of the cost of materials 
used and equipment rented (Produc­
tion/Value Added data) during the reporting 
period. 
It must be stressed that what is to be meas­
ured is the value of work done during the 
reporting period, not the value of work paid 
for. Stage payments are often made in ar­
rears; retention sums are always paid in 
arrears. Meanwhile the work has been done. 
Reporting units should be instructed to 
provide their best estimates of the value of 
work done during reporting periods. They 
should be instructed to use valuation cer­
tificates or stage payments as a guide in 
making these estimates, but only to use 
certificate or stage payment values directly if 
the certificates or payment periods coincide 
with reporting periods or, at the most, relate 
to periods which are no more than five 
working days "out of phase" with reporting 
periods. 
In making estimates without certificates, 
contractors and tradesmen should be ad­
vised to use such factors as man-hours 
expended or materials used during a report­
ing period. 
It might be objected that the abandonment 
of valuation certificates and stage payments 
as a prime means of measurement renders 
the whole process of statistics generation 
subject to the possibly doubtful accuracy of 
reporting units' estimations so far as value 
of output and production/value added se­
ries are concerned. This is true, but it is 
true of all statistics generation which is 
always vulnerable to the injection of mis­
leading or inaccurate returns. The issue 
which National Offices have to address in 
this regard is that of the education of report­
ing units. Statistical series of whatever vari­
able can be soundly based only on the intel­
ligent co-operation of reporting industries. 
Respondents must be brought to an appre­
ciation of the value of accurate and timely 
statistics and to understand that misleading 
figures are worse than valueless. This is the 
only route, other than unacceptably labori­
ous back-checking, whereby National Of­
fices may limit the danger of "garbage in -
garbage out." 
In the real world it will encourage respon­
dents to provide accurate valuations and 
other figures if they were to be assured, 
provided national laws permit, that survey 
returns will be handled confidentially and 
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not subsequently made available to national 
tax authorities. 
11.5. Speculative and Own-
Use Building 
These categories of buildings present a 
problem for statistics generation only as 
regards their valuation and the valuation of 
work done on them during the building 
process. As they remain in the builder's 
ownership until they are completed or, in 
the case of own-use buildings, presumably 
permanently, there is no question of his 
being paid stage payments during their 
erection. Nor, on their completion, is it im-
mediately clear precisely what their market 
value might be. 
The only way they can sensibly be handled 
as regards the valuation of work done on 
them and their final valuation is for this to 
be recorded at cost. If upon completion they 
should be sold, or rented at an implied 
value greater or less than the cost of build-
ing, then this additional value or shortfall 
must be recorded in subsequent reporting 
returns. Provision should be made in report-
ing return forms for the inclusion of addi-
tional values (positive or negative) to allow 
for this contingency. 
Should only part of the space in a specula-
tive building or development be sold, or 
rented at an implied value, different from 
the cost of building that space, then the 
resulting value adjustment should be calcu-
lated to account for the proportion of space 
sold or rented. 
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I I . The Classification Problem 
1. Activity or type of 
construction 
The construction industry is classified in 
Division 45 of NACE Rev.l as follows: 
Group 
45.1 
45.2 
45.3 
45.4 
45.5 
Class 
45.11 
45.12 
45.21 
45.22 
45.23 
45.24 
45.25 
45.31 
45.32 
45.33 
45.34 
45.41 
45.42 
45.43 
45.44 
45.45 
45.50 
Description 
Site preparation 
Demolition and wrecking of 
buildings: earth moving 
Test drilling and boring 
Building of complete constructions 
or parts thereof; civil engineering 
General construction of buildings & 
civil engineering works. 
Erection of roof covering and frames 
Construction of highways, roads, 
airfields and sport facilities 
Construction of water projects 
Other constr. work involving special 
trades 
Building installation 
Install, of elect, wiring and fittings 
Insulation work activities 
Plumbing 
Other building installation 
Building completion 
Plastering 
Joinery installation 
Floor and wall covering 
Painting and glazing 
Other building completion 
Renting of construction or demolition 
equipment with operator 
However, NACE Rev. 1 does not make a clear 
distinction between building and civil engi-
neering activity. Thus at the four digit level 
45.11 'Demolition and wrecking of build-
ings; earth moving' combines building 
demolition, an activity which more often 
precedes building than engineering work, 
with earth moving, an activity more gener-
ally associated with civil engineering. Simi-
larly at 45.21 the general construction of 
buildings is combined with civil engineering 
work. More examples could be quoted. 
Given that government and public bodies 
are proportionately more important clients 
in the civil engineering sector, the provision 
of separate statistical series for each sector 
is necessary to provide adequate industry 
data to Union and national policymakers as 
well as to other users of construction statis-
tics. 
Thus statistics users require statistical se-
ries tracking the trend of the industry's 
activities by type of construction, eg. index 
of production and orders received broken 
down between building and civil engineer-
ing. 
For this purpose, the Classification of Types 
of Constructions (CC)6) has been developed 
by Eurostat on the basis of the provisional 
Central Product Classification published in 
6) Classification of buildings and civil engi-
neering works, proposed by Eurostat as a 
Commission recommendation 
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1991 by the United Nations. CC uses the 
decimal system and classifies the construc-
tion products in 2 Sections (1-digit), 6 Divi-
sions (2-digits), 20 Groups (3-digits) and 46 
Classes (4-digits). Its structure up to the 
Group level is the following: 
Classification of Types of Constructions 
CC* 
1 
11 
12 
2 
21 
22 
23 
24 
111 
112 
113 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
221 
222 
241 
242 
BUILDINGS 
Residential buildings 
One dwelling buildings 
Two- and more-dwelling buildings 
Residences for communities 
Non-residential buildings 
Hotels and similar buildings 
Office buildings 
Wholesale and retail trade buildings 
Traffic and communication buildings 
Industrial buildings and warehouses 
Public entertainement, education or 
hospital and institutional care build-
ings 
Other non-residential buildings 
CIVIL ENGINEERING WORKS 
Transport infrastructures 
Highways, streets and roads 
Railways 
Airfield runways 
Bridges , elevated highways, tunnels 
and subways 
Harbours, waterways, dams and 
other waterworks 
Pipelines, communication and 
electricity lines 
Long-distance pipelines, communi-
cation and electricity lines 
Local pipelines and cables 
Complex constructions on indus­
trials sites 
Other civil engineering works 
Sport and recreation construction 
Other civil engineering works n.e.c. 
* The complete structure is presented in 
the Annex IV. 
The above Table provides a guide to the 
classification and grouping of construction 
products and activities for the gathering of 
relevant information. We must stress, how-
ever, that it is not necessary to collect in-
formation at the highest, four digit level of 
disaggregation. 
Which one of these classifications - NACE 
Rev. 1 or CC -, as well as the level of detail to 
be supplied, must be decided for each indi-
vidual indicator separately. 
Standard definitions of the terminology used 
in the above table, i.e. of the terms 'build-
ing', 'dwelling', are explained in the annexed 
glossary (Annex V). They are the definitions 
to which National Statistical Offices should 
work. It is of course vital that all Member 
States use the same definitions of data. 
1.1. Building versus Civil 
Engineering Work 
Many new building projects require ancillary 
engineering work such as the building of 
access roads and open car parks and the 
laying of water supply, sewerage and drain-
age pipes. Similarly many new civil engi-
neering projects, such as the building of 
reservoirs, locks and railways may involve 
the erection of control buildings. 
Strictly speaking ancillary civil engineering 
work should be distinguished from building 
work proper and vice versa in measuring the 
value of construction output and orders. 
Achieving such a distinction with precision 
is probably impossible. Depending upon the 
nature and detail of order or tender docu-
ments, managements of reporting units may 
find difficulty in reporting accurately the 
value of ancillary work whether it be build-
ing or civil engineering. Where ancillary 
work is covered by a separate contract or 
contracts, of course, no problem arises. This 
is not always the case, however, and it is 
recommended that National Offices make 
clear in Advisory Notes accompanying sur-
vey questionnaires, the desirability of mak-
ing an accurate distinction between the two 
types of work. However, it is recommended 
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that, in practice, reporting units should not 
be required to enumerate the value of ancil-
lary work completed, or ordered unless it 
constitutes 5% or more of the value of a 
contract or more than 100,000 ECU, which-
ever is the lesser. In any event it is recom-
mended that reporting units' best estimates 
of the value of ancillary work shall be ac-
ceptable in cases where its value cannot 
otherwise be clearly determined. 
Car Parks 
As regards the categorisation of particular 
structures as buildings or civil engineering 
structures it should be noted that 'car 
parks' are classified as buildings. This is to 
be interpreted as meaning multi-storey car 
parks and car parking facilities provided in 
the basements or on the roofs of buildings. 
Open car parks built simply as areas of 
hard standing are to be classified as civil 
engineering works and categorised as 
"Streets and roads" (Annex IV). 
Airports 
As regards airport building, the actual 
buildings (terminals, hangars, etc) are to be 
classified as buildings. Only the runways, 
taxi ways and other hard standing areas 
and roads within airport perimeters are to 
be classified as civil engineering works and 
categorised as 'Airfield runways' (Annex IV). 
1.2. Multi-Purpose Buildings 
Not all buildings are designed to be used for 
one purpose. Many serve more than one 
purpose. The definitions of residential and 
non-residential buildings mentioned in the 
glossary, leave outstanding those buildings, 
which occur from time to time, which are 
divided almost precisely 50/50 between 
residential and non-residential use, eg two 
storey buildings comprising shops or offices 
with superjacent apartments. 
To meet the terms of the new legal base, 
National Offices are only required to use this 
"50% or more" rule in classifying buildings. 
In the case of large developments, however, 
this may give rise to the misallocation of 
significant areas of floor space and of order 
and output values. Under the rules of sub-
sidiarity National Offices may wish to reach 
a closer measure of orders and output for 
residential and non-residential space crea-
tion in large mixed use projects. Thus con-
tractors could be asked to apportion the 
values of such contracts or orders pro rata 
to the division of erected or intended floor 
space between the two categories. Clearly, to 
limit the reporting burden, such apportion-
ment need only be required for projects 
above a certain high value limit and where, 
say, 10% or more of the floor area of a proj-
ect is designated as being for residential 
purposes in a non-residential project and 
vice versa. 
These, and all cases of multi-purpose 
buildings, present no problem, in principle, 
as regards the measurement of building 
output or orders by type of building. 
Mixed Residential/Non-
Residential Buildings 
Reporting units should be advised, in Advi-
sory Notes accompanying survey question-
naires, of the need to apportion the values 
of "mixed" building contracts and orders 
between residential and non-residential 
building or space creation. The values of 
such contracts or orders should be appor-
tioned pro rata to the division of erected or 
intended floor area between the two catego-
ries. To limit the reporting burden, however, 
it is recommended that such apportionment 
should be required only where 10% of the 
floor area of a building is designated as 
being for residential purposes in a non-
residential building and vice versa. 
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Mixed Use Non-Residential 
As regards the categorisation of "mixed use" 
non-residential buildings or of the value of 
non-residential work in mixed residen-
tial/non-residential buildings, it is recom-
mended that the value of the building or of 
the non-residential space shall be catego-
rised to that purpose which accounts for the 
greatest proportion of the useable space. 
Office space in non-residential buildings 
which is directly associated with or ancillary 
to the prime use of the building, eg ancillary 
office space in warehousing, industrial, 
research or retail buildings, should be cate-
gorised to that main purpose and not re-
corded separately as distinct office space. 
2. Prefabricated 
Timber Buildings 
Prefabricated buildings, largely manufac-
tured off-site and merely assembled or 
placed on site, are not to be regarded as 
building structures for the purposes of 
construction statistics. 
When used by contractors as site accommo-
dation units, whether bought or hired, they 
are to be defined as construction plant and 
equipment and treated as a component of 
building costs as is the cost of providing 
services to them. 
In an era when a growing proportion of 
building components, properly defined, is 
manufactured and prefabricated off-site it is 
important to reach a clear definition of a 
prefabricated building. This is a building the 
structure and envelope of which is com-
pletely, or in its larger part, manufactured 
off-site and the erection of which comprises 
the assembly of parts which, together, make 
up its entire envelope. 
The production of timber prefabricated 
buildings, which comprise the great majority 
of them, is to be recorded under NACE Rev 
1 Division 20 at Class 20.30 "manufacture 
of builders' carpentry and joinery". 
3. New Work versus 
Repair, 
Maintenance and 
Improvement (RMI) 
Neither NACE Rev.l nor the CC 
(Classification of Types of Constructions) 
make any distinction between new building 
and civil engineering work and repair, 
maintenance and improvement work. 
The distinction between these two categories 
of work is widely accepted within the con-
struction industry. The provision of separate 
statistical series for, for instance, output for 
each category would be valuable in forecast-
ing the short-term future likely work load of 
national industries, given that new work is 
notoriously subject to the rise and fall of the 
general business cycle whereas repair and 
maintenance work offers a much steadier 
and more reliable market. It is estimated 
that repair and maintenance comprise up to 
a half of the industry's work load. So high a 
proportion justifies the provision of statisti-
cal series specific to this sector from the 
points of view of both Union and national 
policy makers and of decision makers within 
the construction industry and within the 
material and component industries. 
Repair, maintenance and improvement 
(RMI) is widely regarded as constituting a 
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"grey area" in the definition of construction 
activities. It needs not to be so if clear rules 
are adopted in defining the distinction be-
tween new work and RMI as follows: 
3.1 . New Construction Work 
New Construction Work shall be defined as 
activity directly and intentionally leading to 
the creation of new habitable or useable 
building space or to the creation of new 
existing civil engineering structures. 
All other work shall be classified as repair, 
maintenance or improvement. 
The physical extension of an existing build-
ing to provide new and additional habitable 
or useable space shall be classified as 
"improvement" and not as new building 
work. 
The physical extension of civil engineering 
works such as roads, coastal defences, har-
bour works, pipeline or drainage systems 
shall be similarly classified as 
"improvement". 
Assuming the above definition is followed a 
possible point of difficulty remaining is the 
classification of building work resulting in 
the creation of newly-built space behind the 
retained facades of pre-existing buildings. 
This shall be defined as newly-built space, 
and, hence, as new building work. 
Demolition work preceding new construction 
should be classified to the type of new con-
struction which it precedes. Demolition not 
to be followed immediately by new con-
struction, ie. land clearance work, should be 
classified to building transformation as 
appropriate. 
3.2. Repair, Maintenance 
and Improvement Work 
By definition Repair, Maintenance and 
Improvement work is any construction 
activity which does not result in the creation 
of new building space or newly built space 
or in the creation of new civil engineering 
structures. 
If National Offices work to our recommen-
dation that new work be defined as the 
creation of new space or civil engineering 
structures, no problems should arise in the 
combination of national series to produce 
harmonised Union-wide series. Nonetheless, 
problems of definition inevitably arise at the 
margin and, subject to the rules of subsidi-
arity, further clarifying recommendations 
may be helpful. 
The "grey area" which probably requires 
clearer definition is that of improvement 
and we recommend as follows: 
The upgrading of buildings through the 
installation of new mechanical, electrical or 
heating systems should be classed as im-
provement albeit the systems themselves 
may be new. Similarly, the replacement of 
existing drainage or water supply pipes is 
improvement albeit the replacement pipes 
themselves are new. 
Attic conversions are best classified as im-
provement albeit new usable space is cre-
ated. However, the contribution to total 
activity from these conversions, however 
classified, will be so small that we do not 
recommend that National Offices amend any 
established methods they currently use in 
classifying them. 
Finally, in practice, the extension of existing 
buildings is often combined with improve-
ment of the original building. To ease the 
reporting and subsequent processing bur-
den arising from such "combined" works we 
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recommend that the whole expenditure in 
such cases should be classified as im-
provement when over 50% of the spend goes 
on improvement and as extension work, and 
hence new building, when over 50% goes to 
extension work. 
It would be otiose to seek the further dis-
tinction of improvement work from more run 
of the mill repair and maintenance activity 
even though it is generally of a more discre-
tionary nature than repair and maintenance 
work. 
Demolition work carried out other than as 
an integral part of a new building project 
(see above) is to be classified as building 
improvement and, hence, as RMI. 
4. Renting of 
Machinery and 
Equipment 
The definition of division 45 in Nace Rev.l 
covers the whole range of construction ac-
tivities with one exception - the renting of 
construction equipment without operator. In 
some Member States there is a clear dis-
tinction of trades between equipment hire 
companies renting plant with and those 
renting it without operators. This is not the 
case in all countries, however. 
In those States where equipment hire com-
panies usually provide both services an 
awkward division will arise in the statistics 
gathering process if the two methods of 
operation are distinguished. Reporting units 
will have to differentiate between their or-
ders and turnovers for equipment rented 
with and those rented without operators. 
5. Exclusion of private 
activities 
As will be appreciated from the above de-
scription of the industry, construction, for 
the purposes of national and European 
statistics, is defined as an industry, not as 
an activity including households. 
It is not readily possible nor, from the point 
of view of the harmonisation of national 
statistics, is it desirable for National Statis-
tical Offices to attempt to measure the con-
struction activity of private individuals and 
householders. In some countries DIY (Do It 
Yourself) expenditure by individuals and 
households on repairs and improvements to 
homes may be a significant proportion of 
consumer expenditure and fixed investment 
respectively. As such it may comprise a 
modest percentage of total national con-
struction activity and possibly a significant 
percentage of building repair, maintenance 
and improvement expenditure. A line must 
be drawn somewhere, however, and building 
work carried out by private individuals for 
their own benefit or that of friends is not to 
be regarded as part of the output of national 
construction industries. It is a sufficient 
task for National Statistical Offices to meas-
ure the activity of the construction industry 
proper as defined above, i.e. the activity of 
legally established enterprises and of 
tradesmen carrying out construction and 
construction-related work for profit or gain. 
This definition of the industry may create 
some difficulty in measuring construction 
activity meaningfully in those countries, 
such as Ireland, where "self build" consti-
tutes an important proportion of house 
building activity. 
There is no question but that the building 
and building repair and maintenance activi-
ties of private individuals and households 
present difficulties for statisticians seeking 
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to measure construction activity. The re-
cently published United Nations' Revised 
System of National Accounts (Rev. SNA) 
addresses this problem along the lines we 
have suggested above. Thus a distinction is 
made between, on the one hand, DIY ex-
penditure on the repair, maintenance and 
improvement of dwellings, which is defined 
as "own account" activity and is excluded 
from any measure of industrial activity and, 
on the other, "major renovations or exten-
sions to dwellings" which are classified as 
fixed capital formation, i.e. as part of con-
struction output. 
The question which is begged, is what con-
stitutes a "major" renovation or extension. It 
would be possible, although in our view 
fruitless, to define "major" in terms of some 
arbitrary cost or value of work done or area 
of new space created. Any such definition 
would then define a boundary down to 
which construction activity should be 
measured and below which, expenditure 
would be assigned to the DIY household 
sector. Numbers of "major" extensions 
would then, presumably, be tracked 
through national planning procedures. 
There are a number of difficulties here 
which lead this Une of approach into a cui 
de sac. 
Firstly, the definition of "major" extension 
will vary from country to country depending 
upon the detail of national planning proce-
dures. In principle, harmonisation might be 
possible here but would probably prove very 
difficult politically. Secondly, and more 
importantly, "major" renovations will 
probably escape detection through most 
national planning systems. Thirdly, and 
most importantly, there is no means of 
tracking through planning procedures 
whether the work is actually carried out by 
building tradesmen or by private house-
holders themselves. 
Construction activity therefore has to be 
measured by conducting surveys of con-
struction businesses of all sizes including 
the smallest ones as well as self-employed 
tradesmen.7) 
National Offices which track building activ-
ity purely through national planning returns 
(imputing output and value added via 
building models and standard time lags -
see later) effectively measure only new 
building output. Although this method can-
not be dismissed for this purpose it is not 
possible fully to monitor repair and mainte-
nance output in this way as much work 
must escape planning overview and the 
measurement of civil engineering output 
cannot be other than problematical. 
By taking the stance that what is to be 
measured is the activity of the construction 
industry and that construction work is de-
fined as that carried out by construction 
professionals, we avoid the pitfall of defining 
what is, and what is not, "major" work. The 
"boundary" to which it is recommended 
National Offices should work is not that 
between "major" and lesser small building 
projects but that between work carried out 
by building professionals, including small 
firms and single tradesmen, and that car-
ried out by others. 
This boundary definition is simple and logi-
cal. It defines clearly the limits of the con-
struction industry and the proper sphere of 
construction industry surveys. In the prac-
tical business of measuring construction 
activity it avoids, in principle, the problem of 
having to handle data of two different types 
arising from different sources, i.e. from 
building permits, which may or may not be 
fulfilled by building professionals, and from 
sample surveys of construction enterprises. 
There is a sphere of building activity where 
this boundary should, perhaps, in principle 
be breached. This is the sector of self-build 
7) See chapter I. 3 "The importance of small 
enterprises" 
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housing where whole dwelling units are 
built by individual families either by them-
selves or through informal arrangements 
with local tradesmen. In some countries, 
such as Ireland and Finland, self-build 
activity may comprise significant propor-
tions of total residential building. 
However, the sector, of its nature, poses 
considerable difficulties to the collection of 
data. It is therefore recommended that , for 
the purposes of this Manual, the selfbuild 
groups and cooperatives are established as 
legal entities. For the periods of their exis-
tence these are, effectively, house building 
enterprises and should be registered and 
treated as such. 
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I I I . Volume Index of 
Production 
1. Introduction 2. Basic information 
This is surely the most important index in 
any sector of the economy. It measures 
movements of production (in volume) and 
indicates how the construction industry is 
developing in relation to other sectors of 
economy. 
It is generally accepted that it shows the 
evolution of value added at constant prices. 
Since value added can not be observed in its 
own, approximations are necessary·**) In the 
domain of construction (building and civil 
engineering), the enterprise structure of the 
industry, especially the domination of very 
small units, adds a further complication to 
the calculation of a production index. All in 
all four different approaches can be distin-
guished: 
• deflation of output 
• hours worked 
• consumption of new raw materials 
• authorisation / progress 
2 . 1 . The Deflated Output 
Method 
If truly value added should be measured, 
this would require National Offices collecting 
data on the value of construction output in 
any period and on the value of bought-in 
materials, components and plant. The dif-
ference between these values is clearly the 
measure of value added by the construction 
process at current prices. As what is re-
quired is an index of added value at con-
stant prices, National Offices would then 
have to apply price deflation procedures. 
Normally we work instead with the assump-
tion that for short time intervals the ratio 
r = 
input 
output 
is fairly constant, so that only the output of 
construction needs to be measured. 
These must account for the breakdown of 
construction activity in national markets by: 
8) See also Section B: Industry , chapter III, 
"The Production Volume Index (PVTj" 
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• type of construction )^ 
• region within the national market where 
construction prices vary significantly by 
region 
The bases upon which input product price 
indices may be calculated are described 
further down in the next chapter of this 
manual. 
Such a method would produce a fairly direct 
estimation of value added at constant prices 
and, hence, an index series. National Offices 
in a position to pursue its principles are 
urged to do so. However, it may not be pos-
sible for many countries to adopt it due to 
lack of data on the value of construction 
output in the necessary detail, or due to the 
lack of data necessary for the generation of 
adequate output and input price deflators. 
The forthcoming Regulation does require 
National Offices to provide series of output 
price indices. At some point in the future, 
therefore, National Offices will have to ad-
dress the question of producing such index 
series. Nonetheless, whilst the lack of out-
put price deflation data may be a problem 
which National Offices must perforce rectify 
in the future, it remains possibly only one of 
the obstacles which stand in the way of 
their using this method. In practice, there-
fore, we must search for viable proxies and 
alternative methods for reaching volume 
indices of production. 
2.2. The Hours Worked Proxy 
This is probably both the most readily gath-
ered and the closest proxy indicator for an 
index of value added at constant prices. The 
value of the industry's contribution to gross 
domestic product is directly determined by 
the work done by its operatives and the 
9) See the nomenclature in chapter II. 1 
"Activity or type of construction" above 
numbers of hours worked is a most readily 
available measure of this work value. 
Clearly National Offices will have to collect 
data separately on the numbers of hours 
worked in the different parts of construction 
required in the future Regulation in order to 
achieve separate indices. In each case, 
sample data should be grossed up to 
achieve assessments of total hours worked 
in the universes of undertakings in each 
sector, the sum of these assessments pro-
viding the total measure for the industry as 
a whole. 
In measuring the number of hours worked, 
the question arises - by whom? It is recom-
mended that measurement be limited to 
manual workers and site operatives, includ-
ing working foremen and 'labour only' sub-
contractors, i.e. to people actually employed 
in the building process. Where National 
Offices' survey coverages include small un-
dertakings, the hours worked by working 
proprietors should also be included. Hours 
worked by working directors, managers and 
office staff should be excluded. Time worked 
by managerial and office staff cannot be 
related directly to actual construction proc-
esses. 
As a proxy for a value added index, the 
hours worked index is subject to the criti-
cism that it leaves productivity out of the 
equation. Thus it does not reflect any im-
provements in productivity which may be 
achieved in the industry year on year, 
through improved working practices, the 
greater use of plant and capital equipment 
or the development of construction technol-
ogy and the use of new materials. The re-
basing of the index at five year intervals will 
mitigate this defect to some extent, but will 
not obviate it entirely even within a five year 
period. Long term analyses of "value added" 
based on an hours worked proxy will be of 
doubtful validity. For this reason, the series 
have to be corrected by the estimated evolu-
tion of productivity. 
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2.3. The Materials Used 
Proxy 
Labour is only one of the inputs to the con-
struction process. The others are materials 
and components, plant and equipment and 
working capital. Like labour the rate of utili-
sation of any of these is determined by the 
level of construction activity. In principle, 
therefore, all or any could be measured and 
used as a proxy for the measurement of 
construction activity and, hence, of value 
added. 
Principle is one thing, however, and practi-
cality is another. No construction input is so 
ubiquitous as labour. Whatever is built and 
however it is built it has to be built by peo-
ple. This is not the case with any other in-
put other than working capital which, in 
practice, is impossible to measure other 
than as final building cost. 
Thus, of all the construction inputs other 
than labour that might be measured as a 
proxy for added value, very few are suffi-
ciently widely used as to provide a meaning-
ful measure of the whole range of construc-
tion activity. However, National Offices need 
not necessarily rely on the measurement of 
only one material input. As we have noted, 
traditional building methods vary between 
member States. Hence, National Offices 
could elect to measure the consumption of a 
range of materials selected to reflect activity 
levels, as accurately as possible, across the 
whole range of their industries. Here, how-
ever, we must again face the issue of practi-
cality. There is no point in National Offices, 
in collecting usage data to provide a proxy 
for added value, to expend more than a 
modest fraction of the effort that would be 
needed to measure added value directly. 
Thus, although it would be preferable for 
National Offices to measure the usage of a 
range of basic construction materials, this 
range must necessarily be limited. 
In practice, the range of materials which are 
used sufficiently widely to merit considera-
tion as the basis of an added value proxy is, 
itself, limited. Traditional building methods 
and materials vary but modern methods are 
widespread. The usage of cement and of 
concrete could provide a reasonably accu-
rate proxy for the measurement of activity 
both in the "modern" building sector and in 
civil engineering. Such a proxy could use-
fully be developed to provide a more accu-
rate reflection of activity in the building 
sector by adding the usage rates of struc-
tural steel, bricks and timber and in the 
civil engineering sector by adding the usage 
of aggregates. However, of all the materials 
used in construction, the only ones with 
sufficiently widespread use to be worthwhile 
considering as the basis for a materials 
usage proxy are concrete, cement, aggre-
gates, structural steel, bricks and timber. 
These are used in very different proportions 
however, in the three broad sectors of tradi-
tional low-rise building, modern building 
and civil engineering. 
Here, we must confront a further problem 
which arises in the search for a meaningful 
material usage proxy. The future Regulation 
calls for the provision of separate production 
indices for several parts of building and civil 
engineering work. If material usages are to 
be taken as proxies for these indices, then it 
will be necessary to distinguish, and to 
measure by separate sample surveys, the 
usages of selected materials by building 
firms on the one hand, and by civil engi-
neering firms on the other. Sample usage 
rates would then have to be grossed up to 
the separate total universes of building and 
civil engineering undertakings. This having 
been done, a decision would have to be 
taken as to the weights to be given to the 
two separate sectoral indices to arrive at an 
index series for the construction industry as 
a whole. Thus the creation of reasonably 
precise material usage proxies presuppose 
the availability of good information in the 
structures of national industries. 
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If material usage rates are to be measured 
at the "user end" of the materials markets, 
i.e. by sample surveys of construction com­
panies, then building firms must be distin­
guished from civil engineering firms. If this 
were to be possible, then there is no reason 
why the materials selected should be the 
same for both sectors. The usage of concrete 
and aggregates would provide a good proxy 
for activity and value added in the civil en­
gineering sector. In the building sector, the 
usage of cement and concrete would provide 
a fairly accurate indicator of activity, al­
though a more accurate indicator would be 
achieved if the materials range were to be 
extended to include structural steel and 
bricks and/or timber depending on the 
prime material used in traditional, low-rise 
building in each member State. 
from producers as regards direct deliveries 
to contractors and from merchants. 
In any event, the derivation of a materials 
usage proxy from supply-side enquiries will 
leave unresolved the question of the com­
parative, and fluctuating proportions of 
materials used in building and civil engi­
neering operations. In the absence of re­
search into, or information regarding, the 
proportional split of usages between the two 
sectors, such an approach can, at best, 
result only in an overall proxy for value 
added by building and civil engineering 
combined, which is not good enough for our 
purpose. 
Commentary 
The collection of materials from the supply 
side of the market, i.e. from producers and 
merchants, is certainly an easier proposition 
and it is the possibility of this approach 
which renders the concept of a materials 
usage proxy so attractive. Certainly, there 
are far fewer producers and merchants that 
need to be questioned in supply-side sample 
surveys and production and deliveries data 
may already be available from surveys of 
manufacturing industries. 
The problem which arises in approaching a 
materials usage proxy from this side is that 
not only is production not utilisation nor are 
deliveries (albeit adjusted for import and 
export trade.) Deliveries by manufacturers 
direct to end users, e.g. of ready-mixed 
concrete, can be taken as a reasonably 
accurate measure of usage. Material stocks 
are unlikely to remain long unused in con­
tractors' yards. This is not the case with 
deliveries to merchants, however. Their 
essential function is to hold stocks in order 
to provide local availability. 
Thus any reasonably accurate assessment 
of materials usage from the supply side, will 
require the combination of sales data both 
To sum up: 
a) There are few construction materials that 
are sufficiently widely used to merit se­
lection as the basis for a material proxy. 
In practice, they are limited to cement, 
concrete, aggregates, structural steel, 
bricks and timber. 
b) It would be preferable for National Offices 
pursuing this route to a value added 
proxy to measure the usage of more than 
one material, the selection being made to 
reflect, as far as possible, national con­
struction practices. 
c) In order to create separate proxies for all 
parts of building and civil engineering, as 
required by the forthcoming Regulation, 
National Offices will have to direct sepa­
rate sample surveys of materials usage to 
building and to civil engineering under­
takings. 
d) Measurement of materials usage from 
the supply side, to be at all accurate as a 
value added proxy, will entail directing 
enquiries to producers regarding direct 
deliveries to contractors and to mer­
chants as regards sales to contractors. 
Such measurement, would only provide 
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a proxy for value added by the construc-
tion indus t ry a s a whole. 
It m u s t be clear t ha t the development' of 
mater ia ls usage proxies is not without its 
problems. The creat ion of reasonably accu-
rate proxies will require the conduct of 
sample surveys. Collection of da t a from the 
supply-side will provide a proxy only for the 
indus t ry a s a whole. The creation of sepa-
rate proxies for building a n d for civil engi-
neering will require indus t ry surveys and , 
this being so, the collection of h o u r s worked 
da ta would provide the bas i s for a more 
valid proxy. 
2.4. The Authorization / 
Progress Tracking 
Method 
This method 1°) requi res the recording by 
local Planing Authori t ies of building a n d 
renovation / extension permits by type a n d 
size (volume) of bui ldings. 
Most statistical offices main ta in a da t abase 
of typical building cos ts per cubic met re 1 1 ) 
by type of building - residential buildings, 
shops , offices, etc. 
The next s tep is to dis t r ibute the total cost 
of a building ac ross the p h a s e s of founda-
tion work, frame erection a n d final comple-
mentary s t ruc tu re completion and the in-
stallation of services. The cur ren t values 
used for measu r ing cos t s incurred a t the 
10) This method has been developed by the 
Finnish Statistical Office. Detailed literature 
can be obtained there. A method similar in 
principle is used also in the Netherlands. 
11) For those countries that do not register in 
their administrative databases the volume 
of the buildings but their surface, an ap-
proximation of this method can be applied 
just replacing the cubic meters by the 
square meters. 
various s tages of e rec t ion of a block of 
flats are in cubic meters for: 
• foundation works 
• frame construct ion 
• complementary completion and services 
installation 
Clearly the gross cost of a building is de-
termined by its volume a n d by the cost per 
cubic metre and , in practice, th is c a n only 
be measu red in t e rms of average cost per 
cubic met re for the type and size of building. 
As well a s mainta in ing a d a t a b a s e of aver-
age building cost by type and size of build-
ing the Statistical Office also h a s to moni tor 
typical building t i m e s and t i m e lags. 
The d a t a b a s e of building costs collected in a 
par t icular year provides one of the b a s e s for 
the calculation of the value of bui lding work 
done in any m o n t h a t cons tan t pr ices , these 
being the prices rul ing dur ing the b a s e year 
of collection. The other base is the informa-
tion provided by the Planning Authori t ies on 
the s t a r t s of building work. The total gross 
value of building work a t c o n s t a n t prices 
done in a n y mon th is calculated a s the s u m 
of progress achieved in all bui ldings u n d e r 
construct ion. 
This s u m m a t i o n s t a r t s when information of 
building s t a r t s reaches the stat ist ical office. 
The Planning Offices inform a t the g round 
inspection (start) of all buildings. 
The calculation of gross value of bui lding 
work a t cons t an t prices for a par t icu lar type 
of building according to this p rocedure can 
be expressed a s follows:1^) 
12) See Jorma Tuomainen, Veikko Lampinen, 
Pekka Mäkelä "The Finish Volume Produc-
tion Index", Nordic Workshop on Methodol-
ogy of Economic Indices, Nordisk Statistisk 
Sekretariat, Tekniska Reporter 55. 
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May the unit value for a building category I n 
be 
Κ-ΣΡη^) k=l, • ,v , 
Where p°n (k) defines the distribution of the 
unit values to the months k, k=l,..., v, when 
the constructing is going on. 
The building costs for a building i in con­
stant prices in t month can be calculated 
when it is known that the constructing will 
be started in the month s and its volume 
will be q¡ m^ when finished as follows: 
Plifiq, 
where p° = p°„ 
and p°{t) = p°(k) when k = t ­s +1 and 
1 < k < v 
or 
p°j\t) = 0, elsewhere 
The volume index for the type of buildings i 
that belongs to category In according to 
Laspeyre's volume index is 
ΣΡΙ[*Μ 
~X/>x('.k 
Pili 
ΣΡΜ 
where π] (t) = ρ° (t) Ι ρ] 
and * ; ( / . ) = / > ; ( ' . ) ' r i 
defines the percentage distribution of the 
unit value ρ) , and accordingly 
and q?=*!{t.)q, 
defines that "part" of the total volume of 
building i that has been built in month t 
and /0. 
An essentially similar method, based on 
building permits, is used in the Nether­
lands. Here the values of work to be done 
are recorded as part of the building authori­
sation process together, as in Finland, with 
the proposed start date and the scheduled 
date of completion. Hence the number of 
days needed to complete a project to 
schedule is known. These days are appor­
tioned pro rata to each of the months during 
which building will be in progress, allow­
ance being made according to established 
norms for reduced work rated during "bad 
weather" months. Hence the number of 
work days achieved per month is calculated 
and the assumption is made that each work 
day generates an equal value of work done 
towards the completion of the project. Hence 
the value of work done is calculated for each 
moth. The values of work done on all moni­
tored projects then summate to the value of 
national building output during any month. 
This value is deflated using price informa­
tion to give a value at constant prices. Value 
added is then calculated by applying an 
historic relationship between the value of 
output and value added. 
Commentary 
We would comment on the Finnish/Dutch 
method as follows: 
a) It provides a route to a constant price 
index of value added in the building 
sector without recourse to sample sur­
veys of contractor undertakings and 
without the need to develop price deflator 
indices, although the Dutch method, 
being based on approved building val­
ues, does require the application of a 
price deflator. 
b) It does not actually provide an index of 
added value but of building output. But 
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this characteristic is shared with other 
methods. 
c) It provides a route to a value added index 
for building but not for civil engineering. 
The principles of the method could be 
extended to civil engineering by the 
measurement of progress achieved in 
civil engineering works and the develop-
ment of a series of typical prices and 
costs for civil engineering works such as 
road works, tunnels and harbour works. 
In practice, however, the development of 
such a database of typical prices and 
costs would be a more difficult task for 
the civil engineering sector given the 
greater degree of uniqueness of civil en-
gineering structures. 
Probably the simplest method of record-
ing progress on civil engineering works is 
the measurement of concrete placed. If 
this measure is used, then the method 
becomes essentially a material usage 
proxy. 
d) The method presupposes the existence of 
a building authorization and inspection 
which may not be the case in all Member 
States. 
e) It presupposes the availability of costing 
information on a wide range of building 
projects in sufficient numbers to permit 
the derivation of reasonably representa-
tive average prices and costs by type. 
Thus, to be instituted, it would require 
National Offices entering into an initial 
research programme to develop adequate 
price/cost databases given that building 
methods continue to develop and change 
this research would have to be ongoing 
to enable necessary updating. 
f) Finally, like civil engineering, the method 
does not account for any repair and 
maintenance work carried out which 
does not come under the oversight of the 
national authorities. 
2.5. Discussion of the 
Possible Methods 
The four methods we have suggested for the 
production of a volume production/index 
are: 
• Deflated Output Method 
• Hours Worked Proxy 
• Materials Used Proxy 
• Authorization/Progress Tracking 
Method (only for the building sector) 
All have their disadvantages. 
The Deflated Output Method aims at the 
more or less direct measurement of valued 
added. It entails the regular sample survey-
ing of the industry to achieve grossed-up 
measures of the value of production and the 
development and application of output price 
deflation indices. It may be beyond the ca-
pabilities of many National Offices since it is 
difficult to apply to the very small enter-
prises in construction. 
The Hours Worked Proxy requires the 
sample surveying of the industry to produce 
grossed-up measures of hours worked. 
Surveying permits of the distinguishing of 
hours expended in building and in civil 
engineering operations and hence of the 
production of separate proxy indices for the 
two sectors. Furthermore, labour is the 
most ubiquitous input into all construction 
operations. Measurement of it provides the 
most direct proxy measurement of the ac-
tivities which create the added value gener-
ated by the industry. Thus it provides the 
basis for the most meaningful and valid 
proxy for value added. 
The grossed up numbers of hours worked in 
each sector, of themselves, provide a crude 
basis for the weighting of the two sectoral 
indices to produce a proxy index for the 
industry as a whole, although this proce-
dure assumes that value generated per hour 
worked is similar in both sectors. 
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The Materials Used Proxy is subject to the 
criticism that no material input is so univer­
sal in its use as is labour. The range of suf­
ficiently widely used materials is limited and 
the monitoring of more than one is desir­
able. If separate proxy indications are to be 
generated for both the building and civil 
engineering sector, then sample surveys 
must be undertaken of both sectors so that 
the materials usage proxy offers no advan­
tage over the hours worked proxy so far as 
National Offices are concerned. 
If materials usage is monitored from the 
supply side, then the only proxy that can be 
meaningfully achieved is that for the indus­
try. In any case, surveys must be conducted 
to monitor sales to contractors. Neither 
production rates nor manufacturers' deliver­
ies provide the basis for an accurate proxy 
for construction activity/value added. 
Both the Hours Worked and the Materials 
Used Proxies are subject to the criticisms 
that productivity rates and construction 
methods, and hence materials usages, 
change over time. Thus long-term compari­
sons of value added based on these proxies 
would be of questionable value if it were not 
corrected for the productivity evolution. 
The Progress Tracking Method as pres­
ently developed and used in Finland, it 
measures not value added in building op­
erations but the constant price volume of 
building output. As yet, it has not been 
developed to cover civil engineering nor 
any building maintenance and repair work 
not overseen by Local Planning Authorities. 
It may provide an appropriate route to the 
measurement of value added in building for 
member States with sufficiently rigorous 
and enforceable building authorization and 
inspections procedures, providing average 
material and plant input costs can be devel­
oped for a representative range of building 
types and sizes. 
Conclusion 
National Offices must make their own deci­
sions as to which methods to use to achieve 
a constant price index of production in the 
light of their own resources, national tradi­
tions and the circumstances of national 
industries. In view of the above considera­
tions, however, it would appear that, failing 
direct measurement at constant prices of 
value added itself, the labour input/hours 
worked proxy provides the most valid and 
viable alternative. 
It is very important to note that different 
methods, i.e. production index proxies, can 
be applied to different parts of the indus­
try. While method 2.4. could be applied to 
Residential Building, the other methods may 
cover all construction activity. The overall 
production index is in any case a weighted 
average of the individual indices, the 
weights used being (estimated) value added 
in the base period. 
The following table gives an overview of 
which method is used in some selected 
European countries for approximating vol­
ume of production. 
Dominant method 1994 
Β 
DK 
D 
E 
F 
I 
L 
NL 
Ν 
A 
FIN 
UK 
defl. 
output 
• 
• 
• 
• 
admin, 
data 
• 
• 
• 
• 
hours 
worked 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
empio 
yment 
• 
• 
• 
materi 
al 
input 
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It should be noted that most countries apply 
several methods, depending on the sector of 
construction. But all in all the method of 
using employment or - more sophisticated -
hours worked as a proxy is dominating. 
3. Coverage and Level 
of Detail 
The Regulation requires that National Of-
fices shall provide index series of produc-
tion/value added separately for building 
and for civil engineering work. To reflect the 
trends of construction activity accurately 
these series should include the contribution 
to value added made by repair and trans-
formation work in each sector. However, 
many National Offices may face difficulty in 
measuring value added through RMI work 
and its inclusion should perhaps, best be 
regarded as a longer term objective. Pilot 
studies may be appropriate to establish the 
practicalities of including coverage of RMI 
work in these series. 
value to statistics users of separate series 
tracking the industry's output in RMI work 
is clear. 
Pilot studies to explore the practicalities of 
collecting and processing such data for the 
production index may be appropriate for 
some National Offices. 
4. Periodicity and pilot 
studies 
As a first step National Offices should aim to 
provide separate production /value added 
series for building and for civil engineering 
on a quarterly basis. Pilot studies to provide 
production indices on a monthly basis are 
recommended. 
The gathering of information from enter-
prises regarding repair, maintenance and 
improvement work may present difficulties 
for some National Offices which have not 
previously collected such data. However, the 
Do you now need explanations 
concerning classifications, scope of 
survey, confidentiality, reporting 
units, type of survey, data collec-
t ion, seasonal adjustment, quality 
control and data dissemination? 
These topics and several more are 
treated in part A. above. 
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IV. Price Indices 
1. Introduction 
The forthcoming Regulation does call spe-
cifically for the provision of price index se-
ries. It also requires the provision of index 
number series for production and for values 
of orders. To be of most value these should 
best be presented in constant price terms. 
To achieve this, National Offices will have to 
apply price deflators to any data collected 
originally at current prices. We therefore 
present our reflections on this issue here. 
The aim of this Manual is to ensure the 
provision by National Offices of price index 
series which are compatible and consistent 
at the European level. We explore below a 
number of routes whereby price indices may 
be developed, either directly or from con-
struction cost indices. A clear distinction 
must be made between price and cost indi-
ces (see later) and, to serve their prime pur-
pose of tracking construction prices, the 
preferred method for generating price indi-
ces is from contract and/or tender prices. 
1.1. The Complexities of 
Price Indices in 
Construction 
The measurement of changes in the prices 
or costs of construction work presents great 
difficulties. The output of the industry in 
any period includes a great variety of 
structures and types of work. The pattern of 
work - buildings of all types, civil engineer-
ing structures and repair and maintenance 
work varies from period to period and from 
year to year. 
Quite apart from these considerations each 
building and civil engineering structure is, 
in some way, unique. The construction costs 
of seemingly identical buildings can vary 
quite considerably because of variations in 
ground or site conditions and, hence, in 
foundation and working costs. 
Thus the industry itself is probably unique 
in the complexity and variability of its prod-
ucts. 
1.2. Price versus quantity 
When measuring prices, the monetary value 
is divided into two components: 
1) the price component and 
2) the quantity component. 
Relevant quality aspects are included in 
the quantity component. For a product 
such as for example a road, an area in 
which almost every single project is unique, 
there is no easy way to define "quality". If we 
are to define the characteristics of quality, 
there will have to be a long list specifying 
the length of the road in question, different 
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cutting depths, ground conditions, type of 
road, etc. 
The "quality" of a road depends partly on 
the "extent" to which each of these different 
kinds of components appears and partly on 
how one values these components but also 
how these interrelate in making up the total 
value. 
• the architect or the engineer, 
• the materials suppliers, 
• the contractor, 
• the client 
The terms 'Cost index' and 'Price index' have 
different meanings according to the point of 
view of the agent concerned. 
Contractor 
Materials 
Labour 
Plant and 
finuinmfint 
Transport 
Energy 
Other 
costs 
, Client 
\ ' w. "s5 
/ 
Construction 
costs 
= Factor 
prices 
Productivity ' 
Profit 
marains 
1 
X, 
' X 
f - V 
ι / 
/ / 
ι 
ι 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Β 
Producer 
prices s 
VAT 
Site 
Architect's 
fee 
Other 
costs 
►- client costs 
Profit 
marains 
Final owner 
χ 
s 
c 
Selling price 
= Costs to 
final client 
Χ 
2. Basic concep 
The terms 'Cost index' and 'Price index' are 
frequently used in the construction industry 
and are open to confusion. It is necessary to 
clarify the terminology we will use in the 
remainder of this manual when we will dis­
cuss on price indices. 
Different agents are involved in the process 
of building a road, a house, a bridge: 
In the context of construction statistics, we 
are concerned by the evolution of prices in 
the construction industry as it is defined in 
Division 45 of NACE Rev.l. For this reason, 
the terms 'Cost index' and 'Price index' will 
be considered from the point of view of 
the contractor, for the actual construction 
process lies in his hands. A construction 
cost index will show the evolution of costs 
incurred by the contractor to carry out the 
construction process. A construction price 
index will show the evolution of prices paid 
by the client to the contractor. 
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2 . 1 . Main types of price 
indices 
There are different categories of construc­
tion price indices.1·*) Two of them are of 
primary interest: 
• input price indices 
• output price indices 
An input price index measures the price 
development of production factors used in 
the construction trade, i.e. the input of raw 
material, labour, utilisation of machinery, 
etc. It is also called factor price index. It 
corresponds to item A in the previous dia­
gram. An input price index measures the 
relationship between costs, at constant 
technology and constant input mix, that 
are associated with the implementation of a 
fixed amount of construction works. 
Such an index differs from an output price 
index which measures movements in prices 
to clients of construction work. This is spe­
cially true when the price index is calculated 
from tender prices which can vary from time 
to time and place to place depending on the 
state of competition and market conditions. 
Output price indices include both changes in 
productivity and in the contractor's mar­
gins. (See item Β in the previous diagram). 
This index shall be distinguished from the 
"selling price index" (item C in the diagram) 
that measures changes in the prices paid by 
the final owner of the output to the client. It 
includes the price of the land, architect's 
fees and client's margins. 
Ideally, a fourth type of index also exists: 
the construction cost index. A construction 
13) A joint- publication "Sources and methods -
Construction Price Indices* has been pub­
lished by OECD and Eurostat. It describes 
all methodological aspects related to the 
different categories of construction price 
indices calculated by OECD member coun­
tries. 
cost index will measure the movements in 
the costs incurred by the contrac­
tor/producer carrying out the construction 
work, i.e. costs of labour, materials and 
plant and overheads, together with an ad­
justment for changes in productivity. Such an 
index is very difficult to obtain. For this 
reason, in the context of this manual we will 
use the terms input price index and con­
struction cost index as synonyms. 
3. The user needs for 
prices information 
In the construction area, we can identify 
three different main requisites for construc­
tion indices. 
1. Valuation adjustments, etc. according 
to current price levels. Indices are re­
quired mainly in connection with pro­
viding government grants to building 
and civil engineering work. 
2. Regulation of contract payments 
allowing for the changes in production 
factor prices that occur during the 
construction period, where the client 
and contractor have agreed upon a 
fixed price, and the contract permits 
variations due to fluctuating prices. For 
this purpose, we normally need a factor 
price index. However, other ways of de­
termining contract payments are also 
conceivable, such as applying a con­
sumer price index or a net price index. 
3. Financial analysis. The interest here 
focuses on analysing price develop­
ments, or, an analysis which necessi­
tates the conversion of previous invest­
ments into constant prices. In principle, 
a financial analysis can be divided into 
two main categories: 
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a) One entails an analysis of the busi­
ness in the sector in question, in 
terms of the input of labour, raw 
material and capital service, and 
the output of finished construc­
tions. This is where production 
and productivity analysis, as well 
as cost and profit analyses for the 
sector in question, belong. A 
common factor to both these areas 
is that the analysis is based on 
comparisons between the above 
mentioned index series. 
b) The other main category of financial 
analysis consist of the fixed capital 
and investment analysis. These 
include constructions shown as 
the fixed capital in a production 
process, such as production of 
road services. What is needed in 
this context is a construction price 
index. 
4. Input prices 
4 . 1 . Definition 
The Input price index measures the evolu­
tion of the prices of the factors employed in 
the activity of construction. These factors 
are, among others, the materials, the wages 
and salaries, the plant and equipment hire. 
The price of land as well as architect's or 
engineer's fees should be excluded. 
4.2. Elements of the input 
prices 
There are differences between the available 
indices in the Member States. These differ­
ences concern both the elements included in 
the index (materials, wages, equipment, 
transport, overheads, ...) and the coverage. 
The following table gives an overview of the 
different elements included in the Input 
price indices compiled in the European 
countries. Further details can be checked in 
the methodological data base MONA LISA. 
Β 
DK 
D 
GR 
E 
F 
IRL 
I 
L 
NL 
Ν 
A 
Ρ 
FIN 
S 
UK 
Elements of the input prices indices 
Mate 
rial 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Wag 
es 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Pla.& 
Equi. 
Κ) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Tran 
sport 
Κ) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Ener 
gy 
Κ) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Other 
s 
• 
• 
• · 
• 
• 
* Only for road and bridge construction 
Materials and wages are the common ele­
ments to all input prices calculated in the 
European countries. Price indices for mate­
rials and wages are published separately in 
most of the countries. In fact the users are 
more interested in following the evolution of 
the prices of these elements separately than 
the evolution of the aggregated input price 
index. 
4.2 Methods of calculating 
input prices 
An input price index (factor price index) is 
made up of aggregated prices for material, 
labour costs and other types of costs. 
I = t,(yv^*Mi + wf-*Ll+ ) 
;=1 
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where 
I = the index, total 
Mj = material index 
Lj = wages 
Wj = weight for materials 
wf" = weight for wages 
experts. In certain sectors, it is desirable to 
consider the possibility of basing the factor 
price index calculations on a probability 
sample of construction materials (represen­
tative goods). 
It is assumed that neither the construction 
technique, nor the building organisation 
have undergone any change, and conse­
quently, the calculations pay no regard to 
factors such as productivity improvements, 
more efficient utilisation of materials, etc. 
which can influence cost development. Nor 
have we taken any changes in the profit 
margins, which also affect a factor price 
index, into account. 
Population and sample 
In principle, the weight system intended for 
a factor price index should be based on the 
final costs incurred for material, wages, etc. 
during a certain reporting period. In prac­
tice, however, it is only possible to establish 
this cost when a project is completed. In 
setting up a sampling frame, we could then 
use the statistics from completed projects 
during a certain year as a point of initiation. 
Measuring prices should, as far as possible, 
be based on actual prices (net prices), given 
the fact that price information about a cer­
tain material sometimes varies, even from 
the same company. This is explained by the 
fact that a price is a product of negotiation. 
Many factors affect the process: market 
situation, quantity involved and the size of 
previously placed orders. The estimator 
should take these conditions into account. 
The estimates should be based on a prob­
ability sample of both goods and a choice of 
responding companies. Lacking a suitable 
sampling frame, we are forced to rely on a 
biased sample of representative goods, 
based on the advice of construction industry 
4.3. Sources 
Member States do not, in general, run spe­
cial surveys to calculate input price indices. 
They use other indices already available 
from different sources. The following table 
gives examples of the different sources used 
in some European countries: 
Materials 
Labour 
Equipment 
Energy 
Price lists, PPI, Statistical 
Offices of Trade Chambers, 
Wholesale prices, ... 
Collective agreements, 
Labour cost survey, ... 
PPI for machinery 
PPI, Wholesale price index 
4.4. Level of detail 
The coverage of the input price indices var­
ies from country to country. 
The following table shows the present data 
availability: 
Input pnce indices 
Β 
DK 
D 
Gr 
E 
F 
IRL 
I 
NL 
Ν 
A 
All 
Constr. 
• 
• 
All 
Build. 
• 
• 
• 
Resid. 
Build. 
•1 ) 
• 
• 
•1 ) 
•1 ) 
• 
Non-
Resid. 
Build. 
•4 ) 
Civil 
Eng 
•4 ) 
• 
• 
•4 ) 
• 
•4 ) 
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FIN 
s 
UK • 
•3 ) • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Notes 1) Low rise housing only. 
2) Residential materials and labour 
costs only. 
3) New building, only 
4) Only for specific buildings or civil 
engineering works 
The requirements of the Regulation are to 
supply input price indices for residential 
buildings. Those Member States that do not 
yet calculate input price indices for other 
types of constructions may conduct pilot 
studies in order to explore their practicality. 
5. Output prices 
5.2. Methods of calculating 
output prices 
The result of the construction activity, the 
buildings and civil engineering structures, 
are complex products. As a consequence 
some methods for calculating the prices of 
these objects are based on the decomposi-
tion of their construction process into 
"standard operations" (see glossary in Annex 
V). The prices evolution of these "standard 
operations" is monitored across time and 
aggregated in order to obtain indices for 
different types of buildings. If the decom-
position is made "a priori" we speak about 
the component cost method. The schedule 
of prices method is based on a decomposi-
tion made "a posteriori". 
In this section we present and discuss some 
of the methods that can be used to calculate 
output price indices.14) 
5 .1 . Definition 
The Output price index shows the evolu-
tion of actual prices paid by the client. This 
index takes into account not only the evolu-
tion of prices of the factors employed in the 
construction process but also all changes in 
productivity and contractor's profit margin. 
VAT should be excluded. 
The price of land as well as architect's or 
engineer's fees should be also excluded. 
It has to be highlighted the importance of 
collecting the actual prices paid, in the 
reference period, by the client to the con-
tractor. If the prices obtained to calculate 
the output price index correspond in fact to 
those used in tenders and the variation of 
prices clauses (VOP) are not included, then 
one should call these indices 'Tender price 
indices'. The use of these indices as output 
price indices is just an approximation. 
The prices shall be net of discounts. 
5.3. The component cost 
method 
This method regards construction output as 
the result of a set of standardised homoge-
neous components (standard operations). 
Prices for these components are obtained by 
surveying contractors that have recently 
performed one of these services. These 
prices should correspond to the real trans-
action prices paid by the client to the con-
tractor. They incorporate productivity gains 
and changes in profit margins. 
14) Detailed information on the methods used 
in the different European countries was 
presented at the seminar organised by 
Eurostat on 21 and 22 February 1996 
Eurostat publication "Methodological as-
pects of construction price indices" is a 
compilation of papers presented at the 
seminar. 
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The standardised components should be 
selected on the basis of: 
• Probability sampling of existing types of 
buildings stratified by the proportion of 
total cost for the group of hous-
ing/ construction. 
Or, when the input information is inade-
quate, 
• by subjective assessment. Great care 
should be taken to ensure that fre-
quently occurring types of buildings and 
other suitable constructions are in-
cluded. 
A price index is first calculated for each 
standard component. The various indices 
are then aggregated to calculate the output 
price index for the hypothetical building 
initially defined. 
The advantage of basing the price index 
calculations on standard components is 
that with the help of a relatively limited 
number of these components, we are able to 
produce indices of the different categories of 
building work found in each sector. Most of 
these standard components are common to 
most of the building sector categories. Those 
standard components specific to certain 
categories in the building industry should 
be taken into account when calculating 
these indices. By using the components cost 
method, we can ignore the enormous range 
of constructions and concentrate on fewer 
types of construction work. 
surveyors in order to determine the price of 
these components in the base year. 
The theoretical price of the project in the 
base year is calculated by aggregating the 
theoretical prices of all the components. The 
output price index is calculated as the ratio 
of the real present price to the theoretical 
calculated price in the base year. 
This method is very costly, not only for the 
National Offices that compile the indices but 
also for the respondents. A lot of time is 
necessary to analyse the projects sampled 
and to evaluate the prices at the base year. 
5.5. Regression method 
(Hedonic method) 
This method15) is based on the assumption 
that the market prices for the projects in the 
sector or sub-sector, are strongly corre-
lated with the quality characteristics of 
construction. It is further assumed that the 
market prices reflect the consumers' or the 
producers' valuation of the quality charac-
teristics of the building, or construction. 
This assumption hold, at least approxi-
mately. 
In this context, the regression gives us the 
valuations of the buildings' or constructions' 
quantity and quality characteristics re-
quired for calculating the indices. The index 
is then used on the same statistical material 
it was calculated from. 
5.4. Schedule of prices 
method 
This method is based on the selection of a 
representative sample of real projects that 
are taking place or that have been com-
pleted during the reference period. These 
projects are then decomposed into standard 
components and evaluated by quantity 
We then assume that the price of a con-
struction can be expressed as a simple 
function of different characteristics of the 
house or building. For example the size of 
the dwelling, the number of extra bath-
15) This method has been developed by the 
Swedish Statistical Office. Detailed litera-
ture can be obtained there. A similar 
method, based on building permits data, is 
used also in the Netherlands. 
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rooms, the depth of the basements or the 
region where the dwelling is located. These 
variables may vary from country to country. 
The multiple regression expression for the 
time point t can be formulated as follows: 
Y, =a,+buxu+b2lx2l+ +bnlxnl+u, 
(=1 
reasonable to another where they are high, 
will not affect the indices. Shifts of this type 
require special treatment which means that 
the previous index expression must be 
somewhat modified. Whether or not we 
should let shifts affect the indices, must be 
seen from the user's point of view, i.e. how 
the consumer perceives such shifts, and 
how they affect the resource allocation of 
the producer. 
where 
Yf = 't 
xit: 
bif 
a t = 
the building price at point ί 
the quality characteristic (i = 1 n) 
at point ί 
regression coefficient ('price') for the 
corresponding quality characteristic 
at point t 
fixed amount irrespective of the 
value of quality characteristics xlf 
disturbance term 
The dependence of building prices on qual­
ity characteristics is treated as a linear rela­
tionship. This assumption is based on the 
understanding that there exists some kind 
of uniformity in the pattern of consumer 
valuation. 
The building prices in the regression calcu­
lations are expressed in terms of price per 
sq. m of primary utility floor space 
(dependent variable). 
If the values of the regression parameters a 
and b are calculated for both time 0 and 
time t, both the Laspeyres (L) and Paasche 
(P) price indices can be constructed: 
I1 ­ ■ 
α /+Σ6 .7**Κ> 
;=l 
η 
«0+Σ*.Ό**,Ό 
i=\ 
and / 0 , = ■ ;=ι η 
«0+Σ&/0**/< 
;=1 
Dealing with shifl effects 
Using this method, the shifts in the con­
struction output from one year to another, 
for example from one area where prices are 
The quality classes (Z) are expressed in the 
regression in the form of dummy variables 
(0­1 variables), where 1 denotes class ad­
herence and 0 otherwise. The regression 
coefficient can be interpreted as the price 
difference between the classes, which could 
refer to type of house, geographical position, 
etc. 
The quality elements, primarily various 
fittings, are assigned prices and aggregated 
to quantitative variables. The regional coef­
ficient for this variable expresses the mar­
ket's valuation of the sum of the quality 
characteristics. The regression coefficient 
can be greater or lesser than 1, which 
means that the market values the quality 
characteristics above or below their produc­
tion costs. 
The quality elements can, as with the prop­
erty tax assessment value, be expressed in 
the form of a scoring system. In the main, 
the scoring system is consistent with the 
relative prices or production costs of the 
quality elements used. 
Building indices are calculated according to 
Paasche's formula, as a chain index with 
annual links. It is easier to calculate than a 
Laspeyres index because the regression 
coefficients need to be estimated for the 
base period only. For quarterly calculations, 
we do not have access to estimates of the a 
and b regression coefficients, because the 
available statistical material is insufficient to 
support such calculations. 
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The index calculations can, for example, be 
based on the formula: 
/ £ -
a,+2A**/o + 5>//**/o 
ί=ι ¡=j 
u η 
Οθ + Σ*/0**/0+Σ>/0**/0 
£ - ί, 
Υο+Σ bm * (** - * m ) + Σ c,o * (*// ~ ζ ¡ο ) 
ί=1 ;=1 
5.6. The quoted prices 
method 
An important condition when recalculating 
a value in constant prices (deflate) is that 
the following holds: 
value index = price index * volume index 
This condition is not met in the previous 
case, as the weighted and unweighted mean 
values are different. The mean values for the 
quantitative variables x¡ that occur in the 
regression cannot be applied directly in the 
indices, as these are based on the building 
price per square meter. A standardisation 
like this means that all observations are 
given the same weight, irrespective of 
whether they represent large or small ob­
jects. One way of addressing the problem is 
to adjust the regression using constants, i.e. 
ensuring that the condition stated above is 
met. Geometrically, this is a parallel shifting 
of the regression so that the weighted aver­
age values are included. 
/£ = /=1 /=1 
*o + °o + Σ *» * xn + Σ cm * ζ,ι 
ι=1 1=1 
where 
*/ = * / ­ <*, - Σ h *Χ»~Σ ci, * ht 
i=\ 7=1 
η η 
* 0 = Y0 - a0 ~ Σ *ιΌ * xi0 ~ Σ C ¡o * Z,o 
;=1 i=l 
In these expressions, x¡,, xi0, Y0 and Y, indi-
cate weighted mean values. 
This method is based on the selection of a 
representative sample of construction mod-
els. The prices of these models are followed 
across time. 
The detailed descriptions of the models are 
sent to different contractors. These contrac-
tors are asked to provide prices for the de-
tailed components of these models as if they 
were tendering for real work. The prices of 
each component are then aggregated to 
obtain an overall price. 
5.7. The factor price method 
An input price index, or actually, a produc-
tion factor price index measures the price 
development of production factors, i.e. la-
bour, material and capital. The use of this 
type of index instead of an output price 
index would lead to bias, as the index ne-
glects the effect that changes in productivity 
in the building and construction business 
has on price development. 
Assuming productivity being positive this 
leads to an over estimation of the factor 
price index. 
If we could make independent calculations 
of the development in productivity and even 
the development of the margins in the con-
struction sector, it would be possible to 
estimate a construction price index using an 
input price index and adjust for the devel-
opments in productivity and margins. 
In practice, however, it turns out that to 
measure developments in productivity and 
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margins we must have knowledge about 
changes in building costs and prices (all 
other things being equal). This leads to a 
circular argument. Alternatives are, how­
ever, conceivable. (See Appendix at the end 
of this chapter.) 
5.8. Discussion of the 
possible methods 
The schedule of prices method appears to 
be the most expensive one. It is based in the 
analysis of a set of real projects. It implies a 
lot of work to be done by the respondents 
and also by the Institution responsible for 
the compilation of the indices in order to 
evaluate the actual prices of each project. 
The hedonic method is much cheaper. In 
the Netherlands an interesting comparison 
has been made of the 'hedonic' and 'sched­
ule of prices' methods applied to new social 
houses. The results do not differ essentially. 
Nevertheless, up to now, the hedonic 
method has been used only to calculate 
price indices for residential buildings. 
The component cost method is not very 
expensive and can be used to calculate price 
indices for different types of constructions 
with a low cost. It is the most widespread 
method in Europe. 
The main objection made to the quoted 
prices method is that it is difficult to obtain 
actual market prices paid for the client to 
the contractor. This is due to the fact that it 
is difficult for enterprises to take the process 
seriously and give real prices for projects 
that are not to be executed. 
The following table gives an overview of the 
methods used in the European countries. 
Further details can be checked in the meth­
odological data base MONA LISA. 
Method 
Component 
cost 
Schedule 
of prices 
Hedonic 
Country 
D 
GR 
F* 
L 
NL 
A 
F 
UK 
NL 
N 
FIN 
s 
Coverage 
New resid. build 
New non-resid. 
New civil engin. 
New resid. build. 
Repair & maint, of 
resid. build. 
New buildings 
Road construction 
Building 
civil engineering 
New resid. build. 
Building 
Civil engineering 
New resid. build. 
Detached houses 
New resid. build. 
New resid. build. 
* Project under study 
5.9. Level of detail and pilot 
studies 
Most of the Member States that collect out­
put price indices cover new residential 
buildings. Other types of construction works 
(non-residential buildings, civil engineering 
works) are only covered by a small number 
of Member States. Only few countries calcu­
late or try to calculate output price indices 
for repair and maintenance work. 
Current Publication of Output Price Data 
Β 
DK 
D 
Gr 
E 
F 
IRL 
I 
All 
Constr. 
All 
Build. 
Resid. 
Build. 
• 
• 
• 
Non-
Resid 
Build. 
• 
Civil 
Eng 
• 
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NL 
N 
A 
FIN 
S 
UK 
All 
Constr. 
• 
• 
All 
Build. 
• 
Resid. 
Build. 
• 
•1 ) 
• 
• 
• 
Non-
Resid 
Build. 
Civil 
Eng 
• 
• 
• 
Notes 1) Detached single dwelling houses only 
Module Β of the Regulation requires the 
provision of data for new residential build­
ings. 
Different evolution of prices for new work 
and repair and maintenance can be ex­
pected due to different reasons: 
• the sector of "repair and maintenance 
work" is a sector in expansion 
• the competition conditions between the 
enterprises working in the "repair and 
maintenance sector" may be different 
than those present in the "new work" 
sector 
Pilot studies may be appropriate to establish 
the practicalities of National Offices produc­
ing output price indices for other types of 
construction than residential buildings. 
6. Recommendations 
6 .1 . Output prices 
Given the wide range of construction output 
by type of structure, to reach a weighted 
overall construction price index National 
Offices will have to produce sectoral price 
indices. It is recommended that sectoral 
indices be developed along the following 
lines: 
• low-rise traditional houses 
• multi-dwelling residential buildings 
• non-residential buildings 
• civil engineering work 
Final account documents must be collected 
to provide representative coverage of struc­
ture types within each sector or a series of 
models devised to provide good representa­
tion of types within each sector. 
The component cost method can be easily 
applied to different types of constructions. 
The hedonic method is apparently the 
second best. The schedule of prices 
method is the most expensive one. 
5.10. Transition periods 
The Regulation envisages a three year 
transition period following consultation with 
the Statistical Programme Committee after 
which transmission of price index series to 
Eurostat will be mandatory. 
The prices collected shall be real market 
prices (prices paid by the client to the con­
tractor). 
6.2. Input prices 
Input price indices (which several National 
offices already publish) are requested in 
module Β of the Regulation. The comparison 
of input with output price indices provides 
insight into the profitability and, hence, into 
the longer term viability of the construction 
industry. In making such an analysis, how­
ever, it is necessary to compare like with 
like. Thus to be used for this purpose input 
price indices must be developed for building 
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types corresponding to the types upon 
which output price indices are based, and 
similarly for the civil engineering sector. 
Γ £ * Ο £ = Λ < ; * ^ + 4 ^ + * Γ * Γ ' £ 
It is obvious, of 
course, that 
where output 
prices indices are 
calculated from 
input price indi­
ces by adding a 
factor to allow for 
profits and over­
heads then their 
Do you now need explanations 
concerning classifications, 
scope of survey, confidentiality, 
reporting units, type of survey, 
data collection, seasonal ad­
justment, quality control and 
data dissemination? 
These topics and several more 
are treated in part A. above. 
comparison with 
the original cost indices to drive assess­
ments of profits can not be done. The argu­
ment becomes circular and, in any event, 
assessment of the level of profit and over­
heads has already been made. Hence our 
earlier recommendation that output prices 
indices should best be based on real market 
prices. 
Appendix: Productivity 
In this part we present an attempt to esti­
mate changes in productivity. 
Operationally, productivity can be described 
as the ratio between the result (output) and 
the resources used (input). The change in 
output, the numerator, could refer to sales, 
production, or added value, gross or net. 
Correspondingly, the resources used refer to 
the total consumption of building material, 
labour and capital. 
The productivity concept used is thereby 
specified as follows: the numerator should 
include the total production volume, and the 
denominator should include total resources. 
The following method is used. 
m„ 
= the price of stage i in project j 
= the amount of stage i in project j 
= material consumed for stage i in 
project j 
= prices of material consumed for 
stage i in project j 
= man hours for stage i in project 
1 
= wages etc. per hour for the la­
bour required for stage i in proj­
ect j 
the amount of capital (machinery, 
etc.) at replacement price for stage 
i in project j 
gross earnings factor including 
depreciation and interest for stage 
i in project j . 
Thus, the price depends on the effectiveness 
of the different resources 
P§ =(MllQ¡)*ml +(¿° IQlr^HK^k^lQlr^ 
K­ijK} 
Productivity = Σ Σ ( ^ ) ΣΣ(4 .0 o *mYl + L'y*q + Λ { / Klj rÜÍ 
ΣΣΚ**ΐ+4*#+*ΐ**ΐ%°) 
which reduces to 
Productivity = 
ΣΣ(Ρ5*Ο,) 
xiK^+ví+vW) 
The same result is obtained by replacing 
changes in volume with changes in price of 
the output and resources. 
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ΣΣΚ^·+ν<τ+4*νΓΕ) 
ΣΣ(Α4*^ν'?+4*ν^) 
Productivity = i τ—, —\ 
ΣΣ(νθ,) 
ΣΣ(ρ°*ΰ») 
which reduces to 
Productivity = ΣΣ(Ρ;*0/) 
ΣΣΚ*/"°+ν/2+4**ί/*'/?) 
Calculating the productivity using Las-
peyre's volume indices gives the same result 
as Paasche's price indices. 
Even if these are theoretically similar, we 
must choose between different estimates of 
the price, wage, capital cost and material 
price developments. The goal is that the 
estimates be constructed so that the simi­
larity between the volume and the price 
index methods is as great as possible. 
One of the characteristics which the price 
index method offers is that it is more robust 
than the volume index method, because it is 
insensitive to inconsistencies between the 
numerator and the denominator. 
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V. Leading Indicators 
1. Introduction 
Building permits and building starts are two 
variables specific for the domain of con-
struction, they do not exist in other sectors 
of the economy. Information on these vari-
ables provides an indication of the up-
coming workload available to the building 
industry. That is why they are considered, 
together with the variable "new orders re-
ceived", as "leading indicators". The three 
sets of information need a thorough discus-
sion. 
In the building process one can consider the 
following sequence of events: 
Consultation of architects 
i 
Permits 
i 
Orders16) 
i 
Starts 
i 
Production process 
i 
Completions 
1 
Sales 
The point should be made here that this 
sequence of events, starting with authorisa-
tion procedures, rules primarily in the 
building sector. The great bulk of building 
work is carried out on behalf of private, 
non-governmental clients. Hence the need 
for authorisation procedures to ensure so-
cial control over the location, size and na-
ture of buildings. 
The situation is different in the civil engi-
neering sector. Here most work (indeed, 
practically all work apart from compara-
tively minor road and open car park con-
struction in connection with building proj-
ects) is carried out on behalf of public and 
government bodies. Thus in the civil engi-
neering sector the building permit is re-
placed by the governmental decision. 
Nonetheless orders have to be placed before 
civil engineering work commences just as in 
the building sector. 
This point is, no doubt, self-evident. We 
make it in order to clarify that when, below, 
we deal with building permits and building 
starts we mean building permits and starts. 
When we deal with orders, however, we have 
to include orders for civil engineering. 
16) Except in the case of own use and specula-
tive buildings where no orders are placed. 
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2. The needs of the 
users 
Jus t as the construction market as a whole 
divides into the markets for building and for 
civil engineering work so the building mar-
ket, in turn, divides into the sector gener-
ated by public clients and that generated by 
private customers. It would surely be helpful 
to Union and national policy makers to be 
aware of the balance of these two sectors in 
the industry's up-coming workload particu-
larly at low and high points in the business 
cycle. 
Secondly, just as policy makers have an 
interest in knowing the balance of the in-
dustry's order book between public and 
private sectors so decision makers within 
the industry and within its supplying indus-
tries have a clear interest in knowing the 
balance between different types of buildings. 
Throughout the Union, low-rise housing 
continues largely to be built using local 
materials according to local designs and 
traditions. On the other hand large budd-
ings - office blocks, factories, multi-
occupation residential buildings - are gen-
erally built to 'modern' designs using 'mod-
ern' building methods and materials. This is 
a matter of common observation and it has 
important implications both for the building 
industry and the material and component 
supplying industries. 
The development of 'modern' buildings and 
building techniques have had a profound 
effect on the building industry. Speciahst 
building enterprises have emerged, concen-
trating their activities on particular types of 
buildings. Specialist sub-trades such as 
concrete and steel frame erectors, sus-
pended ceiling fixers and heating and venti-
lating engineers have been created by the 
demands of the market and have grown in 
importance. 
Similarly within the supplying industries, 
companies have emerged manufacturing 
highly specific building components - cur-
tain walling systems, highly manufactured 
cladding systems, ceiling tiles and sus-
pended ceiling systems. 
All these enterprises need sector-specific 
statistics and so do many main building 
contractors. It is true that some large con-
struction enterprises operate in all sectors of 
the construction market including civil en-
gineering but at the operating level they do 
so through specialist Divisions and subsidi-
aries working in specific market sectors and 
these, and hence their holding enterprises, 
have an interest in sector specific workload 
prospects. It is also true that within the 
material supplying industries, there are 
enterprises providing basic materials, such 
as cement, stone, aggregates, bricks and 
timber, which are used in all, or many sec-
tors and which have an interest in the 
short-term prospects of construction as a 
whole. Nonetheless, the producers of more 
highly manufactured, sector-specific prod-
ucts are now of such importance that their 
legitimate interest in sector-specific work-
load prospects cannot, or should not be 
ignored. 
3. Permits versus 
starts versus 
Orders 
3 .1 . Building permits 
By building permit is meant the authorisa-
tion granted to a principal, at his demand, 
to start work on a building project. 
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Such series will provide an indication of the 
up­coming workload available to the build­
ing industry. However, it is questionable 
whether building authorizations are neces­
sarily acted upon. National traditions and 
practices vary but it is certainly not the case 
that all building permits necessarily result 
in buildings being erected. 
Secondly there are the factors of the time 
lag between the granting of a building 
permit and the start of building work, and of 
the variability of this time lag from project to 
project, and of the variability of the average 
time lag (whatever that might be) at different 
points in the industry's business cycle. 
Clearly any average time lag will tend to be 
longer when the industry is overloaded and 
shorter when its workload is low. 
3.2. Building Starts 
A building project is considered to have 
started when the site preparation or laying 
of foundations have been commenced. 
Not all building permits are acted upon. 
Some lapse or expire before work is com­
menced. Thus series based on building 
starts are a more accurate reflection of what 
is happening in the real world than series 
based on building permits. However we 
must face practicality here. Building permits 
data should be readily available to National 
offices whereas data on building starts will 
require separate enquiry procedures in 
many States. Furthermore the shortfall 
between permits and starts may not be 
significant in many States. Pilot studies to 
evaluate this shortfall may be appropriate 
but in Germany, for instance, it is estimated 
that some 98% of building permits are acted 
upon 
3.3. Orders received 
By orders received is meant the total value 
of contracts accepted during the period of 
reference as well as that of speculative 
buildings and other work started during the 
same period, whether these buildings and 
other works are destined to purposes of the 
reporting enterprise itself or whether they 
are intended to be subsequently sold or 
leased to third parties. 
3.4. Present data availability 
The following table shows the leading indi­
cators available in the different European 
countries: 
Β 
DK 
D 
GR 
ε 
F 
IRL 
I 
L 
NL 
Ν 
A 
Ρ 
Fm 
s 
UK 
CH 
Permits 
y 
• 
ν 
ν 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
ν 
• 
• * 
■ / 
• 
• 
■ / 
Starts 
• 
• 
V 
s 
s 
Orders 
• 
• 
• 
• 
V 
• 
Only annual 
3.5. Comparison 
Although statistical series of building per­
mits may give an indication of the industry's 
short­term future workload, it is open to 
question whether or not they provide a good 
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indicator. What is not open to question is 
that they provide a less useful indicator to 
decision makers in the material and compo-
nent supplying industries of the up-coming 
demands for their products than series of 
data relating to building orders. 
Series based on building starts are a more 
accurate reflection of what is happening in 
the real world than series based on building 
permits. Given their greater accuracy as 
indicators of building activity, we recom-
mend that those National Offices not as yet 
producing starts related series should con-
sider doing so. However, for the practical 
purposes of statistical harmonisation (See 
3.4 above) it is preferable that all National 
Offices provide building permit series. 
Again one can argue that starts data is more 
realistic as orders, in their turn, are subject 
to some proportion of cancellation. However, 
series based on orders cover both building 
and civil engineering work. 
4. Building permits 
4 . 1 . Definition 
Normally a building permit is defined as an 
authorisation, granted to a principal, to 
start work on a building project. 
In some Member States the existing building 
planning and authorisation procedures 
include other developments than the 
authorisation to start work on a building 
project. In these cases, Member States are 
encouraged to provide Eurostat with the 
necessary estimations in order to approach 
as much as possible the definition proposed 
above. 
4.2. Sources 
The construction industry is unique in that 
its production operations are subject to and 
governed by control by public authorities. 
The collection of data on the numbers of 
residential and non-residential building 
permits should present no great difficulty to 
National Statistical Offices as the informa-
tion is generated by other Government 
agencies. 
However, the statistical systems of the 
Member States do not always foresee the 
obligation of Government agencies to pro-
vide the Statistical Institutes with data on 
building permits at the level of detail and at 
the frequency required by the forthcoming 
Regulation. It should be stressed that the 
use of administrative sources for data col-
lection implies a very good relationship 
between the different institutions concerned. 
4.3. The needs of the users 
The building planning and authorisation 
procedures of the Member States, whilst 
following similar principles, vary at the de-
tailed level but nowhere can an authorisa-
tion to start work be a requirement to start. 
Subject to this proviso, however, it is clear 
that the data required for this set of indica-
tors is that deriving from the final stage of 
national planning and building authorisa-
tion procedures. 
The tracking of building permits provides a 
relatively simple indication of the short-term 
future workload of the building side of the 
industry. To maximise the value of such 
series, however, it is essential that they 
should be further quantified to provide ac-
curate data on the number of dwellings and 
on the habitable or usable floor area 
authorised. 
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Data on the number of dwellings author-
ised is valuable to Union and National pol-
icy makers for the purposes of social policy 
as well as for the purposes of policy directed 
to the building industry. It is also in itself 
directly useful to building enterprises spe-
cialising in house and residential building 
and to their material and component sup-
pliers in that, uniquely in the building in-
dustry, the concept of the "average" house 
or apartment does have some meaning. 
However, data on the habitable floor area 
authorised is a far more accurate and di-
rectly useful indicator. In the non-
residential sector data on the usable floor 
area authorised is the only truly useful 
indicator which can be derived from the 
building authorization process. Non-
residential buildings vary so enormously in 
their nature and size that data purely on the 
number of permits granted, can be useful 
only as a very broad indicator. 
It is normal commercial practice for build-
ings to be defined in terms of floor area and 
it is probable that in many member States, 
planning applications are presented, judged 
and authorised primarily only in floor area 
terms. Thus, in these States, data is most 
likely to be available only in floor area 
terms. Nonetheless, buildings have volume 
and it is the volume of a building which 
determines the energy input needed to 
maintain tolerable living and working con-
ditions within it. 
In an age when national and Union policy 
makers are rightly concerned about the rate 
of consumption of finite energy measures 
and the pollution created by energy genera-
tion, it is highly desirable that a data flow 
should be available tracking the creation of 
new building volume at the national and 
Union levels. This data can be generated 
most readily from national building authori-
zation procedures. National Offices are 
therefore encouraged to provide building 
authorization data in volume terms. 
4.4. Level of detai 
Eurostat requires the provision of data for 
building permits in the following units: 
Number of 
dwellings 
Useful floor 
area 
one dwelling residential 
buildings 
two and more dwelling 
residential buildings 
one dwelling residential 
buildings 
two and more dwelling 
residential buildings 
residencies for commu-
nities 
office buildings 
other buildings 
National definitions vary. In the German 
statistics, the areas of all rooms or spaces 
with a ceiling height of at lease 2 metres are 
counted as habitable space (Wohnfläche). A 
half of the areas of spaces with ceiling 
heights of between 1 and 2 metres and 25% 
of the areas of balconies are taken into 
computation but spaces with ceiling heights 
of under 1 metre are discounted as are 
cellars, washrooms/laundries and attics. 
Standard definitions of the data to be col-
lected, i.e. of the terms 'dwelling' and 'useful 
floor area' etc., are explained in the annexed 
glossary (See Annex V). These are the defi-
nitions to which National Statistical Offices 
should work. It is of course vital that all 
Member States use the same definitions of 
data. 
Volume constructed 
Where this data is generated directly by the 
building permit procedure, no difficulty 
arises. Where building permits are granted 
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initially, only in floor area terms, National 
Offices should convert the resultant data 
into volume terms. Conversion factors can 
be derived fairly easily by examination of 
typical building plans or by enquiries 
amongst architects. Volume assessments 
derived in this matter, should be quite accu-
rate enough for practical purposes. National 
Offices are requested, however, to inform 
Eurostat whether volume data derives di-
rectly from building permits or from the 
application of conversion factors. 
4.5. Estimations 
Keeping in mind the comments made when 
comparing the three leading indicators (See 
3.5 above) Member States facing severe 
difficulties to provide data on building 
permits are allowed to estimate it from 
building starts, if they are available. 
Statistical Offices should inform Eurostat 
about the methods used to estimate the 
figures. 
5. Orders 
The value of new orders received measures 
most of the up-coming demand for the in-
dustry's services and its future workload in 
the short to medium term. 
5 .1 . Definition of Orders and 
Timing of Orders 
The ordering process itself takes time as 
tenders are sought and bids made. It is 
important, therefore, that National Offices 
harmonise their collection of order statistics 
and work to the same definition of what 
constitutes "an order". It is, therefore, 
strongly recommended that an order be 
defined as: 
a signed contract to carry out construction 
work or, in the case of small builders and 
tradesmen who generally work more infor-
mally, a firm undertaking to carry out con-
struction work. 
Thus an order is not an invitation to tender 
nor a mere enquiry. ^ ) 
The value of orders corresponds to the 
definition of turnover: 
• all taxes on products have to be ex-
cluded. This applies also to VAT. 
• given rebates, discounts and other 
price reductions have to be deducted 
from the list prices. 
The reporting units should also take ac-
count of subsequent rises of quotations, 
subsequent price reductions and order can-
cellations by customers. Equivalent sums 
must be added to respectively deduced from 
the value of new orders in that month in 
which the changes of prices or orders occur. 
This implies that if cancellations are very 
high, new orders for a given month can be 
negative. 
Duplication which could result from the 
transfer of orders or parts of orders to sub-
contractors should be excluded. More pre-
cisely, care must be taken to ensure that 
the order values for firms participating in 
consortia are not reported twice. 
Architects' and consultants' fees as well as 
the site value are also to be excluded. 
The date of an order shall be the date of 
contract signing or, in the case of small 
operators, the date of entering into a firm 
undertaking to commence work. 
17) This definition of "orders" is equivalent to its 
definition in manufacturing. See Section B. 
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New orders correspond to all orders re-
ceived in the course of the reference period. 
5.2. Building Installation and 
Completion Work 
It is difficult to determine if small operators 
work really on orders as they have been ' 
defined above. Small enterprises are con-
centrated in the activities of building instal-
lation and completion. For this reason, the 
Regulation does not require the provision of 
data on new orders received for those enter-
prises which main activity is building instal-
lation and completion work (NACE Rev.l 
groups 45.3 and 45.4) 
Despite this dispensation, the point must be 
made that installation and completion work 
can comprise a high proportion, sometimes 
as much as 40% to 45%, of the total value 
of some complex modern buildings, e.g. 
hospitals and office blocks incorporating the 
latest electronic technology. 
In the future it will therefore be necessary to 
strive to include the value of installation and 
completion work both in the order data and 
in the value of turnover data. National Of-
fices not, as yet, collecting such data are 
urged to do so as soon as may be practica-
ble. 
In any event, for the purposes of transpar-
ency of data, it will be necessary for Na-
tional Offices to inform Eurostat of the cov-
erage of their order and turnover data as 
regards installation and completion work. 
5.3. Speculative and "Own 
Use" Building 
Working to such a definition of orders will 
provide a firm basis for the harmonisation of 
national series tracking the values of con-
struction orders strictly defined, i.e. orders 
emanating from building clients. As such, 
however, they will not provide a full measure 
of the up-coming workload of the industry 
nor of the resulting markets for building 
materials and components because they will 
not take into account speculative building 
carried out by contractors on their own 
account for future renting or sale nor 
buildings erected by contractors for their 
own use. Such projects are not initiated by 
an order from a client but as a result of 
internal management decisions within con-
tractors' organisations. 
To provide a meaningful measure of short 
term workload, value of orders series should 
include the values of such speculative and 
own-use projects. Thus, for the purposes of 
harmonisation, the definition of "orders" 
must be extended to include speculative and 
own-use building started by contractors. 
The problems of the valuation of such proj-
ects is dealt with later· *-°l At this point it will 
suffice to stress that, for the purpose of 
including their value in value of orders se-
ries, they shall be deemed to have been 
"ordered" on the date of commencement of 
work on site. 
Given that the values of speculative and 
own-use projects should be included in 
value of order series to this extent such 
series will be "mixed". They will include the 
values of buildings ordered by clients and of 
buildings started by contractors on their 
own initiative. This arises from the need for 
National Offices to produce the most mean-
ingful "order" data of the greatest practical 
value to statistics users. However, outside 
the context of speculative/own-use building 
where National Offices have no recourse 
other than to take the ordering of buildings 
as being coincident with the start of works, 
it must be stressed that generally speaking 
in normal building operations there are time 
18) See chapter 1.12 "Working Rules", above. 
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lags between the closing of orders and the 
commencement of work. 
5.4. Transitional Provision 
of Building Starts Data 
National Offices providing order series will 
do so in value terms at current and con-
stant prices. 
For five years, starting from the beginning of 
the first reference period of the Regulation 
the information on new orders may be ap-
proximated by an alternative leading indica-
tor which may be calculated from opinion 
business survey data. 
5.5. Type of index 
Index of orders should not only be provided 
in value terms, but also be presented in 
constant price terms which will entail Na-
tional Offices applying price deflators, de-
rived from the trend of contract prices, to 
order data collected initially in current price 
terms. However, as a means of assessing the 
industry's short to medium term workload, 
latest or current reporting period data is 
most useful in current price terms. 
Eurostat requires the provision of series 
tracking the values of new orders received 
during reporting periods, not of stocks of 
orders outstanding on the industry. Strictly 
speaking the latter provide a more accurate 
measure of the industry's up-coming work-
load, subject to the proviso that orders may 
be cancelled. Some National Offices already 
provide data on order stocks. 
under groups 45.1 and 45.2 of NACE Rev.l. 
This orders must be supplied for the follow-
ing level of detail: 
• building 
• civil engineering 
• whole construction industry 
However, as the European Union grows ever 
more closely to a unified economy, so the 
market forces leading to the specialisation of 
both building enterprises and the manufac-
turers supplying them will grow more power-
ful. It is from the point of view of this future 
perspective that the usefulness and value of 
statistical series providing more detailed 
insight into the industry's order books be-
comes apparent. We therefore recommend 
that National Statistical Offices consider the 
possibilities of publishing order series under 
the headings of the classification of con-
structions19 ' , to the two digit level as re-
gards new buildings, and civil engineering 
works. 
It will be evident that the argument re-
hearsed here leads us to recommend the 
disaggregation of turnover series along the 
same lines (see later, Turnover). 
5.7. Periodicity 
Given that some National Offices do not as 
yet produce orders series it seems more 
practical to call for quarterly provision at 
least during the early stages of the har-
monisation process. 
5.8. Industrial Future 
Prospects Surveys 
5.6. Level of detail 
The Regulation requires the provision of 
data on orders from enterprises classified 
The production of value of orders series to 
meet the requirements of the Regulation 
19) See Chapter II. 1 "Activity or type of con-
struction", above. 
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must necessarily entail the collection of 
appropriate quantitative information from 
the industry through sample surveys. It has 
been suggested that the reporting burden 
on the industry could be lightened if, in-
stead of being required to provide specific 
information on the values of orders received 
during a reporting period, companies were 
to be asked their views on their likely future 
workload in a more qualitative survey of 
the industry's prospects. Such surveys, 
directed to various industries and to indus-
try in general, are conducted in a number of 
countries by National Offices, trade associa-
tions and employers' organisations. How-
ever, although such surveys may provide 
indications of the industry's future workload 
they provide only indications. They cannot 
provide a measure, however imperfect, of 
future activity levels. In the final analysis 
they are surveys of opinion not of fact and 
produce political rather than statistical 
information. Such data is hardly compatible 
with value of orders series produced by 
National Offices pursuing quantitative en-
quiries through sample surveys. It is, in-
deed, arguable that, as companies are re-
quired to respond to questionnaire surveys 
in order to generate such qualitative data, 
their reporting burden would be compara-
tively only marginally increased by requiring 
them to produce quantitative order data 
given the greatly enhanced value of the 
resultant statistical product. 
mended that as a first step in the harmoni-
sation process national Offices should seek 
to provide orders series limited to new 
building and civil engineering, these being 
limited to the two series: 
• values of orders for new building 
• values of orders for new civil engi-
neering. 
with an overall index number series combin-
ing the two. 
A two step approach towards this is recom-
mended for those National Offices not as yet 
producing orders series, viz.: 
1) The collection of order data by enquiry 
from samples of large enterprises, 
2) Pilot studies to establish the practicali-
ties of collecting such data from small 
enterprises. 
However, it is for consideration whether the 
provision of order data to a more detailed 
breakdown by type of work and client might 
not be within the capabilities of National 
Offices and of greater value both to Union 
and national policy makers and to statistics 
users in the construction industry and its 
supplying industries generally. 
5.9. Recommendations 
It is clear that orders are the most useful 
leading indicator of forthcoming construc-
tion activity levels. It is imperative that Na-
tional Offices not as yet producing such 
series should seek to remedy this deficiency. 
It is generally recognised that orders for RMI 
work are more fugitive and difficult to track, 
particularly in the building sector, than 
orders for new work. It is therefore recom-
Do you now need explanations 
concerning classifications, scope of 
survey, confidentiality, reporting 
units, type of survey, data collec-
t ion, seasonal adjustment, quality 
control and data dissemination? 
These topics and several more are 
treated in part A. above. 
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VI . Labour Input Indicators 
1. Introduction 
In order to asses the most recent develop-
ments in the business cycle, the users of 
construction short term statistics need also 
information on the labour market as one of 
the input factors into the economic process. 
The following indicators are required by the 
Regulation: 
• Employment (persons employed) 
• Hours worked 
• Wages and salaries 
These three indicators have already been 
discussed in Section A: Industry, chapter 
VII "Indicators of Labour Input". The same 
definitions used in the manufacturing in-
dustry are applicable in the construction 
industry. In this section we will only com-
ment on those aspects that are specific to 
the construction industry. 
Characteristics of 
the variables 
have already been highlighted in chapter I. 
"General review". In order to have a real 
picture of the labour input in this sector of 
the economy the definitions of the variables 
applicable in the manufacturing industry 
should be amended according to the follow-
ing lines: 
The number of persons employed should 
comprise also: 
• those workers who are placed at the 
disposal of the inquiry unit by other 
enterprises for payment ("hired work-
ers"), as well as 
• the contract workers ("self employed") 
in those countries where this category of 
workers plays a not unimportant role 
(mainly in the United Kingdom and in 
Ireland). 
As a consequence, those Member States 
where "hired workers" and "self employed" 
workers are taken into account in the em-
ployment statistics should also include in 
the amount of "wages and salaries" and in 
the "hours worked" the payments paid to 
them or the hours worked by them. 
For the purposes of data to be presented to 
Eurostat only totals of all persons employed 
are to be provided with no distinction being 
made between white and blue collar workers 
The importance of small enterprises and 
self-employed tradesmen together with the 
characteristics of the construction industry 
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3. Periodicity 
Number of persons employed, hours worked 
and gross wages and salaries have to be 
collected and computed at least quarterly. 
A monthly frequency is though encouraged 
by Eurostat. This is already realized in sev-
eral Member States of the EC. 
4. Level of detail 
The data of labour input shall be supplied at 
the 2 digit level of the classification NACE 
Rev.l. The Regulation foresees pilot studies 
to study the practicality of collecting and 
compiling data broken down by building 
and civil engineering. 
Do you now need explanations 
concerning classifications, scope of 
survey, confidentiality, reporting 
units, type of survey, data collec-
t ion, seasonal adjustment, quality 
control and data dissemination? 
These topics and several more are 
treated in part A. above. 
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VIL Turnover 
1. Introduction 
This indicator is conceptually simple and is 
of great value in tracking the industry 
through the business cycle. There are a 
number of practical problems to be solved if 
harmonisation of its measurement is to be 
achieved across the Member States. 
Given that the industry fulfils the functions 
of erecting buildings and civil engineering 
structures and repairing, maintaining and 
improving them, and that these functions 
meet the needs of different markets, it is 
mandatory that the industry's output under 
these headings be measured separately, 
following the classification of constructions 
and activities set up in Chapter II "The 
classification problem", above. 
As a longer term objective the desirable 
breakdown of turnover data would be: 
• new residential building 
• new non-residential building 
• building transformation, maintenance 
and repair 
• new civil engineering work 
• civil engineering transformation, 
maintenance and repair 
The desirability of turnover series to this 
level of disaggregation has to be stressed as 
a long-term ideal. Meanwhile the purpose of 
this Manual is to provide guidance to Na-
tional Offices as to how harmonised data 
may be generated within the foreseeable 
future to provide useful turnover series, 
albeit at a level of disaggregation less than 
the ideal. 
There are three methods whereby turnover 
data may be generated or assessed: 
• direct collection of data 
• the use of taxation/value added returns 
• developments of building starts 
Direct collection of 
data 
Recent data on turnover can only be ob-
tained by direct enquiry of the industry 
through sample surveys. Such surveys en-
tail major effort on the part of National Of-
fices and it may be argued that, as high or 
complete response rates are not achievable, 
this effort is not justified. In the longer term 
this argument cannot be conceded. Slow 
and non-response is the perennial problem 
of all statistics gathering. If National Offices 
were to plead this argument as a reason, in 
principle, why sample surveying should not 
be considered, they must inevitably accept a 
status as merely the processors of informa-
tion gathered by other agencies and call into 
question their own raison d'être. National 
Offices have little option, therefore, but to 
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continue to work to contain the problem by 
initiating surveys, extending sample frames 
and continuing education of national indus­
tries. 
If, in the longer term, the slow/non-
response problem is to be contained within 
acceptable limits, (it will never be eradi­
cated), it should be possible for National 
Offices to collect value of output/turnover 
data to the five headings suggested above 
through direct enquiry. 
However, long-term objectives are one thing 
and short-term practicalities another. Na­
tional Offices which are presently unable to 
mount industry surveys or which find the 
problems of slow or non-response so great 
as to render their results useless, must seek 
other ways of generating turnover data. We 
suggest two possible alternative routes be­
low. 
Assuming, however, that the direct collec­
tion of data through industry surveys will be 
a practical route for some National Offices 
we must deal with the practical problems of 
the valuation of construction work. This is 
done in chapter III.9 "Working rules", of this 
manual. 
The Use of 
Taxation/Value 
Added Tax Returns 
Data on companies' and undertakings' 
turnovers, down to the level of self-employed 
tradesmen registered for Value Added Tax 
purposes, will be recorded by national tax 
authorities. In principle this should provide 
a more or less comprehensive source of 
turnover data provided it can be made 
available to National Statistical Offices in a 
form which permits of the identification of 
construction enterprises or is limited to 
such enterprises. 
Thus enterprises classified to NACE Rev.l 
Division 45 provide a universe of organisa­
tions primarily engaged in the construction 
industry and the use of this universe is 
recommended as a basis for generating data 
on construction industry turnover as a 
whole. Such a universe will not, however, 
provide the basis for the further differentia­
tion of turnover series into those distin­
guishing, for instance, building from civil 
engineering turnover unless National Offices 
employ some further sub-division of the 
NACE Class structure so as to identify 
building from civil engineering enterprises. 
The total turnover of construction enter­
prises during any period should equate, 
within certain limits, with the value of con­
struction output. Thus, in principle, this 
route should lead to a viable measurement 
of output that avoids double counting 
(works made in collaboration, consor­
tium ). It has some shortcomings, how­
ever, which we see as follows: 
i) Assuming that it is possible for the tax 
authorities to identify all tax-paying or 
registered undertakings whose principal 
activities are in the construction indus­
try and to provide their turnover data, 
this will be total turnover irrespective of 
whether it arises from construction or 
other activities. Thus, to some extent, it 
will probably overstate the industry's 
turnover. However, from a practical 
point of view, the volume of work related 
to secondary activities, done by under­
takings classified in the construction 
sector is not significant. 
ii) Given that it will be total turnovers that 
will be reported, it will not be possible to 
distinguish between turnovers generated 
in the different market sectors served by 
the industry. 
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iii) Turnover data from this source must 
inevitably be of an historical nature. De-
pending on their working methods, 
some national tax authorities may be 
able to provide data on a quarterly ba-
sis. It is more likely to be made available 
for a recent past calendar or financial 
year. 
This method will provide data on recent 
reporting periods, and not on current report-
ing periods. 
As we have noted, this method has not, as 
yet, been extended in Finland to cover civil 
engineering output. The difficulties pre-
sented by the untypicality of civil engineer-
ing structures are clearly great. In practice 
the use of some form of concrete placed or 
used proxy appears to be the only way for-
ward in this sector if direct measurement 
through industry sample surveys is pre-
cluded. 
4 .1 . Commentary 
4. The Development of 
Building Starts Data 
Where data on building starts is available, 
either the building authorization and in-
spection process as in Finland or by other 
means, it should be possible to project the 
likely turnover resulting from 
these starts. As we have noted 
(vs.) the Finnish method is ac-
tually a method for assessing 
the value of building output. 
As we have seen, National Of-
fices pursuing this method will 
have to develop data on building 
cost or value per square or cu-
bic metre for a range of "typical" buildings 
and for different sizes of buildings. 
Ideally the method should be based on peri-
odical inspections and reports of building 
progress. If data were also to be developed of 
average time lags during the building proc-
ess then, in theory, the periodical inspection 
reports on actual buildings would not be 
necessary. However, in practice, this would 
add a further dimension of possible error to 
the resultant output assessments. 
Do you now need explanations 
concerning classifications, scope of 
survey, confidentiality, reporting 
units, type of survey, data collec-
t ion, seasonal adjustment, quality 
control and data dissemination? 
These topics and several more are 
treated in part A. above. 
The route through building starts and prog-
ress reports will provide reasonably accurate 
assessments of building sector output and 
hence turnover for current reporting peri-
ods. However, this method will require the 
establishment of quite sizeable databases of 
typical building prices, and possibly time 
lags, for a wide range of building types and 
sizes. Further, to date, this method has not 
been developed in practice to provide meas-
urement in the civil 
engineering sector and, 
clearly, significant 
research into the 
measurement and 
costing of civil engi-
neering projects will be 
necessary before it can 
be. Finally the use of 
this method presup-
poses the existence of 
sophisticated and reliable building authori-
zation and inspection procedures. 
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ANNEX I: 
Main Industr ia l Groupings (M IG) 
ΗΗΜΙΒΗΒΗ 
1. Definition 
The five main industrial groupings (MIG) are defined at the 
4-digit level of NACE Rev. 1. 
For the calculations used when the 4-digit level is not avail­
able for a given variable in a Member State, see page 176 ff 
Energy related activities 
Code Description 
10.10 Mining and agglomeration of hard coal 
10.20 Mining and agglomeration of lignite 
10.30 Extraction and agglomeration of peat 
11.10 Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas 
11.20 Service activities incidental to oil and gas extraction excluding surveying 
12.00 Mining of uranium and thorium ores 
23.10 Manufacture of coke oven products 
23.20 Manufacture of refined petroleum products 
23.30 Processing of nuclear fuel 
40.10 Production and distribution of electricity 
40.20 Manufacture of gas; distribution of gaseous fuels through mains 
40.30 Steam and hot water supply 
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Intermediate goods industries (except energy) 
Code Description 
13.10 Mining of iron ores 
13.20 Mining of non-ferrous metal ores, except uranium and thorium ores 
14.11 Quarrying of stone for construction 
14.12 Quarrying of limestone, gypsum and chalk 
14.13 Quarrying of slate 
14.21 Operation of gravel and sand pits 
14.22 Mining of clays and kaolin 
14.30 Mining of chemical and fertilizer minerals 
14.40 Production of salt 
14.50 Other mining and quarrying n.e.c. 
15.41 Manufacture of crude oils and fats 
15.61 Manufacture of grain mill products 
15.62 Manufacture of starches and starch products 
15.71 Manufacture of prepared feeds for farm animals 
15.92 Production of ethyl alcohol from fermented materials 
15.97 Manufacture of malt 
17.11 Preparation and spinning of cotton-type fibres 
17.12 Preparation and spinning of woollen-type fibres 
17.13 Preparation and spinning of worsted-type fibres 
17.14 Preparation and spinning of flax-type fibres 
17.15 Throwing and preparation of silk 
17.16 Manufacture of sewing threads 
17.17 Preparation and spinning of other textile fibres 
17.21 Cotton-type weaving 
17.22 Woollen-type weaving 
17.23 Worsted-type weaving 
17.24 Silk-type weaving 
17.25 Other textile weaving 
17.30 Finishing of textiles 
17.52 Manufacture of cordage, rope, twine and netting 
20.10 Sawmilling and planing of wood, impregnation of wood 
20.20 Manufacture of veneer sheets; manufacture of plywood, laminboard, etc. 
20.30 Manufacture of builders' carpentry and joinery 
20.40 Manufacture of wooden containers 
20.51 Manufacture of other products of wood 
20.52 Manufacture of articles of cork, straw and plaiting materials 
21.11 Manufacture of pulp 
21.12 Manufacture of paper and paperboard 
21.21 Manufacture of corrugated paper, paperboard and of containers of paper 
21.23 Manufacture of paper stationery 
21.24 Manufacture of wallpaper 
21.25 Manufacture of other articles of paper and paperboard n.e.c. 
22.24 Composition and plate-making 
22.25 Other activities related to printing 
22.33 Reproduction of computer media 
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Code Description 
24.11 Manufacture of industrial gases 
24.12 Manufacture of dyes and pigments 
24.13 Manufacture of other inorganic basic chemicals 
24.14 Manufacture of other organic basic chemicals 
24.15 Manufacture of fertilizers and nitrogen compounds 
24.16 Manufacture of plastics in primary forms 
24.17 Manufacture of synthetic rubber in primary forms 
24.20 Manufacture of pesticides and other agro-chemical products 
24.30 Manufacture of paints, varnishes and similar coatings, printing ink and mastics 
24.41 Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products 
24.61 Manufacture of explosives 
24.62 Manufacture of glues and gelatines 
24.63 Manufacture of essential oils 
24.64 Manufacture of photographic chemical material 
24.66 Manufacture of other chemical products n.e.c. 
24.70 Manufacture of man-made fibres 
25.11 Manufacture of rubber tyres and tubes 
25.12 Retreading and rebuilding of rubber tyres 
25.13 Manufacture of other rubber products 
25.21 Manufacture of plastic plates, sheets, tubes and profiles 
25.22 Manufacture of plastic packing goods 
25.23 Manufacture of builders' ware of plastic 
25.24 Manufacture of other plastic products 
26.11 Manufacture of flat glass 
26.12 Shaping and processing of flat glass 
26.13 Manufacture of hollow glass 
26.14 Manufacture of glass fibres 
26.15 Manufacture and processing of other glass including technical glassware 
26.22 Manufacture of ceramic sanitary fixtures 
26.23 Manufacture of ceramic insulators and insulating fittings 
26.24 Manufacture of other technical ceramic products 
26.25 Manufacture of other ceramic products 
26.26 Manufacture of refractory ceramic products 
26.30 Manufacture of ceramic tiles and flags 
26.40 Manufacture of bricks, tiles and construction products, in baked clay 
26.51 Manufacture of cement 
26.52 Manufacture of lime 
26.53 Manufacture of plaster 
26.61 Manufacture of concrete products for construction purposes 
26.62 Manufacture of plaster products for construction purposes 
26.63 Manufacture of ready-mixed concrete 
26.64 Manufacture of mortars 
26.65 Manufacture of fibre cement 
26.66 Manufacture of other articles of concrete, plaster and cement 
26.70 Cutting, shaping and finishing of stone 
26.81 Production of abrasive products 
26.82 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products n.e.c. 
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Code Description 
27.10 Manufacture of basic iron and steel and of ferro-alloys (ECSC) 
27.21 Manufacture of cast iron tubes 
27.22 Manufacture of steel tubes 
27.31 Cold drawing 
27.32 Cold rolling of narrow strips 
27.33 Cold forming or folding 
27.34 Wire drawing 
27.35 Other first processing of iron and steel n.e.c; production of non-ECSC* ferro-alloys 
27.41 Precious metals production 
27.42 Aluminium production 
27.43 Lead, zinc and tin production 
27.44 Copper production 
27.45 Other non-ferrous metal production 
27.51 Casting of iron 
27.52 Casting of steel 
27.53 Casting of light metals 
27.54 Casting of other non-ferrous metals 
28.40 Forging, pressing, stamping and roll forming of metal; powder metallurgy 
28.51 Treatment and coating of metals 
28.52 General mechanical engineering 
28.63 Manufacture of locks and hinges 
28.72 Manufacture of light metal packaging 
28.73 Manufacture of wire products 
28.74 Manufacture of fasteners, screw machine products, chain and springs 
28.75 Manufacture of other fabricated metal products, n.e.c. 
31.20 Manufacture of electricity distribution and control apparatus 
31.30 Manufacture of insulated wire and cable 
31.40 Manufacture of accumulators, primary cells and primary batteries 
31.50 Manufacture of lighting equipment and electric lamps 
31.61 Manufacture of electrical equipment for engines and vehicles n.e.c. 
31.62 Manufacture of other electrical equipment n.e.c. 
32.10 Manufacture of electronic valves and tubes and other electronic components 
34.30 Manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and their engines 
37.10 Recycling of metal waste and scrap 
37.20 Recycling of non-metal waste and scrap 
Capital goods industry 
Code Description 
28.11 Manufacture of metal structures and parts of structures 
28.12 Manufacture of builders' carpentry and joinery of metal 
28.21 Manufacture of tanks, reservoirs and containers of metal 
28.22 Manufacture of central heating radiators and boilers 
28.30 Manufacture of steam generators, except central heating hot water boilers 
28.62 Manufacture of tools 
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Code Description 
28.71 Manufacture of steel drums and similar containers 
29.11 Manufacture of engines and turbines, except aircraft, vehicle and cycle engines 
29.12 Manufacture of pumps and compressors 
29.13 Manufacture of taps and valves 
29.14 Manufacture of bearings, gears, gearing and driving elements 
29.21 Manufacture of furnaces and furnace burners 
29.22 Manufacture of lifting and handling equipment 
29.23 Manufacture of non-domestic cooling and ventilation equipment 
29.24 Manufacture of other general purpose machinery n.e.c. 
29.31 Manufacture of agricultural tractors 
29.32 Manufacture of other agricultural and forestry machinery 
29.40 Manufacture of machine-tools 
29.51 Manufacture of machinery for metallurgy 
29.52 Manufacture of machinery for mining, quarrying and construction 
29.53 Manufacture of machinery for food, beverage and tobacco processing 
29.54 Manufacture of machinery for textile, apparel and leather production 
29.55 Manufacture of machinery for paper and paperboard production 
29.56 Manufacture of other special purpose machinery n.e.c. 
29.60 Manufacture of weapons and ammunition 
30.01 Manufacture of office machinery 
30.02 Manufacture of computers and other information processing equipment 
31.10 Manufacture of electric motors, generators and transformers 
32.20 Manufacture of televisions and radios 
33.10 Manufacture of medical and surgical equipment and orthopaedic appliances 
33.20 Manufacture of instruments for measuring, checking, testing, navigating etc. 
33.30 Manufacture of industrial process control equipment 
34.10 Manufacture of motor vehicles 
34.20 Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; manufacture of trailers 
35.11 Building and repairing of ships 
35.20 Manufacture of railway and tramway locomotives and rolling stock 
35.30 Manufacture of aircraft and spacecraft 
36.12 Manufacture of other office and shop furniture 
Durable consumer goods industry 
Code Description 
29.71 Manufacture of electric domestic appliances 
29.72 Manufacture of non-electric domestic appliances 
32.30 Manufacture of television and radio receivers, sound or video recording etc. 
33.40 Manufacture of optical instruments and photographic equipment 
33.50 Manufacture of watches and clocks 
(34.1 b Manufacture of privately used motor vehicles) 
35.12 Building and repairing of pleasure and sporting boats 
35.41 Manufacture of motorcycles 
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Code Description 
35.42 Manufacture of bicycles 
35.43 Manufacture of invalid carriages 
35.50 Manufacture of other transport equipment n.e.c. 
36.11 Manufacture of chairs and seats 
36.13 Manufacture of other kitchen furniture 
36.14 Manufacture of other furniture 
36.15 Manufacture of mattresses 
36.21 Striking of coins and medals 
36.22 Manufacture of jewellery and related articles n.e.c. 
36.30 Manufacture of musical instruments 
Non-durable consumer goods industry 
Code Description 
15.11 Production and preserving of meat 
15.12 Production and preserving of poultry meat 
15.13 Production of meat and poultry meat products 
15.20 Processing and preserving offish and fish products 
15.31 Processing and preserving of potatoes 
15.32 Manufacture of fruit and vegetable juice 
15.33 Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables n.e.c. 
15.42 Manufacture of refined oils and fats 
15.43 Manufacture of margarine and similar edible fats 
15.51 Operation of dairies and cheese making 
15.52 Manufacture of ice cream 
15.72 Manufacture of prepared pet foods 
15.81 Manufacture of bread; manufacture of fresh pastry goods and cakes 
15.82 Manufacture of biscuits, manufacture of preserved pastry goods and cakes 
15.83 Manufacture of sugar 
15.84 Manufacture of cocoa; chocolate and sugar confectionery 
15.85 Manufacture of macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar farinaceous products 
15.86 Processing of tea and coffee 
15.87 Manufacture of condiments and seasonings 
15.88 Manufacture of homogenised food preparations and dietetic food 
15.89 Manufacture of other food products n.e.c. 
15.91 Manufacture of distilled potable alcoholic beverages 
15.93 Manufacture of wines 
15.94 Manufacture of cider and other fruit wines 
15.95 Manufacture of other non-distilled fermented beverages 
15.96 Manufacture of beer 
15.98 Production of mineral waters and soft drinks 
16.00 Manufacture of tobacco products 
17.40 Manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel 
17.51 Manufacture of carpets and rugs 
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Code Description 
17.53 Manufacture of nonwovens and articles made from nonwovens, except apparel 
17.54 Manufacture of other textiles n.e.c. 
17.60 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics 
17.71 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted hosiery 
17.72 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted pullovers, cardigans and similar articles 
18.10 Manufacture of leather clothes 
18.21 Manufactureof wor kwear 
18.22 Manufacture of other outerwear 
18.23 Manufacture of underwear 
18.24 Manufacture of other wearing apparel and accessories n.e.c. 
18.30 Dressing and dyeing of fur; manufacture of articles of fur 
19.10 Tanning and dressing of leather 
19.20 Manufacture of luggage, handbags and the like, saddlery and harness 
19.30 Manufacture of footwear 
21.22 Manufacture of household and sanitary goods and of toilet requisites 
22.11 Publishing of books 
22.12 Publishing of newspapers 
22.13 Publishing of journals and periodicals 
22.14 Publishing of sound recordings 
22.15 Other publishing 
22.21 Printing of newspapers 
22.22 Printing n.e.c. 
22.23 Bookbinding and finishing 
22.31 Reproduction of sound recording 
22.32 Reproduction of video recording 
24.42 Manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations 
24.51 Manufacture of soap and detergents, cleaning and polishing preparations 
24.52 Manufacture of perfumes and toilet preparations 
24.65 Manufacture of prepared unrecorded media 
26.21 Manufacture of ceramic household and ornamental articles 
28.61 Manufacture of cutlery 
36.40 Manufacture of sports goods 
36.50 Manufacture of games and toys 
36.61 Manufacture of imitation jewellery 
36.62 Manufacture of brooms and brushes 
36.63 Other manufacturing n.e.c. 
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2. Approximations 
If the 4-digit level of NACE Rev. 1 is not available, the Na­
tional Statistical Office must indicate into which of the five 
MIG the 3-digit (or eventually even 2-digit) information is 
added. In most cases this will follow the table (suggestions) 
below. In all cases Eurostat should be informed of the 
choices made in order to assure transparency. 
Explanation of the appreviations: 
AE 
AI 
Β 
CD 
CN 
Energy related industries 
Intermediate goods industries (except energy) 
Capital goods industries 
Durable consumer goods industries 
Non-durable consumer goods industries 
4 digit 
10.10 AE 
10.20 AE 
10.30 AE 
11.10 AE 
11.20 AE 
12.00 AE 
13.10 Al 
13.20 Al 
14.11 Al 
14.12 Al 
14.13 Al 
14.21 Al 
14.22 Al 
14.30 Al 
14.40 Al 
14.50 Al 
15.11 CN 
15.12 CN 
15.13 CN 
15.20 CN 
15.31 CN 
15.32 CN 
15.33 CN 
3 digit 
10.1 AE 
10.2 AE 
10.3 AE 
11.1 AE 
11.2 AE 
12.0 AE 
13.1 Al 
13.2 Al 
14.1 Al 
14.2 Al 
14.3 Al 
14.4 Al 
14.5 Al 
15.1 CN 
15.2 CN 
15.3 CN 
2 digit 
10 AE 
11 AE 
12 AE 
13 Al 
14 Al 
Al 
15 CN 
4 digit 
15.41 Al 
15.42 CN 
15.43 CN 
15.51 CN 
15.52 CN 
15.61 Al 
15.62 Al 
15.71 Al 
15.72 CN 
15.81 CN 
15.82 CN 
15.83 CN 
15.84 CN 
15.85 CN 
15.86 CN 
15.87 CN 
15.88 CN 
15.89 CN 
15.91 CN 
15.92 Al 
15.93 CN 
15.94 CN 
15.95 CN 
3 digit 
15.4 CN 
15.5 CN 
15.6 Al 
15.7 Al 
15.8 CN 
15.9 CN 
2 digit 
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4 digit 
15.96 
15.97 
15.98 
16.00 
17.11 
17.12 
17.13 
17.14 
17.15 
17.16 
17.17 
17.21 
17.22 
17.23 
17.24 
17.25 
17.30 
17.40 
17.51 
17.52 
17.53 
17.54 
17.60 
17.71 
17.72 
18.10 
18.21 
18.22 
18.23 
18.24 
18.30 
19.10 
19.20 
19.30 
20.10 
20.20 
20.30 
20.40 
20.51 
20.52 
21.11 
21.12 
21.21 
21.22 
21.23 
21.24 
21.25 
CN 
Al 
CN 
CN 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
CN 
CN 
Al 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
CN 
Al 
Al 
Al 
3 digit 
16.0 
17.1 
17.2 
17.3 
17.4 
17.5 
17.6 
17.7 
18.1 
18.2 
18.3 
19.1 
19.2 
19.3 
20.1 
20.2 
20.3 
20.4 
20.5 
21.1 
21.2 
CN 
Al 
Al 
Al 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
Al 
2 digit 
16 CN 
17 A l? 
18 CN 
19 CN 
20 Al 
21 Al 
4 digit 
22.11 CN 
22.12 CN 
22.13 CN 
22.14 CN 
22.15 CN 
22.21 CN 
22.22 CN 
22.23 CN 
22.24 Al 
22.25 Al 
22.31 CN 
22.32 CN 
22.33 Al 
23.10 AE 
23.20 AE 
23.30 AE 
24.11 Al 
24.12 Al 
24.13 Al 
24.14 Al 
24.15 Al 
24.16 Al 
24.17 Al 
24.20 Al 
24.30 Al 
24.41 Al 
24.42 CN 
24.51 CN 
24.52 CN 
24.61 Al 
24.62 Al 
24.63 Al 
24.64 Al 
24.65 CN 
24.66 Al 
24.70 Al 
25.11 Al 
25.12 Al 
25.13 Al 
25.21 Al 
25.22 Al 
25.23 Al 
25.24 Al 
26.11 Al 
26.12 Al 
26.13 Al 
26.14 Al 
3 digit 
22.1 CN 
22.2 CN 
22.3 CN 
23.1 AE 
23.2 AE 
23.3 AE 
24.1 Al 
24.2 Al 
24.3 Al 
24.4 Al 
24.5 CN 
24.6 Al 
24.7 Al 
25.1 Al 
25.2 Al 
26.1 Al 
2 digit 
22 CN 
23 AE 
24 Al 
I 
25 Al 
26 Al 
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26.15 Al 
26.21 CN 
26.22 Al 
26.23 Al 
26.24 Al 
26.25 Al 
26.26 Al 
26.30 Al 
26.40 Al 
26.51 Al 
26.52 Al 
26.53 Al 
26.61 Al 
26.62 Al 
26.63 Al 
26.64 Al 
26.65 Al 
26.66 Al 
26.70 Al 
26.81 Al 
26.82 Al 
27.10 Al 
27.21 Al 
27.22 Al 
27.31 Al 
27.32 Al 
27.33 Al 
27.34 Al 
27.35 Al 
27.41 Al 
27.42 Al 
27.43 Al 
27.44 Al 
27.45 Al 
27.51 Al 
27.52 Al 
27.53 Al 
27.54 Al 
28.11 Β 
28.12 Β 
28.21 Β 
28.22 Β 
28.30 Β 
28.40 ΑΙ 
28.51 ΑΙ 
28.52 ΑΙ 
28.61 CN 
3 digit 
26.2 ΑΙ 
26.3 ΑΙ 
26.4 ΑΙ 
26.5 ΑΙ 
26.6 ΑΙ 
26.7 ΑΙ 
26.8 ΑΙ 
27.1 ΑΙ 
27.2 ΑΙ 
27.3 ΑΙ 
27.4 ΑΙ 
27.5 ΑΙ 
28.1 Β 
28.2 Β 
28.3 Β 
28.4 ΑΙ 
28.5 ΑΙ 
28.6 Β ? 
2 digit 
27 ΑΙ 
-
28 Β? 
4 digit 
28.62 
28.63 
28.71 
28.72 
28.73 
28.74 
28.75 
29.11 
29.12 
29.13 
29.14 
29.21 
29.22 
29.23 
29.24 
29.31 
29.32 
29.40 
29.51 
29.52 
29.53 
29.54 
29.55 
29.56 
29.60 
29.71 
29.72 
30.01 
30.02 
31.10 
31.20 
31.30 
31.40 
31.50 
31.61 
31.62 
32.10 
32.20 
32.30 
33.10 
33.20 
33.30 
33.40 
33.50 
34.1 
34.20 
34.30 
Β 
ΑΙ 
Β 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
CD 
CD 
Β 
Β 
Β 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
Β 
CD 
Β 
Β 
Β 
CD 
CD 
Β 
Β 
ΑΙ 
3 digit 
28.7 
29.1 
29.2 
29.3 
29.4 
29.5 
29.6 
29.7 
30.0 
31.1 
31.2 
31.3 
31.4 
31.5 
31.6 
32.1 
32.2 
32.3 
33.1 
33.2 
33.3 
33.4 
33.5 
34.1 
34.2 
34.3 
ΑΙ 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
Β 
CD 
Β 
Β 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
ΑΙ 
Β 
CD 
Β 
Β 
Β 
CD 
CD 
Β 
Β 
ΑΙ 
2 digit 
29 Β 
30 Β 
31 ΑΙ 
32 CD? 
33 Β? 
34 Β 
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4 digit 
35.11 Β 
35.12 CD 
35.20 Β 
35.30 Β 
35.41 CD 
35.42 CD 
35.43 CD 
35.50 CD 
36.11 CD 
36.12 Β 
36.13 CD 
36.14 CD 
36.15 CD 
36.21 CD 
36.22 CD 
36.30 CD 
36.40 CN 
36.50 CN 
36.61 CN 
36.62 CN 
36.63 CN 
37.10 Al 
37.20 Al 
40.10 AE 
40.20 AE 
40.30 AE 
41.00 
3 digit 
35.1 Β 
35.2 Β 
35.3 Β 
35.4 CD 
35.5 CD 
36.1 CD 
36.2 CD 
36.3 CD 
36.4 CN 
36.5 CN 
36.6 CN 
37.1 Al 
37.2 
40.1 AE 
40.2 
40.3 
41.0 
2 digit 
35 Β 
36 CD 
37 Al 
40 AE 
41 
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ANNEX II 
Recommendat ions for the choice of 
basic in format ion 
concerning the production index 
The following table shows which kind of basic information is applicable to calculate branch 
specific production indices of good quality. In some cases more than one possibilities may 
supply a good base and the statistical offices have to decide then which kind of information 
can be collected most easily from the units. 
In certain activities having a very heterogenous structure it may be reasonable to observe 
more than one basic information e.g. deflated product values and the physical output 
quantities or turnover and hours worked (hw). 
The table shows in principle the recommended basic information at the 4-digit level of NACE 
Rev. 1. If in a given NACE division or group (2- or 3-digit level) all activities (classes) should be 
treated the same way, only the aggregated level is indicated (in bold italic). 
Activity 
10.10 
10.20 
10.30 
11.11 
11.20 
12.00 
13.10 
13.20 
14.11 
14.12 
14.13 
Description 
Mining, aggi, of hard coal 
Mining, aggi, of lignite 
Extraction, aggi, of peat 
Extraction of crude petroleum & nat. gas 
Service incidental to oil, gas 
Mining of uranium, thorium ores 
Mining of iron ores 
Mining of non-ferrous metal ores 
Quarrying of stone for construction 
Quarrying of limestone, gypsum, chalk 
Quarrying of slate 
Input 
hw 
Physical 
Output 
·/ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Deflated 
Products 
Turn-
over 
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Activity 
14.21 
14.22 
14.30 
14.40 
14.50 
15 
16.00 
17.11 
17.12 
17.13 
17.14 
17.15 
17.16 
17.17 
17.21 
17.22 
17.23 
17.24 
17.25 
17.30 
17.40 
17.51 
17.52 
17.53 
17.54 
17.60 
17.71 
17.72 
17.75 
18 
19.10 
19.20 
19.30 
20.10 
20.20 
20.30 
20.40 
20.51 
20.52 
Description 
Operation of gravel and sand pits 
Mining of clays, kaolin 
Mining of chemical, fertilizer minerals 
Production of salt 
Other mining, quarrying n.e.c. 
Manufacture of food products and bev­
erages 
Tobacco products 
Prep., spinning of cotton­type fibres 
Prep., spinning of woollen­type fibres 
Prep., spinning of worsted­type fibres 
Prep., spinning of flax­type fibres 
Throwing, preparation of silk 
Sewing threads 
Other preparation of textile fibres 
Cotton­type weaving 
Woollen­type weaving 
Worsted­type weaving 
Silk­type weaving 
Other textile weaving 
Finishing of textiles 
Made­up textile articles 
Carpets, rugs 
Cordage, rope, twine, netting 
Nonwovens, articles of nonwovens 
Other textiles, n.e.c. 
Knitted, crocheted fabrics 
Knitted, crocheted hosiery 
Knitted, crocheted pullovers, cardigans etc 
Other knitted, crocheted articles 
Manufacture of wearing apparel; dress­
ing and dyeing of fur 
Tanning, dressing of leather 
Luggage, handbags, saddlery, harness 
Footwear 
Sawmilling, impregnation of wood 
Veneer sheets, plywood etc. 
Builders' carpentry, joinery 
Wooden containers 
Other products of wood 
Articles of cork, straw, plaiting 
Input Physical 
Output 
• 
■/ 
• 
• 
• 
■/ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
V 
• 
• 
• 
V 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
V 
V 
• 
• 
Deflated 
Products 
• 
V 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Turn­
over 
• 
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21.11 
21.12 
21.21 
21.22 
21.23 
21.24 
21.25 
22.1 
22.21 
22.22 
22.23 
22.24 
22.25 
22.31 
22.32 
22.33 
23.10 
23.20 
23.30 
24.1 
24.20 
24.30 
24.41 
24.42 
24.51 
24.52 
24.61 
24.62 
24.63 
24.64 
24.65 
24.66 
24.70 
25.11 
25.12 
25.13 
25.21 
25.22 
25.23 
25.24 
26.11 
Description 
Pulp 
Paper, paperboard 
Corrugated paper, paperboard 
Household, sanitary goods 
Paper stationery 
Wallpaper 
Other articles of paper 
Publishing 
Printing of newspapers 
Printing n.e.c. 
Bookbinding and finishing 
Reproduction and composing 
Other activities related to printing 
Reproduction of sound recording 
Reproduction of video recording 
Reproduction of computer media 
Coke oven products 
Refined petroleum products 
Processing of nuclear fuel 
Manufacture of basic chemicals 
Pesticides 
Paints, varnishes, printing ink etc. 
Basic pharmaceutical products 
Pharmaceutical preparations 
Soap, detergents, cleaning prep. 
Perfumes, toilet preparations 
Explosives 
Glues, gelatine 
Essential oils 
Photographic chemical material 
Prepared unrecorded media 
Other chemical products n.e.c. 
Man­made fibres 
Rubber tyres, tubes 
Retreading, rebuilding of rubber tyres 
Other rubber products 
Plastic plates, sheets, tubes, profiles 
Plastic packing goods 
Builders' ware of plastic 
Other plastic products 
Flat glass 
Input 
• 
■/ 
Physical 
Output 
• 
• 
• 
V 
• 
• 
V 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·/ 
■/ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
V 
■/ 
·/ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·/ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·/ 
• 
V 
Deflated 
Products 
• 
■/ 
• 
·/ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
■/ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Turn­
over 
• 
• 
■/ 
■/ 
• 
■/ 
■/ 
·/ 
■/ 
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26.12 
26.13 
26.14 
26.15 
26.21 
26.22 
26.23 
26.24 
26.25 
26.26 
26.30 
26.40 
26.51 
26.52 
26.53 
26.61 
26.62 
26.63 
26.64 
26.65 
26.66 
26.70 
26.81 
26.82 
27 
28.11 
28.12 
28.21 
28.22 
28.30 
28.40 
28.51 
28.52 
28.61 
28.62 
28.63 
28.64 
28.71 
28.72 
28.73 
28.74 
Description 
Shaping, processing of flat glass 
Hollow glass 
Glass fibres 
Other glass incl. technical glassware 
Ceramic household, ornamental articles 
Ceramic sanitary fixtures 
Ceramic insulators, insulating fittings 
Other technical ceramic products 
Other ceramic products 
Refractory ceramic products 
Ceramic tiles, flags 
Bricks, tiles, in baked clay 
Cement 
Lime 
Plaster 
Concrete products for construction 
Plaster products for construction 
Ready­mixed concrete 
Mortars 
Fibre cement 
Other articles of concrete, plaster 
Cutting, shaping, finishing of stone 
Production of abrasive products 
Other non­metallic mineral products 
Manufacture of basic metals 
Metal structures, parts of structures 
Builders' carpentry, joinery of metal 
Tanks, reservoirs, containers of metal 
Central heating radiators, boilers 
Steam generators 
Forging,pressing,stamping,roll forming 
Treatment, coating of metals 
Mechanical engin, on a contract basis 
Cutlery 
Tools 
Locks, hinges 
Other domestic hardware 
Steel drums, similar containers 
Light metal packaging 
Wire products 
Fasteners, screw machine products 
Input 
• 
hw 
·/ 
Physical 
Output 
■/ 
·/ 
y 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·/ 
V 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
■/ 
Deflated 
Products 
• 
■/ 
• 
• 
• 
·/ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Turn­
over 
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Activity 
28.75 
29.11 
29.12 
29.13 
29.14 
29.21 
29.22 
29.23 
29.24 
29.31 
29.32 
29.40 
29.51 
29.52 
29.53 
29.54 
29.55 
29.56 
29.60 
29.71 
29.72 
30.01 
30.02 
31.10 
31.20 
31.30 
31.40 
31.50 
31.61 
31.62 
32.10 
32.20 
32.30 
33.10 
33.20 
33.30 
33.40 
33.50 
34.10 
34.20 
34.30 
Description 
Other fabricated metal products 
Engines and turbines 
Pumps and compressors 
Taps and valves 
Bearings, gears, gearing elements 
Furnaces, furnace burners 
Lifting, handling equipment 
Non­domestic cooling equipment 
Other general purpose machinery 
Agricultural tractors 
Other agricultural machinery 
Machine­tools 
Machinery for metallurgy 
Machinery for mining, quarrying 
Machinery for food processing 
Machinery for textile, leather prod. 
Machinery for paper, paperboard prod. 
Other special purpose machinery 
Weapons and ammunition 
Electric domestic appliances 
Non­electric domestic appliances 
Office machinery 
Computers 
Electric motors, transformers 
Electricity distrib. & control apparatus 
Insulated wire and cable 
Accumulators, primary cells, batteries 
Lighting equipment, electric lamps 
Electrical equipment for engines 
Other electrical equipment 
Electronic valves, tubes 
Television, radios transmitters 
Television, radio receivers, video mach. 
Medical, surgical equipment 
Instrum. for measuring, checking, test. 
Industrial process control equipment 
Optical instruments, photogr. equipment 
Watches, clocks 
Motor vehicles 
Bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles 
Parts, accessories for motor vehicles 
Input 
hw 
hw 
hw 
hw 
Physical 
Output 
·/ 
• 
• 
V 
• 
• 
V 
hw 
V 
s 
• 
• 
• 
■/ 
• 
• 
Deflated 
Products 
• 
■/ 
■/ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
V 
• 
• 
·/ 
■/ 
ν 
·/ 
■/ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
V 
• 
• 
• 
Turn­
over 
y 
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35.11 
35.12 
35.20 
35.30 
35.41 
35.42 
35.43 
35.50 
36.11 
36.12 
36.13 
36.14 
36.15 
36.21 
36.22 
36.30 
36.40 
36.50 
36.61 
36.62 
36.63 
37.10 
37.20 
40.10 
40.20 
40.30 
41.00 
Description 
Building, repairing of ships 
Building, repairing of pleasure boats 
Railway, tramway locomotives 
Aircraft, spacecraft 
Motorcycles 
Bicycles 
Invalid carriages 
Other transport equipment 
Chairs and seats 
Other office and shop furniture 
Other kitchen furniture 
Other furniture 
Mattresses 
Striking of coins, medals 
Jewellery, related articles 
Musical instruments 
Sports goods 
Games, toys 
Imitation jewellery 
Brooms, brushes 
Other manufacturing n.e.c. 
Recycling of metal waste, scrap 
Recycling of non-metal waste, scrap 
Production, distrib. of electricity 
Gas; distribution of gas 
Steam, hot water supply 
Collection, distribution of water 
Input 
hw 
hw 
hw 
hw 
Physical 
Output 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Deflated 
Products 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Turn-
over 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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ANNEX III 
Class i f i ca t ion of Types of 
Construct ions (CC) 
1 
11 
111 
112 
113 
12 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
1110 
1121 
1122 
1130 
1211 
1212 
1220 
1230 
1241 
1242 
1251 
1252 
1261 
1262 
1263 
1264 
1265 
1271 
1272 
1273 
1274 
BUILDINGS 
Residential buildings 
One-dwelling buildings 
One-dwelling buildings 
Two- and more dwelling buildings 
Two-dwelling buildings 
Three- and more dwelling buildings 
Residences for communities 
Residences for communities 
Non-residential buildings 
Hotels and similar buildings 
Hotel buildings 
Other short-stay accommodation buildings 
Office buildings 
Office buildings 
Wholesale and retail trade buildings 
Wholesale and retail trade buildings 
Traffic and communication buildings 
Communication buildings, stations, terminals and associated buildings 
Garage buildings 
Industrial buildings and warehouses 
Industrial buildings 
Reservoirs, silos and warehouses 
Public entertainment, education or hospital and institutional care buldings 
Public entertainment buildings 
Museums and libraries 
School, university and research buildings 
Buildings for hospital and institutional care 
Sports halls 
Other non-residential buildings 
Non-residential farm buildings 
Buildings used as places of worship and for religious activities 
Historic or protected monuments 
Other buildings not elsewhere classified 
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2 
21 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
22 
221 
222 
23 
230 
24 
241 
242 
2111 
2112 
2121 
2122 
2130 
2141 
2142 
2151 
2152 
2153 
2211 
2212 
2213 
2214 
2221 
2222 
2223 
2224 
2301 
2302 
2303 
2304 
2411 
2412 
2420 
CIVIL ENGINEERING WORKS 
Transport infrastructures 
Highways, streets and roads 
Highways 
Streets and roads 
Railways 
Long-distance railways 
Urban railways 
Airfield runways 
Airfield runways 
Bridges, elevated highways, tunnels and subways 
Bridges and elevated highways 
Tunnels and subways 
Harbours, waterways, dams and other waterworks 
Harbours and navigable canals 
Dams 
Aqueducts, irrigation and cultivation waterworks 
Pipelines, communication and electricity lines 
Long-distance pipelines, communication and electricity lines 
Long-distance oil and gas pipelines 
Long-distance water pipelines 
Long-distance telecommunication lines 
Long-distance electricity lines 
Local pipelines and cables 
Local gas supply lines 
Local water supply pipelines 
Local waste water pipelines 
Local electricity and telecommunication cables 
Complex constructions on industrial sites 
Complex constructions on industrial sites 
Constructions for mining or extraction 
Power plant constructions 
Chemical plant constructions 
Heavy industrial plants, not elsewhere classified 
Other civil engineering works 
Sport and recreation constructions 
Sports grounds 
Other sport and recreation constructions 
Other civil engineering works not elsewhere classified 
Other civil engineering works not elsewhere classified 
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ANNEX IV 
Glossary 
of F r e q u e n t l y Used Terms in the Domain 
of Cons t ruc t ion 
Contractor 
A firm which undertakes works as part of a construction project by virtue of a contract with a cli­
ent. 
Client ("Maître d'ouvrage") 
Natural or legal person for whom a structure is constructed. 
Project supervisor ("Maître d'oeuvre") 
Person or organisation responsible for the supervision of a construction site after having drawn up 
the structure plans. 
Quantity surveyor 
Professional responsible for evaluating the progress of work in terms of quality and value, on the 
basis of the technical documents relating to a given structure. 
Standard operations 
The supply of a component of the structure, defined in terms of its function in the structure and its 
constituent materials. Examples might include 
2 ♦ Construction of 50 m of wall in 20 cm hollow breeze block 2 ♦ Supply and setting of 60 m traditional pantile roofing 
♦ Installation of an insulated 200­litre electric hot water tank. 
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Construction1) 
Structure connected with the ground, made from construction materials and components, and/or 
for which construction work is carried out. 
The classification of constructions provides for two types of such structures: buildings and civil 
engineering structures. 
Building1) 
Building is a permanently-constructed roofed structure capable of being used independently, de-
signed to offer protection from the elements with a view to occupation or use by man, or to provid-
ing shelter for animals, goods, equipment of industrial activities. 
Civil engineering structures1) 
All structures other than buildings: infrastructure works such as railways, highways, airport run-
ways, tunnels, dams, bridges, canals, electricity transmission systems, drilling platforms, mine-
shafts, recreation installations, etc. 
Residential building1) 
A residential building is a building exclusively or principally destined for dwelling purposes; in the 
latter case it is regarded as a residential building if more than 50% of the habitable/useful floor 
area or of the volume to be constructed is used for dwelling purposes. 
This definition has been proposed in the introduction to the Classification of Types of Construc-
tions (CC). 
Non-residential building7) 
A non-residential building is a building exclusively or principally destined for purposes other than 
residential; in the latter case it is regarded as a non-residential building if more than 50% of the 
useful floor area or of the volume to be constructed is used for purposes other than residential. 
1) Definition proposed in the introduction to the Classification of Types of Constructions (CC). 
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Dwell ing^ 
A dwelling is a room or suite of rooms and its accessories in a permanent building or structurally 
separated part thereof which by the way it has been built, rebuilt, converted, etc, is intended for 
private habitation. It should have a separate access to a street (direct or via a garden or grounds) or 
to a common space within the building (staircase, passage, gallery, etc). Detached rooms or habi-
tation which are clearly built, rebuilt, converted etc, to be used as a part of the dwelling should be 
counted as part of the dwelling. (A dwelling may thus be constituted of separate buildings within 
the same enclosure, provided they are clearly intended for habitation by the same private house-
hold eg a room or rooms above a detached garage, occupied by servants or other members of the 
household.) 
Thus a distinguishing feature of a dwelling is that it has a separate entrance either at ground level 
or to a common space in a multi-occupation building. 
Room2) 
A room is an area within a dwelling formed by partition walls from floor to ceiling or roof. It must be 
2 
large enough to accommodate an adult's bed (not less than 4m ) with not less than 2.00 m head-
room over at least half its floor area. This category includes normal bedrooms, dining rooms, sitting 
rooms, attic rooms, kitchens and other separate rooms whose pupose is residential. "Comer-
kitchens," corridors, verandas, hallways, etc. and bathrooms do not count as "rooms." 
Useful floor area2) 
This is the floor area of a building measured within the external walls, excluding cellars, non-
habitable attics and, in multiple dwellings, all communal areas. 
Habitable floor area 
The habitable floor area of a dwelling is the total floor area, measured inside the outer and dividing 
walls, of all habitation rooms and ancillary rooms, such as kitchens, bathrooms, toilets, corridors, 
lobbies and staircases and, in multi-dwelling houses, all the common areas, but excluding cellars, 
lofts, non-habitable attics, open balconies and garages. 
This definition is proposed in the Council Directive (78/166/EEC) of February 1978. It is essen-
tially identical to that of useful floor space postulated under the E.C.E. system except that the 
E.C.E. definition excludes common areas in multi-dwelling buildings. 
2) The definition has been proposed by the Conference of European Statisticians and the Committee for 
Housing, Building and Planning in the European Programme of Current Housing Statistics (E.C.E.) 
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Living floor space 
The living (i.e. habitable) floor space is the total space within habitable rooms which are defined as 
having an individual size of not less than 4 sq. metres with a height over the major area of the 
ceiling of at least 2 metres. Excluded from computation under this second definition are kitchen-
ettes (which are not defined so as to be distinguishable from kitchens but are presumably taken to 
be rooms of less than 4 sq. metres by 2 metres), bathrooms, toilets, corridors, lobbies and veran-
das. 
This definition is postulated by the E.C.E. It is more restrictive than the definition of habitable floor 
area. 
Volume constructed 
The volume constructed of a residential or non-residential building is the floor area including outer 
walls, multiplied by the height, measured from the ground of the lowest floor - which is the cellar 
or, if there are no cellars nor similar spaces, the ground floor - to the mid-height of the roof, or, if it 
is a flat roof, to its upper surface; the corresponding volume of the accessories as well as the an-
nexes, calculated in the same way, has to be added. Internal spaces not roofed are to be excluded. 
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ANNEX V 
Draft Council Regulation con­
cerning Short-Term Statistics 
This version of the draft legal text is shows the pro-
posal of the Commission as it was submitted to the 
European Council in June 1997. During the discus-
sions at the Council meetings considerable changes 
are possible. 
The Council of t h e European Union, 
Having regard to the Treaty establ ishing the 
European Communi ty , and in par t icular 
Article 213 thereof, 
Having regard to the draft Regulation 
submi t ted by the Commission,- ') 
Having regard to the opinion of the Euro-
pean Parliament, ) 
Having regard to the opinion of the eco-
nomic a n d social committee,-5) 
3) Official Journal * *** of **.**.****, p. *. 
4) Official Journal * *** of **.**."", p. *. 
Having regard to the opinion of the Euro -
pean Monetary Insti tute,") 
(1) Whereas the Council Directive No. 
7 2 / 2 1 1 (EEC) of 30 May 1972 7 ) a n d 
Council Directive No. 7 8 / 1 6 6 (EEC) of 
13 February 1978^) which a imed to 
provide a body of coherent s ta t is t ics , 
have no t been able to take a c c o u n t of 
economic a n d technical changes ; 
5) Official Journal * *** of **.**.****, p. *. 
6) Official Journal * *** of «.**.**", p. *. 
7) Official Journal L 128 of 3.06.1972, p. 28. 
8) Official Journal L 52 of 23.02.1978, p. 17. 
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(2) Whereas the European Union h a s in 
the meant ime m a d e further progress 
towards integration; whereas new eco-
nomic, competition, social, environ-
men ta l and enterpr ise policies and 
guide-l ines call for initiatives a n d deci-
s ions based on valid statist ics; whereas 
the information provided for u n d e r ex-
ist ing Communi ty legislation or avail-
able in the var ious Member S ta tes is 
part ly inadequate or insufficiently 
comparab le to serve a s a reliable basis 
for the work of the Communi t ies ; 
(3) Whereas the future European Central 
B a n k (ECB) needs rapid shor t term 
s ta t is t ics in order to a s s e s s the eco-
nomic development in the Member 
S ta tes in the context of a single Euro-
pean monetary policy; 
(4) Whereas s tandardisa t ion is required to 
mee t Communi ty needs for information 
concerning economic convergence; 
(5) W h e r e a s it is necessary to have reliable 
a n d rapid statist ics available in order 
to report on the economic development 
in each Member State of the Union in 
the framework of the economic policy 
of the Union; 
(6) Whereas bus inesses a n d their profes-
sional associat ions need s u c h infor-
mat ion in order to u n d e r s t a n d their 
m a r k e t s and to know their activity and 
performance relative to their sector, a t 
na t iona l and internat ional level; 
(7) W h e r e a s in its Decision 9 3 / 4 6 4 of 22 
J u l y 1 9 9 3 9 ) the Council adopted a 
framework programme for priority ac-
tions in the field of statistical informa-
tion for 1993 to 1997; 
(8) Whereas the compilation of nat ional 
a c c o u n t s according to Council Regula-
tion No. 2 2 3 / 9 6 of 26 J u n e 1 9 9 6 1 0 ) 
concern ing the European System of 
9) Official Journal L 219 of 28.08.1993, p. 1. 
10) Official Journal L 310 of 13.11.1996, p. 39. 
National a n d Regional Accounts in the 
European Communi ty (ESA95) re-
quires the development of comparable , 
complete and reliable statist ical 
sources ; 
(9) Whereas in Decision 9 2 / 3 2 6 / E E C of 
18 J u n e 1992 H ) the Council adopted 
a two-year program (1992 to 1993) for 
the development of European s ta t is t ics 
on services; whereas this p rogram in-
c ludes the compilation of ha rmon i sed 
stat is t ics a t nat ional and regional lev-
els, part icularly for the distr ibutive 
t rades ; 
(10) Whereas in accordance with the pr in-
ciple of subsidiar i ty the creat ion of 
common statist ical n o r m s t ha t permit 
the product ion of ha rmonised s ta t is t ics 
is a n act ion which can only be u n d e r -
taken efficiently a t Communi ty level 
and t ha t they will be applied in each 
Member Sta te u n d e r the au thor i ty of 
the bodies a n d inst i tu t ions in charge of 
compiling official statist ics; 
(11) Whereas the bes t method of ascer ta in-
ing the bus ine s s cycle cons i s t s of 
compiling stat is t ics which conform to 
common methodological principles a n d 
with common definitions of charac te r -
istics; whe rea s it is only from co-
ordinated compilation tha t ha rmon i sed 
s tat is t ics can be d rawn u p with reli-
ability, speed, flexibility and the level of 
detail required to meet the n e e d s of the 
Commission and of enterpr ises ; 
(12) Whereas the statistical da ta compiled 
within the Communi ty system m u s t be 
of a satisfactory quality and th is qua l -
ity, a s well a s the bu rden it entai ls , 
m u s t be comparable from one Member 
State to1 another , and whereas it is 
therefore necessary to es tabl ish jointly 
the criteria enabl ing these require-
m e n t s to be met; Whereas shor t - t e rm 
stat is t ics m u s t be consis tent with the 
11) Official Journal L 179, 1.7.1992, p. 131. 
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resu l t s t ransmit ted in accordance with 
Council Regulation No. 5 8 / 9 7 of 20 
December 1 9 9 6 ^ ) concerning s t ruc-
tura l bus iness statist ics; 
(13) Whereas it is necessary to simplify the 
administrat ive procedures for enter-
pr ises , particularly smaller enterprises , 
including the promotion of new tech-
nologies for da t a collection and compi-
lation; whereas the u s e of existing 
administrat ive da t a for statistical pur -
poses is one of the m e a s u r e s to de-
c rease the bu rden on enterprise; 
whe rea s if a direct da t a collection from 
bus ines se s is indispensable for compil-
ing the statist ics, the me thods and 
techn iques m u s t e n s u r e t ha t the da t a 
a re reliable a n d u p to date , without 
giving rise for the par t ies concerned, in 
par t icular for small and medium sized 
bus inesses , to a bu rden out of propor-
tion to the resul ts which u s e r s of the 
said statist ics can reasonably expect; 
(14) Whereas it is necessary to have a legal 
framework common to all bus ines s ac-
tivities and domains of bus ines s s ta-
tistics covering also the activities and 
d o m a i n s for which stat is t ics are not yet 
developed; whereas the scope of the 
s tat is t ics to be compiled can be defined 
by reference to Council Regulation No. 
9 3 / 6 9 6 1 3 ) on the statistical un i t s for 
the observation and the analysis of the 
product ion system in the European 
Communi ty a n d Council Regulation 
No. 3 0 3 7 / 9 0 ^ 4 ) on the statistical 
classification of activities in the Euro-
p e a n Communi ty (NACE Rev.l) 
a m e n d e d by Commission Regulation 
No. 7 6 1 / 9 3 1 5 ) ; 
(15) Whereas , in order to enable the ru les 
for the collection and statistical proc-
12) Official Journal L 14 of 17.01.1997, p. 1. 
13) Official Journal L 76, 30.3.1993, p. 1. 
14) Official Journal L 293, 24.10.1990, p. 1. 
15) Official Journal L 83, 3.4.1993, p. 1. 
essing of d a t a a n d for processing and 
t ransmiss ion of the variables to be 
clarified further, it is necessary to 
confer u p o n the Commission, ass is ted 
by the Statist ical Programme Commit-
tee set u p by Decision 8 9 / 3 8 2 / E E C 
(Euratom), 1°) the power to adop t 
m e a s u r e s for the application of this 
Regulation, 
(16) Whereas the statist ical Programme 
Committee h a s been consul ted in ac -
cordance with article 3 of the aforesaid 
Decision, 
has adopted t h i s Regulat ion: 
Article 1 
General aims 
(1) The objective of th i s Regulation is to 
establish a common framework for the 
product ion of shor t - te rm Communi ty 
Statist ics on the Bus iness cycle. 
(2) The s tat is t ics comprise information 
(variables) which are necessary to pro-
vide a uniform bas i s for the analys is of 
the shor t t e rm evolution of o u t p u t a n d 
demand , the product ion factors a n d 
prices. 
Article 2 
Scope 
(1) This Regulation shal l apply to all mar -
ket activities in Sections C to K a n d M 
to O of the stat ist ical classification of 
economic activities in the European 
Communi ty (NACE Rev.l) a s e s t ab -
lished by Regulation (EEC) No 3 0 3 7 / 9 0 
16) Official Journal L 181, 28.6.1989, p. 47. 
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(2) Statistical units of the types fisted in 
Section I of the Annex to Regulation 
No 93/696 and which are classified 
under one of the activities referred to in 
paragraph 1 shall be included in the 
scope of this Regulation. The use of 
particular units for the compilation of 
statistics is specified in the Annexes to 
this Regulation. 
Article 3 
Modules 
(1) The specific requirements for the vari-
ables are described in modules set out 
in the annexes to this Regulation. 
(2) The following information is laid down 
in each module where relevant: 
a. the specific activities for which the 
statistics are to be compiled; 
b. the types of statistical unit to be 
used for the compilation of the 
statistics; 
c. the lists of variables; 
d. the form of the variables; 
e. the frequency of the variables; 
f. the level of detail of the variables; 
g. the deadlines for data transmis-
sion; 
h. the list of voluntary pilot studies; 
i. the first reference period; 
j . the maximum length of the tran-
sition period which may be con-
ceded. 
Article 4 
Collection of data 
(1) Member States shall obtain the neces-
sary data for the compilation of the 
variables listed in the modules. 
(2) Member States may obtain the neces-
sary data using a combination of dif-
ferent sources specified below, apply-
ing the principle of administrative 
simplification: 
(a) compulsory surveys: the legal 
units, to which the statistical units 
called upon by the Member States 
belong or of which they are com-
posed, shall be obliged to give ac-
curate and complete information 
within the prescribed deadlines; 
(b) other sources which are at least 
equivalent as regards accuracy 
and quality; 
(c) missing data may be estimated if 
this does not lower substantially 
the quality of the variables. 
(3) Member States shall promote condi-
tions which reduce the response bur-
den on the reporting units. For this 
purpose Member States shall take the 
necessary measures to allow and fa-
cilitate access by the authorities re-
sponsible for the collection of data, to 
administrative sources within their 
State, in particular periodic informa-
tion contained in VAT declarations, 
including information in the tax regis-
ter. 
(4) The Member States, in co-operation 
with the Commission, shall promote 
the conditions for increased use of 
electronic data collection and auto-
matic data processing. 
Article 5 
Periodicity 
All variables are provided on a monthly or 
quarterly base as specified in the modules. 
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Article 6 
Level of detail 
The variables are to be supplied in accor-
dance with NACE Rev. 1 at the level of detail 
as set out in the modules. 
modules and which shall be no longer 
than 6 months. 
(3) In any case, the variables shall be 
transmitted to the Statistical Office of 
the European Communities not later 
than the day they are ready for publi-
cation in the Member State. 
Article 7 
Processing 
Member States shall process the completed 
data collected by means of surveys or ob-
tained from other sources into comparable 
variables 
a. following the rules laid down in 
the modules and 
b. taking account of the guidelines 
laid down in the methodological 
manual referred to in Article 11. 
Article 8 
Transmission 
(1) Member States shall transmit the 
variables provided for in Article 7 of 
this Regulation, including confidential 
data, to the Statistical Office of the 
European Communities in accordance 
with the existing Community provi-
sions on transmission of data subject 
to statistical confidentiality. The exist-
ing Community provisions on the 
transmission of data subject to statis-
tical confidentiality shall apply to the 
treatment of the variables, insofar as 
they include confidential data. 
(2) The transmission to the Statistical 
Office of the European Communities 
shall be carried out by electronic or 
other appropriate means within a pe-
riod of time from the end of the refer-
ence period which is laid down in the 
Article 9 
Quality 
(1) The Member States shall ensure that 
the transmitted variables reflect the 
true situation of the total population of 
units. For this purpose the surveys or 
other sources must cover as many 
units as necessary to ensure a suffi-
cient degree of representativeness. 
(2) The accuracy of the variables has to 
be measured by each Member State 
according to a common methodology. 
This methodology will be established 
by the Commission after consultation 
of the Committee referred to in Article 
17 and will be laid down in the meth-
odology manual referred to in Article 
11. 
(3) The quality of the variables is to be 
tested regularly by comparing them 
with other statistical information, no-
tably the variables transmitted in ac-
cordance with Regulation No. 58/97. 
In addition they are to be checked for 
internal consistency. Deviations be-
tween first published data and final 
data are to be minimised. 
(4) If any of these tests result in a devia-
tion from the common methodology, 
the Member States shall remedy the 
deviation. 
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Article 10 
Change of base year 
(1) At least every five years, for the years 
ending with a 0 or a 5, Member States 
are obliged to adapt the weighting 
systems of the composite indices and 
in the appropriate case the choice of 
representative products. 
(2) All variables must be rebased on the 
new base year within three years after 
the end of this new base year. The 
weights used in the adopted weighting 
systems shall be transmitted to the 
Commission within three years after 
the end of the new base year. 
Article 11 
Methodological manual 
In co-operation with the Committee referred 
to in Article 17, a methodological manual 
which 
a. explains the rules set up in the 
modules and also 
b. contains the necessary recom­
mendations concerning short term 
statistics, 
will be published by the Commission. 
This manual will be revised at regular in­
tervals. 
(2) During the transition periods deroga­
tions from the provisions of this 
Regulation may be accepted by the 
Commission insofar as the national 
statistical systems require major ad­
aptations. 
Article 13 
Reports 
(1) Member States shall transmit to the 
Commission on request any relevant 
information to evaluate and compare 
the degree of accuracy and quality of 
the transmitted variables; in particu­
lar they shall notify on request of the 
criteria for the design of the samples 
and the estimation algorithm. 
(2) The Commission shall, within three 
years of the date of entry into force of 
this Regulation and again every three 
years thereafter, submit a report to 
the European Parliament and the 
Council on the statistics compiled 
pursuant to this Regulation and in 
particular on their quality and the 
burden on business. 
Article 14 
Co-ordination in the 
Member States 
Article 12 
Transition period and 
derogations 
(1) Transition periods may be conceded, 
not extending more than five years 
from the beginning of the first refer­
ence periods for the compilation of the 
statistics. 
In each Member State one national author­
ity shall co-ordinate 
• the transmission of variables (Article 8), 
• the quality measurement (Article 9) and 
• the transmission of relevant informa­
tion (Article 13(1)). 
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Article 15 
Pilot studies 
(1) The Commission will, in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Arti-
cle 17 of this Regulation, institute a 
series of pilot studies to be completed 
by the Member States. These pilot 
studies are specified in the modules. 
(2) These pilot studies will be carried out 
in order to assess the feasibility of 
obtaining more data, taking into ac-
count the benefits of the availability of 
the data in relation to the cost of col-
lection and the burden on business. 
(3) The Commission will inform the 
Council of the results of the pilot 
studies and will if necessary submit to 
it proposals on new requirements for 
the modules. 
c. the definition and the appropriate 
forms of the transmitted variables 
(Article 3), 
d. the frequency of compilation of the 
statistics (Article 5), 
e. the levels of breakdown and ag-
gregation to be applied to the vari-
ables (Article 6), 
f. the transmission deadlines (Article 
8), 
g. the accuracy of the variables 
(Article 9), 
h. the transition periods and deroga-
tions granted during the transition 
period (Article 12), 
i. the pilot studies (Article 15), 
Article 17 
Committee procedure 
Article 16 
Implementation 
The Commission shall determine, under the 
procedure laid down in Article 17, the 
measures for implementing this Regulation, 
including the measures for adjustment to 
economic and technical developments con-
cerning the collection and statistical proc-
essing of data, the processing and the 
transmission of the variables, taking into 
consideration the principle that the benefits 
of the measure must outweigh its cost, and 
provided that major additional resources 
are not involved either for the Member 
States or for enterprises as compared with 
the original provisions of this Regulation, in 
particular: 
a. the use of particular units (Article 
2), 
b. the updating of the list of variables 
(Article 3), 
(1) The Commission shall be assisted by 
the Statistical Programme Committee 
set up by Decision 89/382/EEC, 
Euratom, hereinafter referred to as 
"the Committee". 
(2) The representative of the Commission 
shall submit to the Committee a draft 
of the measures to be taken. The 
Committee shall deliver its opinion on 
the draft within a time limit which the 
chairman may lay down according to 
the urgency of the matter. The opinion 
shall be delivered by the majority laid 
down in Article 148 (2) of the Treaty in 
the case of decisions which the 
Council is required to adopt on a pro-
posal from the Commission. 
The votes of the representatives of the 
Member States within the Committee 
shall be weighted in the manner set 
out in that Article. The Chairman shall 
not vote. 
(3) The Commission shall adopt measures 
which shall apply immediately. How-
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ever, if these measures are not in ac-
cordance with the opinion of the 
Committee, they shall be communi-
cated by the Commission to the 
Council forthwith. In that event: 
a. The Commission shall defer appli-
cation of the measures which it 
has decided for a period of three 
months from the date of commu-
nication. 
b. The Council, acting by a qualified 
majority, may take a different de-
cision within the time limit re-
ferred to in the previous para-
graph. 
MODULE A: 
Industry 
a. Scope 
This module is applicable for all activities of 
mining, manufacturing and energy, listed 
in sections C to E of NACE Rev.l. 
Observation Unit 
Article 18 
Repealing provisions 
The Directives 72/211 (EEC) of 30 May 
1972 and 78/166 (EEC) of 13 February 
1978 shall cease to apply after the trans-
mission of all of the data for the reference 
periods within 1997. 
Article 19 
Entering into force 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the 
twentieth day after its publication in the 
Official Journal of the European Commu-
nities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its en-
tirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
(1) The observation unit for all variables 
in this module is the kind-of-activity 
unit. 
(2) For enterprises with few persons em-
ployed in secondary activities the Na-
tional Statistical Offices may use the 
enterprise as the observation unit. 
(3) Exceptions for the observation unit 
can be decided by the Commission 
after consultation of the Committee 
referred to in Article 17. 
c. List of Variables 
(1) The statistics in this module comprise 
the following variables: 
Variable 
110 
120 
121 
122 
130 
131 
132 
210 
220 
230 
310 
Name 
production 
turnover 
domestic turnover 
export turnover 
new orders received 
domestic new orders 
export new orders 
persons employed 
hours worked 
gross wages and salaries 
output prices 
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311 
312 
output prices of the domestic 
market 
output prices of the export 
market 
e. Frequency 
(2) The information on orders (No 130, 
131, 132) are only required for the 
following divisions of NACE Rev.l: 17, 
18, 21 , 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 , 32, 33, 
34, 35. 
(3) The information concerning output 
prices (No 310, 311, 312) is not re­
quired for the following groups of 
NACE Rev.l: 12.0, 22.1, 23.3, 29.6, 
35.1,35.3. 
Form 
(1) The variables are to be supplied in the 
following 
Variable 
110 
120 
121 
122 
130 
131 
132 
210 
220 
230 
310 
311 
312 
orm: 
Unadjusted 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
V 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Working 
day ad­
justed 
• 
Seasonally 
adjusted 
• 
• 
■/ 
V 
• 
• 
■/ 
V 
■/ 
V 
(2) All variables can be supplied either as 
an index or as absolute figures. 
The variables are to be supplied with the 
following frequency: 
f. 
(1) 
(2) 
Variable 
110 
120 
121 
122 
130 
131 
132 
210 
220 
230 
310 
311 
312 
Frequency 
monthly 
monthly 
monthly 
monthly 
monthly 
monthly 
monthly 
at least quarterly 
at least quarterly 
at least quarterly 
monthly 
monthly 
monthly 
Level of detail 
All variables are to be supplied at least 
at 2­digit level of NACE Rev. 1. 
For Section D, the index of production 
and the index of output prices will be 
supplied at both the 3 and 4­digit level 
of NACE Rev.l, with the following ex­
ceptions: 
a) If value added in a class of NACE 
Rev 1 Section D in a given base 
year represents, in a Member 
State, less than 3% of the Euro­
pean Community total, the index 
of production (No 110) and the in­
dex of output prices (No 310, 311, 
312) need not to be supplied for 
this class. 
b) If value added in a group of NACE 
Rev 1 Section D in a given base 
year represents, in a Member 
State, less than 3% of the Euro­
pean Community total, the index 
of production (No 110) and the in­
dex of output prices (No 310, 311, 
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312) need not to be supplied for 
this group. 
(3) If necessary for European Community 
policy requirements, the Commission 
may, in accordance with the proce-
dure laid down in Article 17 of this 
Regulation, request ad hoc collection 
of the data referred to in paragraph 2. 
(4) In addition, all variables are to be 
supplied for main industrial group-
ings, the definition of which (reference 
to NACE Rev.l activities) are decided 
after consultation of the Committee 
referred to in Article 17. 
g. Deadlines for data 
transmission 
h. Pilot Studies 
In accordance with Article 15 voluntary 
pilot studies are launched in the order of 
priorities on the following subjects: 
1. The break-down of export market vari-
ables into intra EC and extra EC, 
2. short term investment information, 
3. short term information concerning birth 
and death of enterprises, 
4. a monthly frequency for employment 
information, 
5. data on stock of orders, 
6. data on inventories, 
7. order information for more activities 
than listed in c.(2), 
8. the calculation of output prices for the 
activities excluded in c.(3). 
(1) The variables shall be transmitted 
within the following deadlines after the 
end of the reference period: 
Variable 
110 
120 
121 
122 
130 
131 
132 
210 
220 
230 
310 
311 
312 
Deadlines 
45 calendar days 
60 calendar days 
60 calendar days 
60 calendar days 
50 calendar days 
50 calendar days 
50 calendar days 
50 calendar days 
60 calendar days 
60 calendar days 
35 calendar days 
35 calendar days 
35 calendar days 
i. First reference period 
The first reference period for which all vari-
ables are to be supplied is January 1998 
for monthly data, the first quarter 1998 for 
quarterly data. 
j . Transition period 
For production (No 110), new orders re-
ceived (No 130, 131, 132) and domestic 
output prices (No 311) a transition period of 
no longer than two years may be conceded 
by the Commission. For all other variables 
the transition period may be up to five 
years. 
(2) The deadline may be up to 15 calen-
dar days longer for those activities 
where, in a given base year, the value 
added of the activities in a Member 
State represents less than 2% of the 
Community total. 
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MODULE Β: 
Construction 
a. Scope 
This module is applicable for all activities of 
construction listed in section F of NACE 
Rev.l. 
b. Observation Unit 
(1) The observation unit for all variables 
in this module is the kind­of­activity 
unit. 
(2) For enterprises with few persons em­
ployed in secondary activities the Na­
tional Statistical Offices may use the 
enterprise as the observation unit. 
(3) Exceptions for the observation unit 
can be decided by the Commission 
after consultation of the Committee 
referred to in Article 17. 
c. List of Variables 
(1) The statistics in this module comprise 
the following variables: 
Variable 
110 
115 
116 
130 
135 
136 
210 
220 
230 
Name 
production 
production of building construction 
production of civil engineering 
new orders received 
new orders received for building 
construction 
new orders received for civil engi­
neering 
persons employed 
hours worked 
gross wages and salaries 
310 
320 
321 
322 
411 
412 
output prices 
construction costs 
material costs 
labour costs 
building permits: number 
of dwellings 
building permits: square meters of 
useful floor area 
(2) 
(3) 
d. 
The information concerning new or­
ders (No 130, 135, 136) is not required 
for groups 45.3 to 45.5 of NACE Rev. 1. 
Approximations for the variables can 
be defined by the Commission after 
consultation of the Committee and 
laid down in the methodological man­
ual referred to in Article 11. 
Form 
( 1 ) The variables are to be supplied in the 
following form: 
Variable 
110 
115 
116 
130 
135 
136 
210 
220 
230 
310 
320 
321 
322 
411 
412 
Unadjusted 
• 
V 
■ / 
• 
• 
• 
V 
• 
• 
•" 
V 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Seasonally 
adjusted 
• 
• 
■/ 
■/ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
(2) All variables except the building 
permits (No 411 and 412) can be 
supplied in the form of indices or in 
absolute figures. 
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(3) The building permits (No 411 and 412) 
a re to be supplied in absolute figures. 
e. Frequency 
The var iables a re to be supplied with the 
following frequency: 
(1) 
(2) 
Variable 
110 
115 
116 
130 
135 
136 
210 
220 
230 
310 
320 
321 
322 
411 
412 
Frequency 
monthly 
monthly 
monthly 
at least quarterly 
at least quarterly 
at least quarterly 
at least quarterly 
at least quarterly 
at least quarterly 
at least quarterly 
at least quarterly 
at least quarterly 
at least quarterly 
monthly 
monthly 
Level of detail 
The var iables No 110, 130, 210, 2 2 0 
a n d 2 3 0 are to be supplied a t least a t 
t he 2-digit level of NACE Rev. 1. 
The o u t p u t prices and construct ion 
cos ts (Variables No 310, 320, 321 and 
322) a re only manda to ry for new resi-
dent ia l bui ldings excluding residencies 
for communi t i es . 
(3) Following the classification of con-
s t ruc t ions , the n u m b e r of dwellings 
p re sen t in building permits (No 411) is 
to be suppl ied for: 
(i) one dwelling residential buildings 
(ii) two a n d more-dwelling residential 
bui ldings 
(4) The bui lding permi ts (No 412) are to 
be suppl ied for: 
(i) one dwelling residential bui ldings 
(ii) two and more-dwelling residential 
bui ldings 
(iii) res idencies for communi t i e s 
(iv) offices bui ldings 
(v) o ther bui ldings 
This is to be compiled u s i n g the 
square me te r s of useful floor a rea or 
an alternative size m e a s u r e . 
(5) The building permi ts (No. 411 and 
412) a re not to be supplied for civil 
engineering. 
g. Deadlines for data 
transmission 
The variables shall be t ransmi t ted within 
the following deadl ines after the end of the 
reference period: 
Variable 
110 
115 
116 
130 
135 
136 
210 
220 
230 
310 
320 
321 
322 
411 
412 
Deadline 
60 calendar days 
60 calendar days 
60 calendar days 
90 calendar days 
90 calendar days 
90 calendar days 
90 calendar days 
90 calendar days 
90 calendar days 
90 calendar days 
90 calendar days 
90 calendar days 
90 calendar days 
60 calendar days 
60 calendar days 
h. Pilot Studies 
In accordance with Article 15 voluntary 
pilot s tudies are l aunched in the order of 
priorities on the following subjects : 
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1. on the possibilities to break down pro-
duction (No 110) into new work and 
repair & maintenance, 
2. on providing new orders information 
(No 130, 135 and 136) and prices (No 
310, 320, 321 and 322) at a monthly 
frequency, 
3. on the possibilities to break down the 
variables No 210, 220 and 230 into 
building and civil engineering, 
4. on the possibilities to have price infor-
mation (No 310, 320, 321 and 322) for 
other types of construction than resi-
dential buildings, as well as for repair 
and maintenance work, 
5. on the possibilities to break down the 
production of building construction (No 
115) into residential and non-
residential buildings 
6. on short term investment information, 
7. on short term information concerning 
birth and death of enterprises. 
I. First reference year 
The first reference period for which all vari-
ables are to be supplied is January 1998 
for monthly data, the first quarter 1998 for 
quarterly data. 
j . Transition period 
For the variables No 110, 130 and 310 a 
transition period of no longer than two 
years may be conceded by the Commission. 
For all other variables the transition period 
may be up to five years. 
For the periodicity of variable No 110 
(production index) to be monthly, a transi-
tion period of up to five years may be con-
ceded. 
MODULE C: 
Retail Trade 
a. Scope 
This module is applicable for the retail 
trade sector except trade of motor vehicles 
and motorcycles, in other words all activi-
ties listed in groups 52.1 to 52.6 of NACE 
Rev.l (distributive trade). 
b. Observation Unit 
(1) The observation unit for all variables 
m this module is the enterprise. 
(2) The Member States shall also collect, 
compile and transmit variables for 
enterprises which, according to their 
main activity, are not classified in 
NACE Rev.l 52.1 to 52.6, but which 
nevertheless carry out significant re-
tail trade activities. 
(3) The Member States shall determine 
the appropriate manner for the im-
plementation of paragraph (2). The 
Member States shall inform the 
Commission of the action they have 
taken to meet the requirements of 
paragraph (2). 
c. List of variables 
The statistics in this module comprise the 
following variables: 
Variable Name 
120 
210 
330 
turnover 
persons employed 
deflator of sales 
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d. Form 
(1) All variables are to be sent in the form 
of indices or absolute figures. 
(2) The variables are to be supplied in the 
following form: 
Variable 
120 
210 
330 
Unad­
justed 
• 
■/ 
• 
Work, day 
adjusted 
• 
Seasonally 
adjusted 
• 
• 
g. Deadlines for data 
transmission 
The preliminary variables shall be transmit­
ted within 3 months after the end of the 
reference period, the revised variables 
within 6 months after the end of the refer­
ence period. Special estimated advanced 
variables shall be transmitted within 2 
months at the aggregated level of retail 
trade. 
e. Frequency 
The variables are to be supplied with the 
following frequency: 
Variable 
120 
210 
330 
Frequency 
monthly 
quarterly 
monthly 
h. Pilot Studies 
In accordance with Article 15 voluntary 
pilot studies are launched on the following 
subjects: 
1. on the possibilities of faster data supply, 
2. on the kind­of­activity unit as observa­
tion unit, 
3. on short term investment information, 
4. on short term information concerning 
birth and death of enterprises. 
Level of detail 
The variables are to be supplied according 
to the regroupings of activities, defined 
below according to the NACE Rev. 1 classifi­
cation classes and groups: 
♦ class 52.11 
♦ class 52.12 
♦ group 52.2 
♦ group 52.3 
♦ sum of classes 52.41, 52.42 and 52.43 
♦ sum of classes 52.44, 52.45 and 52.46 
♦ sum of classes 52.47 and 52.48 
♦ class 52.61 
Aggregated variables are required for: 
♦ sum of class 52.11 and group 52.2 
♦ sum of class 52.12 and groups 52.3 to 
52.6 
♦ sum of groups 52.1 to 52.6. 
i. First reference year 
The first reference period for which all vari­
ables are to be supplied is January 1998 
for monthly data, the first quarter 1998 for 
quarterly data. 
j . Transition period 
For aggregated turnover (No 120) a transi­
tion period of no longer than two years may 
be conceded by the Commission. For all 
other variables the transition period may be 
up to five years. 
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MODULE D: 
Other Services 
b. Observation Unit 
The observation unit for all variables in this 
module should be the enterprise. 
a. Scope 
(1) Pilot studies are to be carried out by 
the end of 2002 in order to know for 
which NACE Rev.l activities short 
term statistics need to be compiled be-
cause a business cycle can be ob-
served. 
(2) The pilot studies shall be applicable 
for all activities listed in sections G to 
K and O of NACE Rev. 1, except groups 
52.1 to 52.6. 
(3) The pilot studies will be carried out in 
order to assess the feasibility of col-
lecting data, taking into account the 
benefits of the availability of the data 
in relation to the cost of collection and 
the burden on business. 
(4) The specifications laid down in points 
b) to g) below are to be examined in 
the pilot studies and shall be reviewed 
after the pilot studies have been com-
pleted. 
(5) After the pilot studies have been 
completed, the Commission, after con-
sultation of the Committee in accor-
dance with the procedure laid down in 
Article 17 of this Regulation, shall de-
termine the NACE Rev.l activities for 
which short term statistics are to be 
completed for the activities covered by 
this annex. 
c. List of variables 
The statistics in this module should com-
prise the following variables: 
Variables 
120 
210 
Name 
turnover 
persons employed 
d. Form 
The variables should be collected in the 
form of indices, both unadjusted and sea-
sonally adjusted. 
e. Frequency 
The variables should be supplied on a 
quarterly basis. 
f. Level of detail 
The variables should be supplied according 
to the divisions (2-digit level) of NACE 
Rev.l. 
g. Deadlines for data 
transmission 
Variables should be transmitted to the 
Commission within 6 months after the end 
of the reference period. 
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